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Dear Industry Colleagues,
First and foremost, on behalf of the
organizers, Elsevier, in association with Planet
Biometrics.com, I would like to extend a warm
welcome and thank you for coming to this major
international conference and exhibition looking at the
practical application of biometrics.
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This is an exciting time in the industry’s history, with biometrics
now featuring in a vast array of applications. The dominant force
is still governmental applications but, increasingly, many newer
applications are less to do with high-security government identification
schemes, and more to do with how biometrics can improve citizen
welfare and even enhance social interaction.
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This show continues to lead the way as Europe’s largest dedicated event –
as well as being the most ‘international’ biometrics show in the world, with
participation from 50+ countries. This year our show has attempted to become
more ‘alive’ with technology. Biometrics is clearly an engaging technology and
we believe our show should reflect that, allowing visitors to get hands on through
our new demonstration area, for example, or in the conference via multiple
opportunities for human/machine interaction.
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Other highlights also include a special area – New Connections Exhibition Zone –
for new companies in the biometric space, as well as a Meet and Greet area to allow
suppliers to make direct appointments with interested visitors.
Our show is supported by many partners, including industry, the media, government,
academia and associations. Therefore we would like to take this opportunity to thank
them, as well as our main sponsors. Our Premier sponsors this year are: Fujitsu
Technology Solutions and NEC, while our other valued sponsors are: Cognitec,
Cross Match Technologies, DigitalPersona, GE Heathcare, IntegenX, Institution of
Engineering and Technology, Key Forensic Services and Safran Morpho.
With an anticipated 1,500 people visiting the show this year, we look forward to
enhancing our reputation as being an event that represents the entire industry, from
academia, to commercial entities and governments.
Please take the time to visit our exhibition floor, which will showcase the biometrics
industry as innovative, mature and exciting, with many new technologies, products
and applications on display.
Our conference is packed with industry expert commentators and end users who
have been there and ‘done’ it. There will be many valuable insights and lessons to
be learned - and I hope you find it to be a profitable and stimulating environment.
I look forward to meeting you.
Yours sincerely,

Mark Lockie, Conference Director, Biometrics 2012
Managing Director,
Planet Biometrics.com

© 2012 All rights reserved.
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Schools not to be trusted with
biometric data

Widespread human tracking chips
inevitable?

Educational institutions cannot be relied upon to
use biometrics responsibly. This is the conclusion
of a survey by researchers at the Universities of East
Anglia and Plymouth, which also claimed that nearly
half had policies on children’s personal data security
that fell below recommended levels.

It may seem like an improbable scenario – and
probably is – but new research has revealed growing
social unease over electronic tracking technology that
monitors workers’ activity, and which may evolve into
implants placed directly under human skin.

Report authors said schools are risking children’s
security by adopting an inconsistent and sometimes
eccentric approach to data protection with potentially
serious implications.
The survey of 1,059 schools in September 2011
showed that nearly half had policies on children’s
personal data security that fell below recommended
levels. Meanwhile, it has been estimated that 40% of
UK secondary schools and 10% of primaries currently
use biometric systems.
Failings included the fact that they either had no
policy at all for how personal data is to be handled
– for example having taken no legal advice around
the storage of physical data from fingerprints or
information including home addresses – or they had a
policy which was still ‘in development’.

Professors Nada and Andrew Kakabadse have
examined developments in tracking technology
already linked to company vehicles and mobile
communication devices, alongside employee attitudes
towards the prospect of ‘social tagging’ through
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chips.
Nada Kakabadse commented: “In 2004, the US
Food and Drug Administration approved an RFID
implant called VeriChip, about the size of a grain of
rice, for medical purposes. Nightclubs in Rotterdam
and Barcelona already offer implants to customers
for entry and payment purposes. Some claim the
‘Obamacare Health Act’ makes under-the-skin (subdermal) RFID implants mandatory for all US citizens.”
Perhaps irrationally, study participants thought the
widespread use of sub-dermal RFID tags in humans
was “inevitable”.

And the position may not get better any time soon,
as student teachers who are about to enter the
profession appear to have a relaxed attitude towards
online security themselves, the research says.

Nada Kakabadse continued: “There was a general
unease about what they saw as the covert, subtly
coercive manner in which implant technology was
being introduced by governments and big business.”

Dr Sandra Leaton Gray, from UEA’s school of
Education and Lifelong Learning said: “Schools have
created large databases with information about where
children live, who their parents are, their routes to
school, whether relatives are on the sex offenders’
register, whether they have special needs or whether
they are known to social services, for example.

The study suggests a number of specific questions
need to be answered ahead of moves towards
widespread ‘human chipping’:

“If this information gets into the wrong hands, it can
have big consequences for individuals. Yet security
levels in schools are inconsistent, and generally not as
high as they should be.”
Among the problems could be identity theft, parents
wrongly being sent confidential information about
someone else’s child or, potentially in the future,
pupils’ ‘biometric’ data being accessed by strangers.
Research by Dr Leaton Gray and Prof. Andy Phippen
of the University of Plymouth has looked closely at
this biometric element - schools’ use of fingerprint,
iris or palm recognition software, for example, to
identify pupils wanting to take out library books or to
pay for their school lunch.
But Dr Leaton Gray said schools often seemed
to view collecting pupil data in this way as
a simple matter of convenience, with
little thought about security or the
implications for children.

Content supplied
courtesy of
www.planetbiometrics.com
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• Who owns the implanted microchip?
• Who has access to the information transmitted?
• Is consent to the implant fully informed?
• Who guarantees the individual’s rights against
violation?
• How medically safe and technically secure is the
technology?
Nada and Andrew Kakabadse concluded that
“caution, naivety and fear” are the underlying reasons
for society accepting RFIDs without question, and that
RFIDs will become a part of everyday working and
domestic life in the near future.
All participants in the study were concerned about
what they perceived as the surreptitious, sometimes
coercive nature of implant projects.

European biometric project heart
starts to BEAT
It is only still at the very beginning of its life, but
the European Commission-funded BEAT (Biometrics
Evaluation and Testing) project has begun announcing
various preliminary deliverables that will underpin
important work to come in the coming months and
years.

Biometric Newsbytes

BEAT’s Consortium members contend that the lack
of standard operational evaluations is the reason that
we cannot measure the reliability of these biometric
technologies. Some initiatives exist in Europe, the
United States of America, and Asia, BEAT says, but
these are: isolated (focusing only on one or two
biometric modalities), disorganized (teams from the
same institution can work on different biometrics
without talking to each other), or limited in time (very
few are organizing ongoing evaluations). This leads to
discontinuous and non-integrated efforts that have a
limited life span.
BEAT exists, therefore, to establish a framework that
will allow the evaluation, in a systematic way, the
performance of biometric technologies using several
metrics and criteria (performance, vulnerability,
privacy).
So how will BEAT achieve its goals? First, the plan is to
develop an online and open platform to transparently
and independently evaluate biometric systems
against validated benchmarks. Next, it wants to
design protocols and tools for vulnerability analysis.
It also wants to develop standardization documents
for Common Criteria evaluations. Additionally, legal
aspects will be considered to address the issues of
both privacy data protection and Intellectual Property
and so ensure that the BEAT framework can be used
by the research community and companies.
If the team members succeed there will be three
outcomes of this project. The first is that the reliability
of biometric systems will be measurable and thus
should lead to a meaningful increase in performance.
The second is that technology transfer from research
to companies will be much easier as there will be an
interoperable framework. Finally, decision-makers and
authorities will be informed about the progress that is
made in biometrics as the results will have an impact
on standards.
Given these outcomes, the BEAT consortium hopes
to significantly contribute to the development of a
European Identification Certification System.

Record set for NZ SmartGate
More than 55,500 travellers took advantage of New
Zealand’s SmartGate system during one week in
August this year, the highest week on record for use
of the Customs’ biometric self-processing system.

SmartGate was used by 69 percent of eligible arriving
passengers and 60 percent of departing passengers.
Group Manager Airports, Phil Chitty says SmartGate
is a stress-free way for New Zealand and Australian
ePassport holders to enter both countries, or leave
New Zealand. All they need is their ePassport – the
two-step SmartGate will do the rest.
The age for eligible SmartGate users was lowered in
January this year from 18-years of age to 16-years.
“Lowering the age for SmartGate users lets 120,000
more travellers use the kiosks every year, which benefits
families with teenagers, and high school groups who
can self-process together. The change in age has made
SmartGate more flexible and we encourage passengers
to use this technology,” Chitty said.
SmartGate has enabled eligible passengers to selfprocess quickly when arriving or departing New
Zealand. Year-to-date passenger arrivals and departures
have increased by around two percent on the same
period last year. Chitty said with the increase in
passenger numbers Customs has also noticed an
increase in the number of passengers using SmartGate.

Cognitec unveils video analytics
product
Cognitec has introduced a new video analytics product
based on face recognition technology. The advanced
version of Cognitec Systems’ video screening product
FaceVACS-VideoScan now employs face detection
technology to analyze the count, flow, demographics
and behaviour of people visible in video streams.

Biometric Newsbytes

BEAT is a project funded by the European
Commission, under the Seventh Framework
Programme. At the core of the project is a desire to
enhance the reliability of biometric systems. BEAT
will focus particularly on: (1) the performance of the
underlying biometric system; (2) the robustness to
vulnerabilities such as direct (spoofing) or indirect
attacks; and (3) the strength of privacy preservation
techniques. These measures, the project argues, are
often unknown or impossible to compare between
competing devices.

FaceVACS-VideoScan goes further than traditional
video surveillance systems and detects and extracts
people’s faces in live video streams or video
footage and uses anonymous facial analysis to count
individuals, generate demographical information, track
people movement in time and space, detect frequent
visitors and crowds, and much more.
For example, operators can receive an alarm if too
many people gather in a specific area and measure
waiting times to direct traffic. The analysis of traffic
patterns and demographical statistics can provide
businesses with precise visitor data to make interior
design, advertising placement, staffing and other
operational decisions. Since the technology can
analyze a face for gender, age and ethnicity as
people approach a camera, it can trigger the display
of a targeted message on a digital sign or other
advertising/message devices.
The product also applies Cognitec’s face recognition
technology to compare faces to image databases
and instantly find known individuals. Businesses
and organizations can detect and prevent unwanted
behaviour in more efficient ways, as operators can track
individuals online, or receive alerts on mobile devices
to act within the immediate vicinity of a suspect.
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Fingerprint scanner also a barcode and
document reader

Mobile fingerprint scanners rolled out
across Birmingham

Fingerprint sensors are generally thought of as
technology with a specific use. Very occasionally, a
fingerprint sensor might also be used as a navigation
device, similar to a trackpad. However, US biometric
firm Lumidigm has announced that its fingerprint sensors
will go much further – doubling up as both a barcode
reader and as a sensor to authenticate credentials.

Police in the UK’s West Midlands area have rolled out
new mobile fingerprint scanners. The scanners are
being deployed across the force to help reduce crime
further.

This is possible thanks to the underlying multispectral
sensing technology used by Lumidigm. As a direct
imaging process, multispectral imaging employs
multiple spectrums of light and advanced polarization
techniques to extract unique fingerprint characteristics
from both the surface and subsurface of the skin. This
Lumidigm technology is not restricted to perfect contact
with the sensor, nor is it limited to reading fingers.
“We are excited to demonstrate our barcode reading
and credential authentication capabilities because they
tie in nicely with solutions we are already offering
with our biometric fingerprint sensors,” explains
Phil Scarfo, Lumidigm Vice President of Sales and
Marketing. “Many customers require multi-factor
authentication solutions and adding barcode-reading
capability to a fingerprint reader is one way we will be
able to meet that demand — in a single device.”
“Lumidigm’s biometric technology can see the
difference between a twenty-dollar bill and a
photocopy of a twenty-dollar bill,” says Scarfo.

Iris recognition just the ticket
Kids travelling to school by bus in the USA could soon
be asked to provide their iris scans as they board and
exit the vehicles.
BlinkSpot says it is first to market such a biometric
solution, which it says will be of high value to school
officials who face the challenge of knowing which
students are riding which buses and when and where
each student got on and off.
The company says that if a child goes missing or in
the event of an accident, having that information
immediately available is critical in working with police,
emergency responders and parents.
“Every school year there are too many reports of
students getting on the wrong bus, getting off at the
wrong locations or worse yet not getting on or off
the bus at all,” said Michael Hagan, Vice-President of
BlinkSpot.
When children board or exit the bus the BlinkSpot iris
scanning technology recognizes the child and sends
real time reports to the school along with an individual
email to each parent verifying the time and location of
their child.
Developed in conjunction with core technology from
3M Cogent, BlinkSpot’s iris scanning technology
is operated by Eye-D through a private, secure and
dedicated Verizon data portal.
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The fingerprint scanning devices, which allow officers
to ID crime suspects on the streets in a matter of
seconds, are being rolled out across the region
following a successful pilot project. The pocket-sized
gadgets are satellite linked to a national fingerprint
database and instantly alert officers if the scanned
prints belong to a convicted criminal.
Officers can then cross-reference against the Police
National Computer (PNC) to find out if the person is
wanted by police or the courts.
Police in east Birmingham, plus traffic officers, used
the handheld devices for several months as part of a
trial. They proved highly successful, leading to the
swift arrest of many suspects. The force has now
invested in 70 ‘MobileID’ units which are currently
being rolled out.
West Midlands Police Chief Inspector Darren Walsh
is leading the project. He said: “The scanners cut
bureaucracy and save countless police hours by keeping
officers out on the streets rather than hauling suspects
through potentially drawn-out custody procedures.
“Take an example of a warrant executed at an address.
We may find several people inside – the scanners tell
us immediately whether any of them have a criminal
record and subsequently, after running details through
PNC, if they’re wanted. It also means suspects can’t
try providing false details because the device confirms
their identity.”
“Traditionally, if officers had suspicions about an
individual we’d need to take them to a police station, go
through the custody process, and fingerprint them at
the station which could take hours. The MobileID kits
quickly confirm whether an arrest is necessary and freesup officers to be on the streets protecting the public.”
Officers will use MobileID to compare information
already on fingerprint databases and then deleted. No
information is kept for use at a later date, it is claimed.

Facial recognition solution for
Pennsylvanian cops
Cops in Pennsylvania have taken delivery of a new
facial recognition-enabled mugshot system that has
generated positive hits, even during the officer training
phase of the roll out.
NEC Corporation of America (NEC) and DataWorks
Plus, a provider of criminal justice and law enforcement
solutions, announced the delivery of the facial
recognition system to the Pennsylvania Justice Network
(JNET), an integrated justice portal that delivers justice
information to nearly 40,000 police officers and criminal
justice professionals in Pennsylvania.
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JFRS uses DataWorks Plus’ FACE Plus product, a webbased solution that incorporates NEC’s NeoFace facial
recognition matching software technology to process
and compare images. The system serves more than
800 contributing law enforcement and other state
offices in Pennsylvania, and includes more than
250 capture locations, more than 2.5 million arrest
records, and 38,000 web retrieval users sharing data
records and mug shot images across the state’s WAN.
JFRS also includes the PA Watchlist functionality
that enables users in the field to add suspect images
from bank cameras, ATMs, retail security cameras
and other sources to the watch list, enhancing the
opportunity for additional identifications.

Cross Match showcases WEBS
application
Cross Match Technologies has launched a webbased biometric software application called WEBS.
The application addresses the common concerns
of security, privacy, and total cost of ownership
associated with biometric implementations.
“WEBS provides a completely web-based approach
to the collection and management of biometric
enrolment data that is both secure and scalable,” says
John Bagocius, product manager, Cross Match.
“The application resides on a central server and is
accessed over the network through a secure HTTPS
browser connection, providing an effective and
efficient way to centralise sensitive enrolment data. The
architecture enables users to remotely enrol, administer,
and maintain from a single touch-point; saving time,
improving productivity, and reducing cost.”
Cross Match says whether WEBS is deployed within
a PC workstation or thin client terminal environment,
or with a network appliance, Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) is never stored locally.
According to the company, WEBS is particularly
attractive for customers managing disperse enrolment
sites, or who are seeking to easily and cost effectively
scale their biometric operations and simplify IT
management and maintenance.

Face recognition on the up in
smartphones
A report from ABI research has predicted that by
the end of 2012, almost 20% of annual smartphone
shipments will include facial recognition capabilities.
In five years’ time, shipments of smartphones and
tablets with the technology will increase to 665 million

annually. Currently, only Google’s Ice Cream
Sandwich and Jelly Bean mobile operating systems
support it in significant volumes. The Samsung
Galaxy SIII is one of the most notable smartphones
to feature this technology. Over the next two to three
years, many more operating systems and mobile
OEMs will incorporate it.
ABI says: “Facial recognition has been on the
technology radar for some time. It was developed
in the 1960s by three scientists: Woody Bledsoe,
Helen Chan Wolf and Charles Bisson. Historically,
the major challenge for the technology in mobile
devices has been incorporating an accurate enough
sensor (camera) and a powerful enough processor
to undertake the complex algorithms while limiting
power consumption. Thanks to major technology
advances, this has changed.”
“Facial recognition technology has improved
drastically over the last 10 years and accuracy is
almost always above 90%,” says Josh Flood, senior
analyst, ABI Research. “That said, lighting conditions
and facial expressions can sometimes cause problems
with the recognition. However, the improvements
in camera resolution and processing power used by
mobile devices has helped greatly.”
The technology is already being marketed and
implemented in smart TVs with the ability to identify
the viewer having numerous advantages in this
sector. Furthermore, more advanced 3D cameras
that are larger than the 2D cameras typically
found in mobile devices can be used, while power
consumption is not such a critical factor, either.
ABI Research projects a steady adoption of the
technology in mobile devices and numerous mobile
device application processor makers have begun
drawing plans and benefits for the technology.
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The JNET Facial Recognition System (JFRS) enables
Pennsylvania’s criminal justice professionals to verify
or discover identity matches through one-to-one or
one-to-many searches in a database sized for 3.5
million criminal booking images. So far, the JFRS
identity searches have aided investigators in solving
numerous cases, including homicides, robberies,
burglaries, fraud and identity theft.

PalmSecure SL debuts
Fujitsu and Fujitsu Frontech Limited have unveiled
PalmSecure-SL, which they describe as the
world’s smallest and slimmest contactless palm
vein authentication sensor. Standard portable and
integrated mouse versions of the sensor are available.
According to the companies, the new device
maintains the same level of authentication as
Fujitsu’s existing PC login sensor technology in a
compact format that is approximately a quarter of
the volume. It also includes camera stabilisation,
guideless authentication functionality and a powersaving mode. As well as freeing up desk space, these
features allow the technology to be used even in
mobile applications.
Fujitsu and Fujitsu Frontech began global sales of
contact-free palm vein authentication devices in
2005, and so far these systems have been used
in applications such as ATMs and security access
control. With the addition of the PalmSecure-SL
sensor to its line-up of PC Login sensors, Fujitsu
says it aims to support customers in implementing
enhanced PC security measures.
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The companies say the new device features
technology that instantly identifies the best image
from successive high-speed images taken of the user’s
palm veins and then automatically verifies it. This
allows users to be authenticated by placing their palm
lightly over the sensor, rather than holding their hand
motionless over the sensor using fixed guide rails,
making it easier to use.

Iris attacks no surprise to iris
recognition inventor
The ‘hacking’ of iris recognition has caused a
flurry of news stories in recent months. The stories
were based on a Black Hat conference paper that
claimed iris images have been reconstructed from
iris templates (IrisCodes) and used to carry out an
attack on a commercial iris recognition system, with a
success rate of around 80%. The inference is that iris
recognition is no longer as secure as once believed.
This development, according to the paper’s authors
(the Biometric Recognition Group-ATVS at the
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, and researchers
at West Virginia University), is significant because it
had been assumed that the IrisCode did not contain
enough information to allow the reconstruction of a
workable iris.
“Not so,” says John Daugman, Professor of Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition at University of
Cambridge, who developed and patented the first
algorithm for iris recognition, which remains in
widespread use worldwide. (Although he does
believe this news will be a wake-up call to some
manufacturers whose literature may claim this is the
case…).
Daugman says the vulnerability in question, which
involves using an iterative process to relatively
quickly reconstruct a workable iris image from an
iris template, is a classic ‘hill-climbing’ attack that is a
known vulnerability for all biometrics.
Daugman said: “I think that the primary vulnerability
is the disclosure of an IrisCode template, which this
attack depends upon completely. Of course if such
an IrisCode template can be obtained, then it could
be used directly in a digital attack. There would be no
advantage in first converting it back into an image,
and then launching an analogue attack using that
image.”
Daugman continued: “This attack also depends on
having the ability to generate an IrisCode template
from an image, and to do so repeatedly and iteratively.
This is only possible with access to the encoding
algorithm or to a device which implements it.”
Of course this is what the researchers did using a
VeriEye algorithm from Neurotechnology. However,
most iris recognition algorithm developers do not
openly give access to the SDK required to perform
such a task, and as Daugman notes: “The result will be
specific to that algorithm.”
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So if a hill-climbing attack is possible, and the attack
doesn’t really surprise industry experts, then what
does this mean for iris recognition?
According to Daugman: “I think the key is to maintain
cryptographic security on IrisCode templates.”

AuthenTec snapped up by Apple
Silicon fingerprint sensor manufacturer, AuthenTec,
has made waves by being snapped up by Apple, in
a deal believed to be worth $350 million. The deal
could propel biometric technology further into the
mainstream, potentially creating a surge in demand
and acceptability for biometric technology.
Apple will also be able to license certain hardware
and/or software technology and patents on a
perpetual, non-exclusive basis for up to $115.0 million.
The deal will bring fingerprint recognition technology
expertise to Apple, as well as technology that allows
users to securely access virtual private networks
(VPNs) – something which will boost Apple’s bid to
penetrate business markets – a domain previously
dominated by the likes of BlackBerry.
AuthenTec’s small form-factor fingerprint sensor
technology has been a regular feature in many PCs,
mobile phones and laptops over the years. The deal
with Apple could signal that biometrics may at last be
coming to Apple’s devices.

CAIXA deploys fingerprint sensors in
ATMs
Lumidigm is deploying fingerprint sensors into
automated teller machines (ATMs) of Brazil’s second
largest state-owned bank, CAIXA.
The company’s partners are Diebold, which is
supplying the ATMs, and Griaule, a Brazilian-based
software company that is providing supporting
software.
The Bolsa Família Program, which provides payments
to low income families to help keep their children
in school, was the catalyst for using fingerprint
biometrics to replace individual PIN numbers for
access to CAIXA ATMs. Many users in the program do
not have bank accounts and use the ATM only once a
month to get their stipend. As such, they often forgot
their passwords and bank managers were spending
too much time getting PINs renewed or changed.
With 14,000 ATMs involved in the program, this was
a major problem. CAIXA has more than 58 million
registered customers.
Lumidigm Vice President of Transaction Systems Bill
Spence said: “CAIXA customers simply insert their
card and touch the fingerprint reader to conveniently
withdraw their funds from the ATM and be on their
way. No PIN to remember, no training required.”
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Biometrics at war: the US military’s need for
identification and authentication

Features

Biometrics is a serious business for the US military. The Department of Defense (DoD) is five
years into a $3.5bn budget, which runs until 2015, for biometric projects. The technology has
already been used extensively in conflict zones and for protecting military assets worldwide.
And very little of this is biometrics as most of us know it. Military users have specific and
often extreme demands and challenges, from difficult environments, through the sheer
scale of some of the deployments, through to wanting to use – or create – leading-edge
Steve Mansfield-Devine, journalist
technologies that might just save lives.
The research that defence agencies are conducting into
new biometric technologies may end up extending the
state of the art beyond what could be achieved by firms
working under commercial pressures. In the meantime,
however, and for much of what the military needs to
achieve, solutions based on commercial products are
proving to be very effective. Indeed, if you want an
example of the value of biometric authentication, the
military is providing the strongest possible business
case.

In the field
The conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan have prompted
the widespread use of biometrics in the field. In many
circumstances, accurate identification becomes a
matter of life or death.
The first large-scale use in these theatres was in 2004,
at Falluja, Anbar Province. A major stronghold for
insurgents and the scene of some the fiercest fighting
in the whole campaign, Falluja was surrounded and
contained by the US Marine Corps. No-one was
allowed in or out without having their biometric
details captured.
The use of biometrics was given even greater impetus
later that year when an Iraqi suicide bomber gained
access to a US base in Mosul and killed 22 personnel.
This spurred greater efforts at positively proving the
identities of anyone gaining access to US facilities,
which resulted in the Biometric Identification Systems
for Access (BISA), developed by CSC for the DoD’s
Biometric Fusion Center (BFC). This provides every
foreign national who needs to enter a US military
facility with a biometric ID card.

The US military is a heavy
user of biometrics, and its
research may help push
forward the state of the art.
But much of what it does relies
on today’s commercial
technologies, discovers
Steve Mansfield-Devine.

The data is checked against two databases, the DoD’s
Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS)
and the FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (IAFIS). And in 2007, as
part of his overall surge strategy, General
David Petraeus further boosted the uptake
of biometric identification capabilities.
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“ Some 20-25 suspects are apprehended each week as
a result of routine biometric checks.”
In addition to BISA, there are two key systems
deployed in the field – most extensively in
Afghanistan, but also employed to protect military
facilities in South-East Asia. The Biometric Automated
Toolset (BAT), which was also used extensively in Iraq,
is a laptop with plug-in devices for facial, fingerprint
and retina capture. And the Handheld Interagency
Identity Detection Equipment (HIIDE) – in use since
2007 – is a self-contained device that looks like a large
camera and captures facial, retina and fingerprint
data. Enrolment data is usually noted manually, on
paper, and entered later into a BAT laptop. Afghans
who have been enrolled via these systems are later
issued with laminated ID cards.
Every organisation wants its systems to work reliably,
but in these circumstances it’s even more important.
“You’re dealing with a mission-critical situation,” says
Phil Scarfo, VP of worldwide sales and marketing for
Lumidigm, which has worked extensively with the
US military, mostly recently by helping the US Army
develop systems that are up to the rigours of military
operations.
“In many cases, you have one opportunity to collect
the information. You can’t tolerate that information
being lost or of insufficient quality because the
scanner was dusty or the person’s finger was wet. And
you’re not just dealing with environmental conditions
that aren’t ideal, you’re also dealing with collection
conditions that aren’t ideal – that is, dangerous.
Military users don’t want to have to retake or mess
around with stuff that may or may not work.”

Actionable intelligence
The biometric information isn’t useful just for proving
identity: it also plays a part in the fusing of data from
multiple sources to help build a detailed intelligence
picture. In some cases, fingerprints taken from the
remains of detonated Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs) has led not only to the identification of the
bomb-maker or the person who planted it but, through
cross-correlation with other intelligence information,
to an understanding of the structure of whole cells or
groups of insurgents.
“ Biometric information isn’t useful just for proving
identity: it also plays a part in the fusing of data from
multiple sources to help build a detailed intelligence
picture.”

“This data is virtually irrefutable and generally is
very helpful in identifying who was responsible for
a particular device in a particular attack, enabling
subsequent targeting,” Petraeus told the New York
Times.1 “Based on our experience in Iraq, I pushed
this hard here in Afghanistan, too, and the Afghan
authorities have recognised the value and embraced
the systems.”
Speaking at a biometric conference in 2010, Lt Gen
John Allen, then deputy commander of the US Central
Command (CENTCOM), said: “It’s become a weapon
on the battlefield against an implacable enemy,” and
that it has, “helped us separate the enemy from the
population.”

Features

The value of biometrics became most readily apparent
in April 2011 when 475 prisoners tunnelled their way
out of the Saraposa prison in Kandahar, Afghanistan.
Some 35 escapees were back in jail within a few days
by being identified at checkpoints, routine traffic stops
and borders. One was even caught while trying to
join the Afghan Army, presumably to infiltrate it. Less
dramatically, but perhaps more significantly, some 2025 suspects are apprehended each week as a result of
routine biometric checks.

Unwilling subjects
On the whole, it appears that the use of biometric
systems in Iraq and Afghanistan was met with (by
Western standards) comparatively little resistance or
suspicion. Not everyone was happy about it, however.
The New York Times reported that many Iraqis, for
example, were in the habit of carrying false ID – not for
nefarious reasons but as self-protection. Having their
sectarian or political affiliations revealed by their true
identities could lead to abduction or assassination at
checkpoints.
The US biometric programmes in Iraq and Afghanistan
have also been viewed with some caution by personnel
from other nations that have a different stance on
privacy and human rights.2
In the wider context of military applications, it’s a given
that many subjects will be unwilling, or unknowing,
participants in biometric identification or authentication.
“In commercial applications, you’re dealing with cooperative users who want to have the technology
perform, because they’re trying to do their job,” says
Scarfo. “In these military scenarios or use cases,
you’re dealing with an uncooperative user in most
cases. Therefore you need to have a more robust and
reliable system for dealing with both the capture and
the authentication. People take extreme measures to
do spoofing … which involves everything from surgical
alterations of fingerprints to sandpaper removal of
surface skin, contaminants on their fingers – dust and
so on – which create havoc with conventional optical
systems.
“ People take extreme measures to do spoofing …
which involves everything from surgical alterations of
fingerprints to sandpaper removal of surface skin.”
“You’re always dealing with the most difficult situations,
with very limited time, and you have to be able to
make quick judgments about what you’re seeing in that
scene.”

Large-scale databases
The use of hand-held biometric capture devices became
very common in Iraq and Afghanistan – on operations,
at checkpoints and so on. In addition, anyone applying
for a government post, a job in the police or armed
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The use of hand-held
biometric capture devices
became very common in
Iraq and Afghanistan.

However, the data gathering in Afghanistan feeds
not only into the sovereign Government’s Ministry of
the Interior, and the National Directorate of Security
intelligence agency, but also into US military and
intelligence databases. And some of those whose
details have been captured are not Afghans; anyone
passing through Kabul airport is scanned, including the
citizens of other countries.

Backed by cloud
forces, or access to secure facilities, had to submit to
multimodal biometric identification. This wasn’t just a
matter of convenience: in both countries, the carrying
of reliable ID was rare, and forgery was rife. Biometric
ID was really the only way of being certain about
someone’s identity.
This quickly led to the creation of huge databases.
Although the use of fingerprints, iris and facial scans
are part of NATO operations, the information ends
up in US military and intelligence databases. By the
middle of 2011, it was calculated that 1.5m citizens in
Afghanistan – one in 20 of the population – had their
facial, fingerprint and iris information stored on US
databases. By now, that number is probably over two
million.
“ By the middle of 2011, it was calculated that 1.5m
citizens in Afghanistan – one in 20 of the population
– had their facial, fingerprint and iris information
stored on US databases. By now, that number is
probably over two million.”
Perhaps more significantly, this equates to around
one in six of males of ‘fighting age’ (15-64). In Iraq,
the three million people on the databases represent
10% of the inhabitants, and more than a quarter of
males of fighting age. There was some controversy
when CENTCOM announced that, as part of the US
withdrawal from Iraq, it was taking the database with
it. (Technically, of course, the database was already
located in the US – at CENTCOM’s intelligence centre
in Florida.)
The Iraq Government has not been provided with a
copy and has to work through the US Embassy if it
wants to make use of it. It has been suggested that
this is deliberate, to avoid the database becoming a
weapon in the sectarian tensions that are rife in the
country. In effect, it could have become a hit list for
death squads.
The Afghan government has taken to biometrics,
too – in some ways, a spin-off of the military use. The
Afghan Automated Biometric Identification System
(AABIS) is used primarily for members of the Afghan
National Army and police. But the Government also
has a scheme using biometrics for a national ID card.
Fingerprinting is used heavily at border crossings, and
there are plans to gather the biometric information
of the entire population, much in the way that India
is doing. And there are sound arguments for using
biometrics in this way to provide citizens with access
to services and entitlements.
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These massive datasets have created challenges. In
February 2011, the DoD ABIS systems were handling
more than 3,800 transactions a day – although it’s not
yet struggling because it’s rated for 8,000.
“It goes back to the amount of information you can
extract from the image,” says Scarfo. “The best
analogy is with the forensic world. If you have a
criminal who leaves a partial print at a crime scene,
the challenge is always to try to identify that one
individual from millions of fingerprint images. You
need to be able to extract as much information as you
possibly can from that piece of data to do a statistical
match. Likewise in these situations, you have a massive
amount of information, you have less than ideal
circumstances in terms of your data collection, how
can you guarantee that that’s a reliable match? And
the second part of that is the speed with which you go
through that process. The more data, the longer the
time to search and do the verification.”
In 2010, the Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA) started rolling out systems in Afghanistan
that used private cloud systems in the US to store
and process data. Troops used specially ruggedised
hardware in the field with 3G and wifi connectivity, and
biometrics played a key role in securing those systems.

BIMA
A great deal of the US military biometrics efforts
are managed or steered by the Biometrics Identity
Management Agency (BIMA)3. Previously known as the
Biometrics Task Force, it became BIMA in March 2010.
It acts as the main driving force for biometrics with
the DoD, supports the development of technologies
and standards, and runs a Demonstration Center
where both currently fielded and new technologies are
showcased.

BIMA is in charge
of the Army’s NextGeneration ABIS (NG-ABIS).

Features
DOJ/FBI IAFIS
Stores biometrics from:
• Arrested individuals
• Criminals and criminal history
• Latent prints from crime scenes

DHS/DOS IDENT
• Stores biometrics from:
• Visa applications
(DOS¬–BioVisa)
• Visitors to the US
(US–Visit)
• Illegal border crossers
• Immigration violators

DOJ/FBI IAFIS

BIMA is a US Army unit, although its activities
go far beyond that, and is in charge of the Army’s
• Searches
Next-Generation ABIS (NG-ABIS). This was
biometric files
• Shares pointers
introduced in February 2009, to replace
to associated
info on match
DoD ABIS
the existing ABIS with one boasting more
Stores biometrics from:
advanced multimodal capabilities, improved
• FNs requesting access
to US installations overseas
matching and faster response times. The
• Latent prints from IEDs
and other hostile actions
purpose of NG-ABIS is to act as a central
• Enemy combatants
• Detainees
repository for biometric templates, but
another important aspect is the ability to
link with other DoD interagency and federal
government biometric systems.
For example, the Justice Department (which includes
the FBI) has its IAFIS that stores fingerprints alongside
criminal histories, with data such as mugshots, scar
and tattoo images and other physical information.
There’s another ABIS system, known as IDENT,
that is shared by the Department of State and the
Department of Homeland Security. Again, the
biometric data is augmented by other information,
such as visa applications and immigration violations.
With the DoD’s NG-ABIS, these three databases are
known as the ‘biometrics triad’.
Co-ordination between multiple agencies is key, and
BIMA plays an important role in this. One significant
issue, for example, is how much information should
be shared and in what format. Clearly, there could be
security and privacy issues if data is made available
to people who do not have a right or need to access
it. There is a tendency, therefore, to keep the shared
core of data to a minimum with each agency applying
its own additional information as needed. In many
ways, this work is still ongoing: BIMA is aiming for
greater overlap, or interaction between, the various
databases (see Figures 1 and 2).

Future developments
Military programmes have often acted as an incubator
for pushing new technologies. It’s not just that defence
establishments have traditionally had healthy research
and development budgets: the exacting demands of
military and intelligence operations have required
creative thinking and highly capable solutions.
In an era of tight budgets, that’s no longer always
the case. Military procurement now often stresses
the cost, availability and reliability benefits of
selecting Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) solutions.

Figure 2: The desired
state of the three chief
biometrics databases.
Source: BIMA.

Stores biometrics from:
• Arrested individuals
• Criminals and criminal history
• Latent prints from crime scenes

Action:
• Prosecute or exonerate
• Allow/deny access
• Detain/release
• Add to/remove from watch list

• Searches biometric files
• Shares pointers to
associated info
on match

• Searches
biometric files
• Shares pointers
to associated
info on match
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DoD ABIS
Stores biometrics from:
• FNs requesting access
to US installations overseas
• Latent prints from IEDs
and other hostile actions
• Enemy combatants
• Detainees

Share/search files
from DoS<–>DHS
• Searches
• Searches
biometric files
biometric files
• Shares pointers to
• Shares pointers to
associated info on match
associated info on match
• FBI CJIS serves pass-through
• FBI CJIS serves passfor DoD-DHS matches
through for DoD-DHS
matches

Figure 1: The state of the ‘biometrics triad’ of databases, as
of February 2011. Source: BIMA.

DHS/DOS IDENT
• Stores biometrics from:
• Visa applications
(DOS¬–BioVisa)
• Visitors to the US
(US–Visit)
• Illegal border crossers
• Immigration violators

Nevertheless, in the field of biometrics – which is
still, in many ways, relatively new – the US military is
pushing the boundaries of the technology.
For example, the fact that not everyone is a willing
subject is reflected in many of the future applications
being developed or envisaged for the US military. The
US Army has let six contracts to commercial firms to
develop systems that can track and analyse subjects at
a distance.
“ The fact that not everyone is a willing subject is
reflected in many of the future applications being
developed or envisaged for the US military. The US
Army has let six contracts to commercial firms to
develop systems that can track and analyse subjects at
a distance.”
Progency Systems, for example, is working on a dronemounted Long Range, Non-cooperative, Biometric
Tagging, Tracking and Location system which combines
2D images to build a 3D model of a face4. And Photo-X is
doing something similar for the US Air Force.
Such ‘standoff biometrics’ could be used to follow
suspects or targets from a distance – including from
small and even hand-launched drones – without the
need to plant tracking devices. Even if the targets enter
a building, they can be picked up again fairly easily
when they emerge.
This is more than facial recognition as we know it
today. Progeny’s technology, for example, can use
information that is not derived directly from the person.
These so-called ‘soft biometrics’ build a generic image
from data such as gender, age, ethnicity, complexion
and so on, in order to attempt an initial identification.
This is often made easier because the suspect usually
just needs to be picked out of a small group of people.
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Both Photo-X and another recipient of the recent
contracts, Charles River Analytics, are looking
at behavioural characteristics to perform either
identification or some indication of the target’s
intent5. Charles River Analytics’ Adversary Behavior
Acquisition, Collection, Understanding, and
Summarization (ABACUS) tool uses a behavioural
modelling and simulation engine to produce ‘intentbased threat assessments of individuals and groups’.
Other avenues of exploration are even more
advanced. For example, monitoring the patterns
of heartbeats – through a remote version of
electrocardiography (ECG) technology – has been
mooted as a viable biometric modality for some
time. But the US military’s plans for it are ambitious,
combining biometric recognition systems with sensors
capable of reading heartbeats through walls and even
thick concrete with more than 95% confidence – good
enough for the specialised circumstances under which
such systems would be used.
“ Monitoring the patterns of heartbeats – through
a remote version of electrocardiography (ECG)
technology – has been mooted as a viable biometric
modality for some time. But the US military’s plans
for it are ambitious.”

Unsurprisingly, DARPA – the organisation that brought
you the Internet – is also highly active in this field. It
has established the Active Authentication programme
that is looking into innovative ways of identifying
people logging into computers and networks6. It views
passwords as ‘unnatural’ and explains: “The Active
Authentication program seeks to address this problem
by developing novel ways of validating the identity
of the person at the console that focus on the unique
aspects of the individual through the use of software
based biometrics.”
The mention of software is revealing: in the first
phase of the programme, due to run until April 2013,
DARPA will focus on solutions that do not require any
additional hardware. Instead it will use behavioural
traits, such as patterns of mouse movements, or use of
language in emails and documents. Through a Broad
Agency Announcement (BAA), DARPA is seeking
proposals from industry for how it goes about this.
Ultimately, though, Scarfo believes that much of the
biometrics deployment in the US military will lean
heavily on commercial suppliers. “The Government
and military folks have traditionally taken on the biggest
challenges, and some of them, like the Internet, have
matured and developed to the point where it’s a robust
commercial application,” he says. “For purposes of
validating whether the technology can be made to work
or not, they have a very useful role.”

The proposed system uses Doppler radar to pick up
the heartbeats. Indeed, a number of technologies
developed initially just to locate humans behind walls,
usually for the purposes of rescue after cataclysmic
events such as earthquakes, look as though they may
prove useful in counter-terrorism operations and
hostage situations.
More conventional applications are in the pipeline,
too. Voci Technologies has been tasked by the Office
of Naval Research to develop an advanced Speaker
Identification System (SID) using voice recognition.
Part of Phase I of a Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) award, the system will use ‘acoustic tags’ to
identify speakers contained in a large database of
conversations. While each speaker might not be
identified per se – by name, for example – the system
would allow the Navy to determine that a certain
speaker had taken part in a number of conversations
– effectively a kind of traffic analysis that is used
extensively in intelligence work.

Successful technologies often then make their way
into civil and civilian applications. At the same time,
Scarfo, says, the military doesn’t like to reinvent the
wheel, and if there exists a commercial application
that can do the job, it will use it. Much of the
biometrics technology deployed by the military
today is not all that advanced, although it
has been adapted to meet the demanding
requirements of military deployment.
And this may represent a major
opportunity for biometrics
vendors because, as Scarfo
points out, “The core
This article was first
technology pretty much
published in the May
relies on commercial
2012 issue of Biometric
companies.”
Technology Today.
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Border control biometrics and surveillance

The usage and consumer acceptance of biometrics at
border control points such as airports, sea crossings
and land borders, has reached new heights in
recent years, largely because of increasing levels
of automation and a ferocious increase in people’s
propensity to travel between countries.

UK incident
Earlier this year, for example, a report to the UK
government by John Vine, the UK’s independent chief
inspector of borders and immigration, revealed that
the biometrically-enabled e-gates that are intended
to speed up immigration checks at London Heathrow
Airport (LHR) have actually slowed passengers down,
despite IT staff having ‘tuned’ (tweaked) the gates’
software down to allow for false positives.
“ The biometrically-enabled e-gates that are intended
to speed up immigration checks at London
Heathrow Airport (LHR) have actually slowed
passengers down.”
Vine and his team’s inspections of the facial
recognition system in use on the eGates at LHR
Terminal 3 during 2011 revealed that this tuning had
resulted in the system sensitivity being turned down
to the point where a woman was able pass through
the gates using her husband’s passport by accident.
That incident was only spotted because of an alert
immigration officer.
“The term ‘tuning’ was used to describe how
accurate the image on the passport had to be to
match the image captured of the passenger at
the time,” according to the May 2012 report1.
“Staff stated that when the tuning was turned
up, the gates refused a lot of people.”

Vine reports that that the security of the gates was poor
enough for his team to be concerned about the facial
recognition technology that has been in operation at
other border points across the UK since 2008.

Sexual analysis

Features

Despite the surge in the market for biometrics at the border, with a consequent increase in
the number of vendors and other organisations in this important application of biometrics,
there are signs that not all is well on the border control front. Biometric technology is facing
a number of issues at border crossings and there are fears the technology is over complex for
Steve Gold, journalist
some border applications.

It is not just the fundamental mechanics of the biometrics
systems in active use at airports and other border points
that are causing concern. In a sexual analysis report
published in June 2011, social researchers Paisley
Currah and Tara Mulqueen observed that the imaging
scanners in active use by the US Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) are causing social unrest.
According to Currah and Mulqueen’s report
‘Securitising gender: identity, biometrics, and
transgender bodies at the airport’2, the TSA’s Secure
Flight Program, which was introduced in 2009, requires
passengers to provide airlines with their gender
classification before they fly.

Steve Gold looks
at some of the problems
that biometric technology
is facing at border
crossings and how these
are being addressed.

Vine’s inspection compared the time it took
for immigration officers to check passports
manually, and found that staff processed
passengers more quickly than the gates.
In addition, Vine noted that the gates had
difficulty reading Scandinavian passports,
rejecting people who should have been
allowed into the country, and one gate’s
software crashed on a regular basis.
“The [Border] Agency’s web site states
that e-gates ‘are a secure and convenient
self-service alternative to the conventional
border control process’,” says the report.
“The feedback from staff and our observations
indicate that at present this is not the case.”
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The ‘Advanced Imaging Technology’ programme,
which was phased in at most main US airports during
2010, detects not only hidden material but also physical
anomalies, including unexpected configurations of
gendered bodies.
The report identified a clear problem with the systems
in use at US airports, namely the confusion that erupts
when TSA officials perceive a conflict between the
gender marked on a traveller’s papers, the image
of their body produced by a machine, and/or an
individual’s perceived gender presentation.
The issue of cross-dressing and pre-operation transsexuals
is a major one for the TSA and, anecdotally, for border
control staff and their managers around the world.
According to the report, gender has been so deeply
naturalised for so long that its installation in identity
verification practices is taken for granted, but without
thought for the consequences for the travellers or the
border control staff who are affected by problems in
gender identification.

Historical problem
The issues relating to biometric technology at border
crossings are far from being a recent problem, as a
study published in a June 2004 issue of the Airport
Security Report journal found that there have been
delays in the large-scale deployment of biometricsbased ID for aviation employees and passengers.
The delays, says the publication, “could be
catastrophic in the face of new warnings about terrorist
attempts to breach identification methods and access
control systems at airports”.
Referencing a presentation made earlier in 2004 by
John Schwartz, the then business manager of the US
TSA’s Transportation Worker Identification Credential
(TWIC) initiative, the journal said that US government
officials were concerned terrorists could gain access to
secure areas at airports.
Vulnerabilities identified by Schwartz included:
falsifying an identity to obtain a valid credential;
obtaining a valid credential without a background
check; stealing a valid credential that allows access
without a secondary identification method; and
creating a counterfeit credential.
Despite these issues, Airport Security Report noted that
US airports had been resisting the temptation to install
new biometrics systems since the US government
of the day, “still lacks a coherent plan for wider
deployment in the travel and transportation sector”.
“Without the proper guidance, airports run the risk of
repetitive spending If they do not choose a system that
can support the TWIC program standards or cannot
seamlessly upgrade or change biometric technologies,”
the journal concluded.

Rushed deployment
But it gets worse, as if we look at a September 2003
report from the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)
entitled ‘Biometrics: Who’s Watching You?’3 the
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accusation that the US government effectively rushed
through the deployment of biometrics at US border
control points following the September 11 (2001)
terrorist attacks on the US is clearly there. The EFF
report states:
“ Among the many reactions to the September 11
tragedy has been a renewed attention to biometrics.
The federal government has led the way with its
new concern about border control. Other proposals
include the use of biometrics with ID cards and in
airports, e.g. video surveillance enhanced by facialrecognition technology,”
The problem, says the EFF – a US civil liberties
organisation – is that deploying biometric systems
without sufficient attention to their dangers makes them
likely to be used in a way dangerous to civil liberties.
Biometric systems, noted the report, are useless
without a well-considered threat model – and before
deploying any such system on the national stage,
the government must have a realistic threat model,
specifying the categories of people such systems are
supposed to target, and the threat they pose in light of
their abilities, resources, motivations and goals.
“Any such system will also need to map out clearly
in advance how the system is to work, in both in its
successes and in its failures,” says the report, adding
that biometrics are no substitute for quality data about
potential risks.
Put simply, according to the EFF, no matter how
accurately a person is identified, that identification
alone reveals nothing about whether a person is a
terrorist, as that kind of information is completely
external to any biometric ID system.
Furthermore, says the report, which was authored by
William Abernathy and Lee Tien of the EFF, biometric
identification is only as good as the initial ID, meaning
that the quality of the initial enrolment or registration
process is crucial.
Biometric systems, the EFF argues, are only as good
as the initial identification, which in any foreseeable
system will be based on exactly the document-based
methods of identification upon which biometrics are
supposed to be an improvement.
“A terrorist with a fake passport would be issued a US
visa with his own biometric attached to the name on
the phoney passport. Unless the terrorist has already
entered his biometrics into the database, and has
garnered enough suspicion at the border to merit a full
database search, biometrics will not stop him at the
border,” the report concluded. And the bottom line?
“The EFF believes that perfect surveillance, even
without any deliberate abuse, would have an
extraordinary chilling effect on artistic and scientific
inventiveness and on political expression. This
concern underlies constitutional protection for
anonymity, both as an aspect of First Amendment
freedoms of speech and association, and as an aspect
of Fourth Amendment privacy.”

Features
Dubai in 2012

During 2011, says the paper, Dubai’s Expertise Centre
Identity and Fraud Documents (ECIFD) agency says
it caught 1,137 forged documents with its passport
readers.
Although passports and identity documents are getting
more difficult to forge, the agency says that criminals
are now attempting to get into Dubai by committing
‘look-alike fraud,’, put simply, looking like the person in
the document.

In the US biometrics
at the border must
take into account
constitutional
protection for
anonymity.

In response to this, ECIFD says it has invested in
extensive training to help its agents identify counterfeit
passports and other types of passport fraud.

Features

Fast forward to the present day and we find a drier
report in a May 2012 issue of Dubai’s Golf News4
noting that newly-installed kit at Dubai International
Airport has been catching increasing numbers of
people who attempt to enter the country with fake
identity documents.

Using a three-tiered approach, the ECIFD’s system
is billed as training immigration officers – as part
of three-week course – to be the front line of
authentication, and should a passport raise any
questions, the immigration officer can go to a
supervisor or lab analyst for further checks with
more sophisticated equipment.
The ECIFD’s passport readers are also said to
check for appropriate passport documentation and
tampering.

Dubai
International
airport: criminals
are now attempting
to get into Dubai
by committing
‘look-alike fraud’.

Bulky kit
One of the biggest barriers to deploying facial
biometrics technology in real-world border control
situations is the fact that facial recognition kit tends
to be relatively bulky, meaning that traveller must
be herded to one or more points in, for example, an
airport or ferry terminal.
But what if CCTV could be used to feed the facial
biometrics data from multiple points at the airport or
similar border control point, and analysed centrally?
This is fine if sufficient funds are available to retrofit
the required video feeds across a terminal, but there is
a new technology on the block that can not only feed
effective video on a point-to-point basis, but can also
use low-bandwidth cellular connections.
“ What if CCTV could be used to feed the facial
biometrics data from multiple points at the airport or
similar border control point, and analysed centrally?
This is fine if sufficient funds are available to retrofit
the required video feeds across a terminal, but there
is a new technology on the block that can not only
feed effective video on a point-to-point basis, but can
also use low-bandwidth cellular connections.”

Video feeds
According to Stewart McCone, managing of Vemotion
Interactive, whose VBOX technology was launched at
the IFSEC security event in Birmingham in May of this
year, facial biometrics video feeds can be deployed

on a portable basis at border crossing estates such
as airports, and the signal routed via a variety of
communication pathways, from 2G GPRS and 3G
spread spectrum, all the way to narrow-band satellite
systems.
This, he says, makes the technology deployable
almost anywhere in the world where there is a 2G
(GSM) cellular signal or a narrow-band satellite signal,
which means most places on the earth’s surface
where there is open-air access.
McCone told BTT that his firm’s video technology
is in active use for surveillance purposes by police
and local authorities in the most ‘signal hostile’
environments possible, such as in football matches
and civil disturbance situations.
“Basically the video feed technology is designed to
work with a usable bandwidth of just 20 to 30 kilobits
per second (Kbps). Any video feed will work when you
have a bandwidth measured in megabits per second,
but the VBOX technology comes into its own at very
low bandwidths, using a number of techniques to
ensure a usable video signal can be carried – and get
through,” he says.
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For most of Vemotion’s clients, the cost of the
technology is, he notes, a major problem. In
mobile situations, he says, the fact that VBOX will
work across any available data communications
pathway – from a GSM signal upwards – is a
great advantage.
Generally speaking, he adds, his clients are very
aware of the technology limitations that apply to
video surveillance feeds. The police, he explains,
are well aware of the technical limitations of
getting a video feed to work in
a technology-hostile situation
such as a football match.

For effective surveillance to work, he says, including feeding
the video imaging feed into a facial biometrics analysis
platform, you do not need a 25 frames per second stream.
“You can normally get by with 5 frames per second.
We’ve had police watching someone’s front door
aof as little as 3Kbps. That’s a pretty low bandwidth,
even for a basic GSM connection,” he says.

Stewart McCone: The police are well
aware of the technical limitations
of getting a video feed to work in a
technology-hostile situation such as a
football match.
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NEC Corporation is a Global Fortune
500 company with more than 120,000
employees worldwide. NEC is a world leader in
the provision of government and law-enforcement
solutions, and for over 30 years has been one of
the world’s leading organisations in the delivery
of fully-integrated, high-availability biometric
identification systems. The unparalleled
identification accuracy of NEC’s systems, coupled
with our enviable track record in providing the
world’s largest fingerprint identification systems,
both civil and law enforcement, makes us
uniquely qualified to serve as a long-term
identification partner.
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Find out more at:
www.nec.com/security

Cognitec

DigitalPersona

Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition
technology and applications for industry customers
and government agencies around the world. In various
independent evaluation tests, our FaceVACS® software
has proven to be the premier technology available on
the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for
facial database search, video screening, border control,
ICAO-compliant photo capturing and facial image quality
assessment. Corporate headquarters are located in
Dresden, Germany; with other offices in Miami, FL;
Rockland, MA; and Hong Kong.

DigitalPersona has a strong and proven track record
of supplying fingerprint biometrics used in critical
voting, micro-payment, entitlement and other largescale identification programs. Our fingerprint readers
are designed with high-volume manufacturing as a
key requirement, while still providing industry-leading
accuracy and maintaining the highest levels of reliability.
DigitalPersona offers standards-compliant products,
including PIV-certified fingerprint readers and license-free
SDKs featuring WSQ compression, NFIQ, and support for
ISO/ANSI data and image formats.

Find out more at: www.cognitec.com

Find out more at: www.digitalpersona.com

Cross Match Technologies

GE Healthcare UK Ltd

Cross Match Technologies is a leading global provider of
high-quality multimodal biometric identity management
systems, applications and services. Offerings include
multiple biometric technologies capable of wireless, mobile
or stationary use that encompass fingerprint and palm
scanners, facial capture software, iris capture devices,
multimodal mobile solutions, document readers, biometric
software, and related services. With more than 10,000
customers worldwide in a variety of vertical markets, Cross
Match products are installed in over 80 countries.

DNAscan Rapid DNA Analysis System, from GE Healthcare
Life Sciences and NetBio® Inc., is a fully automated, tabletop
DNA fingerprinting system that enables processing of buccal
and blood swabs for DNA database searching in the police
booking office. The DNAscan system has been designed for
use by non-technical personnel. Operation is simple. Just
insert the DNA swabs, input sample information, load the
BioChipSetTM ‘all-in-one’ cassette, close the door and the
instrument does the rest.

Find out more at: www.crossmatch.com

Find out more at: www.GELifesciences.com
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Institution of Engineering and Technology

Key Forensic Services

Europe’s largest professional membership engineering body
with over 150,000 members in 127 countries publishes a
wealth of academic research in engineering and technology.
IETs journals and books cover a wide range of engineering
subjects and IET Inspec contains 13m+ abstract and indexing
references in the fields of science and technology.

Key Forensic Services is the proud partner of IntegenX
Inc. and is jointly showcasing the RapidHIT™ DNA
sample-to-profile technology. This ground-breaking
instrument generates a DNA sample in under 90 minutes
and with its integrated software, can be operated by nonscientific staff, with minimal training. The technology has
an application in custody suites, border control, Disaster
Victim Identification and at the crime scene.

Find out more at: www.theiet.org

Find out more at: www.keyforensic.co.uk

IntegenX

Morpho

IntegenX is a leading developer of rapid human DNA
identification technology, next-generation sequencing
library preparation, and DNA/RNA ambient temperature
stability and storage products. The company’s expertise and
extensive intellectual property includes its patented MOVe™
valve technology, PrepX™ reagent kits for next generation
sequencing library preparation, and a portfolio of patented
reagents for DNA and RNA preservation including GenTegra™
for stabilization and storage of purified DNA and RNA, and
GenPlate® for storage of blood samples.

Safran is a leading international high-technology group
with three core businesses: Aerospace, Defense and
Security. Operating worldwide, it has close to 60,000
employees and generated sales of 11.7 billion euros in
2011. Morpho, Safran’s security business, is the only
company mastering every link of the security chain.
Leading supplier of identification, e-documents and
detection solutions, it has already deployed integrated
systems in over 100 countries and is Number one in
biometric ID solutions.

Find out more at : www.integenx.com

Find out more at: www.morpho.com
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Safran is a leading international hightechnology group with three core
businesses: Aerospace, Defense and
Security. Operating worldwide, it has close
to 60,000 employees and generated sales of
11.7 billion euros in 2011. Morpho, Safran’s
security business, is the only company
mastering every link of the security
chain. A leading supplier of identification,
e-documents and detection solutions, it
has already deployed integrated systems
in over 100 countries and is Number one in
biometric ID solutions.

Cross Match Technologies is a leading
global provider of high-quality multimodal
biometric identity management systems,
applications and services. Offerings include
multiple biometric technologies capable
of wireless, mobile or stationary use that
encompass fingerprint and palm scanners,
facial capture software, iris capture devices,
multimodal mobile solutions, document
readers, biometric software, and related
services. With more than 10,000 customers
worldwide in a variety of vertical markets,
Cross Match products are installed in over
80 countries.

Contact Information

Contact Information

Jean-Marc Bernadaux
Tel: +33 1 5811 6314
Email: jean-marc.bernadaux@morpho.com
Web: www.morpho.com

Susann Reimann
Tel: +49 3641 4297 0
Email: international-sales@crossmatch.com
Web: www.crossmatch.com

Premier Exhibitor • Premier Exhibitor

Premier Exhibitor • Premier Exhibitor

3M Security Systems

Stand
3M Security Systems Division is a trusted
F320
partner and industry leader in delivering
end-to-end, innovative security solutions
to businesses and governments worldwide – helping to
ensure the security of people, documents and goods.
3M uses its broadband knowledge, in-depth experience
and technological expertise to help solve an array
of security challenges, including brand protection,
product security, efficient passenger check-in, secure
ID and passport document issuance, and hardware and
software system solutions for border management.
3M Cogent adds to these capabilities with biometric
identification solutions for governments, lawenforcement agencies and commercial enterprises.
3M Cogent provides the highest quality identification
systems, products and services with leading
technology, accuracy and speed. 3M Security Systems
technologies are used in over 100 countries around the
world.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Graham Cutting
Tel: +44 1344 858869
Email: gbcutting@mmm.com
Web: www.3M.eu/SecuritySystems
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Accenture

Stand
Accenture is a global management
F100
consulting, technology services and
outsourcing company that helps leading
governments and businesses use biometric systems to
protect citizens and customers – and their data – while
improving efficiency. With an extensive team of more
than 1,000 professionals dedicated to delivering robust,
efficient, secure and scalable solutions to border
management and public safety agencies, Accenture
has in-depth experience around the world, including
the world’s largest biometric systems – US-VISIT,
the Unique Identification Authority of India Aadhaar
program, and the European Commission’s Biometrics
Matching System.

Contact Information
• Mark Crego, Accenture Global
Border & Identity Management Lead
• Tel: +1 703 947 1418
• Email: mark.s.crego@accenture.com
• Web: www.accenture.com/gb-en/industry/bordermanagement/Pages/index.aspx
• Cyrille Bataller, Director - Accenture Technology
Labs Europe
• Tel: +33 4 92 94 88 46
• Email: cyrille.bataller@accenture.com
• Website: http://accenture.com/techlabs
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Stand
AOptix Technologies Inc. is helping
F255
the world stay safe and connected with
its identity verification and wireless
communications solutions. Through the combination
of iris recognition and other biometrics techniques,
the company’s identity solutions deliver fast, easy
and accurate identification and verification for a wide
range of applications, including automated boarding
and immigration at airports and international borders.
Its communications solutions deliver reliable, longrange, ultra-high bandwidth wireless communications
to alleviate mobile backhaul congestion and other
network chokepoints. Its solutions are derived from
the company’s patented optical technologies originally
developed for scientific research and further developed
with DARPA for advanced defense applications.

Biometrics Institute

Stand
The Biometrics Institute is an
F142
independent membership organisation
which started off in Sydney, Australia in
July 2001 and now also has an office in London, UK to
provide an international forum for biometric users. It
has developed a Privacy Charter for its members and
a Vulnerability Assessment Methodology. It holds four
biometrics conferences per year plus several training
courses and networking functions. It has 129 member
organisations from around the world.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Isabelle Moeller, Chief Executive
Tel: +44 7887 414 887
Email: manager@biometricsinstitute.org
Web: www.biometricsinstitute.org

Contact Information
• Dale Bastian, VP Sales
• Tel: +1 408 558 3198
• Email: dbastian@aoptix.com
• Web: www.aoptix.com

Biometric Technology Today
Authasas bv
New Connection
Authasas Advanced Authentication® Enterprise Edition
is a multi-factor authentication solution for Microsoft®
networks. The framework provides the secure matching
of authenticators and the storage and retrieval of user
credentials within Active Directory. User credentials, or
authenticators, may consist of one or more types, such
as biometric fingerprint, contactless smartcard, contact
smartcard, USB Flash driver, or Security Questions (Q&A).
Authasas Advanced Authentication® is simple to deploy
and manage, and offers a low total cost of ownership,
requiring less than one full time employee to administer.

Stand
Biometric Technology Today is the most
B522
established source of authoritative news,
analysis, and surveys on the international
biometrics market, and is committed to providing
unbiased, intelligent comment as well as extensive and
fully researched worldwide news coverage on all aspects
of the biometrics market.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Tracey Caldwell, Editor
Tel: +44 1202 535784
Email: tracey.caldwell@btconnect.com
Web: www.biometrics-today.com

Contact Information
• R M van der Drift
• Tel: +31 263 724 276
• Email: rvanderdrift@authasas.com
• Web: www.authasas.com

Borer Data Systems
Aware Inc.

Stand
Aware, Inc. is a veteran of the biometrics
W90
industry, providing standards-compliant,
OEM biometrics software for public sector
applications since 1992. Our client- and server-based
SDKs and applications are used by integrators and
solution vendors to enable fingerprint, face, and iris
autocapture, and quality assurance, data formatting,
workflow, and biometric matching for defense,
credentialing, access control, border management
and law enforcement.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

biometrics

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

David Benini, Senior Director of Marketing
Tel: +1 781-276-4000
Email: dbenini@Aware.com
Web: www.aware.com/biometrics
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Borer delivers personnel identification
F165
and access control applications using
smartcard and PoE technology. Borer has
integrated biometric identification and smartcards,
storing biometric templates onto the card’s memory.
Multiple biometric templates, including PIN and
photo, can be held on a single DES and AES encrypted
smartcard. Privacy of information concerns are
addressed because a person’s biometric details are
held on their card and not on a database, ensuring
possession of their personal data at all times.
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Robert Chapman
Tel: 0845 155 9623
Email: info@borer.co.uk
Web: www.borer.co.uk
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•
•
•
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Stand

F340

DERMALOG is one of the leading
international companies in the field of
biometric identification systems. With products ranging
from automated fingerprint identification systems
(AFIS) and high-tech border control systems to the
most secure identity card in the world, DERMALOG
has more than 20 years experience in the research and
development of biometric products and procedures.
With state-of-the-art biometric capturing devices
Dermalog supplies the perfect complete solution to
ensure the highest performance.

Contact Information

Dr Jürgen Pampus, VP Sales and Marketing
Tel: + 49 351 862 920
Email: info@cognitec.com
Web: www.cognitec.com

Cross Match Technologies

DERMALOG Identification
Systems GmbH

•
•
•
•

Stand

Henning Nehse
Tel: +49 40 413227 0
Email: sales@dermalog.com
Web: www.dermalog.com

DigitalPersona

Cross Match Technologies is a leading
B420
global provider of high-quality multimodal
biometric identity management systems,
applications and services. Offerings include multiple
biometric technologies capable of wireless, mobile or
stationary use that encompass fingerprint and palm
scanners, facial capture software, iris capture devices,
multimodal mobile solutions, document readers,
biometric software, and related services. With more
than 10,000 customers worldwide in a variety of vertical
markets, Cross Match products are installed in over 80
countries.

Stand
DigitalPersona has a strong and proven
F240
track record of supplying fingerprint
biometrics used in critical voting, micropayment, entitlement and other large-scale
identification programs. Our fingerprint readers are
designed with high-volume manufacturing as a key
requirement, while still providing industry-leading
accuracy and maintaining the highest levels of
reliability. DigitalPersona offers standards-compliant
products, including PIV-certified fingerprint readers and
license-free SDKs featuring WSQ compression, NFIQ,
and support for ISO/ANSI data and image formats.

Contact Information

Contact Information

•
•
•
•

Premier

Exhibitor
Susann Reimann
Tel: +49 3641 4297 0
Email: international-sales@crossmatch.com
Web: www.crossmatch.com

Daon

Stand
Daon is a leading provider of identityW80
assurance software. Daon’s products are
scalable, flexible and proven in real-world
environments. The product suite covers every aspect
of identity management and utilizes an open standards
based architecture. Daon’s software has been
selected to secure hundreds of millions of identities
worldwide. Daon also offers IdentityX, a cyber-security
solution employing the end user’s mobile phone
and a combination of security options, to provide
unprecedented levels of identity assurance for digital
transactions.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Clive Bourke, Vice President EMEA
Tel: +353 18181661
Email: clive.bourke@daon.com
Web: www.daon.com

•
•
•
•
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Stand
Cognitec develops market-leading face
F150
recognition technology and applications
for industry customers and government
agencies around the world. In various independent
evaluation tests, our FaceVACS® software has proven
to be the premier technology available on the market.
Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for facial
database search, video screening, border control,
ICAO-compliant photo capturing and facial image quality
assessment. Corporate headquarters are located in
Dresden, Germany; with other offices in Miami, FL;
Rockland, MA; and Hong Kong.

Chris Trytten, Director, Developer Product Marketing
Tel: +1 650 474 4138
Email: chris.trytten@digitalpersona.com
Web: www.digitalpersona.com

EyeVerify
New Connection
EyeVerify is a software-based eye vein biometric solution.
Utilizing cameras found on common smartphones, they
can image and then pattern match the blood vessels in
the whites of the eye. These capabilities can be accessed
through an API as an embedded module, or through a
stand-alone service. Allowing you to live digitally free
from friction, fraud and fear.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Toby Rush, CEO and Founder
Tel: +1 913 608 9257
Email: info@EyeVerify.com
Web: www.EyeVerify.com
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FASTCOM Technology SA
New Connection
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SMACS product line, by Fastcom Technology, is a
patented Swiss-made intelligent access- control solution
for anti-piggybacking and anti-tailgating. It is the natural
complement to any biometric-based identification
system. Used by many renowned companies, SMACS
products are highly secure and adaptable to different
environments. They can be positioned in a building’s
corridor, room, lift, loading bay or lobby where a danger
of unauthorized access exists. SMACS allow for efficient
security processes that leverage your infrastructure. For
instance, SMACS can manage the flow of material and
adapt to disabled people.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Stand
GenKey is the leading provider of
B450
large-scale biometric de-duplication
and verification solutions. GenKey has a
strong presence in Africa, where we deliver
highly reliable and secure biometric registration and
verification services for large-scale programs, including
national elections, health-care services, immigration
services and various types of national identification
applications. GenKey’s solutions are used to provide
biometric functionality in ID cards, passports, Biometric
Registration Systems, Biometric Payment Systems and
many more.

Dr Fabrice Moscheni, CEO
Tel: +41 21 619 0675
Email: moscheni@fastcom.ch
Web: www.fastcom-technology.com

Michiel Loeff, CCO
Tel: +31 40 75 13 911
Email: sales@genkey.com
Web: www.genkey.com

Fujitsu Technology Solutions

Hitachi Europe Ltd

Contact Information

Contact Information

Stand
Fujitsu Technology Solutions provides
F220
an innovative biometric authentication
system based on palm vein pattern
recognition. This award-winning technology provides
secure authentication for a broad range of identity
management applications. Visit us at stand F220 to see
demonstrations of this technology.
•
•
•
•

Jhelanie Ahmed
Tel: +44 1494 520674 / +44 7770 927215
Email: jhelanie.ahmed@ts.fujitsu.com
Web: www.fujitsu.com/fts/

• John Gilbert, VP Business Development - Identity
Management and Assurance
• Tel: +44 1628 585581
• Email: john.gilbert@hitachi-eu.com
• Web: www.hitachi.eu/veinid/

GE Healthcare UK Ltd

Stand
DNAscan Rapid DNA Analysis System,
W60
from GE Healthcare Life Sciences and
®
NetBio Inc., is a fully automated, tabletop
DNA fingerprinting system that enables processing of
buccal and blood swabs for DNA database searching
in the police booking office. The DNAscan system has
been designed for use by non-technical personnel.
Operation is simple. Just insert the DNA swabs, input
sample information, load the BioChipSetTM ‘all-in-one’
cassette, close the door, and the instrument does the
rest.

Contact Information

biometrics

Id3 Technologies

Stand
Providing its clients with both hardware
W70
and software solutions, id3 Technologies
is recognized as one of the best experts in
biometrics and has already delivered more than 30
million licenses of its Mach-On-Card algorithms. Id3’s
portfolio includes AFIS with multimodal enrollment,
Fingerprint SDK (Minex compliant algorithm), and
Fingerprint recognition modules. Interoperability is
a core feature for all of them. These technologies
target security applications, including identity and
privacy protection, permissions management, and e-ID
documents readout.

Contact Information

• Jon Dennis, Business Development
Manager, Forensics and Human ID
• Tel: +44 7714 667107
• Email: Jon.Dennis@GE.com
• Web: www.GELifesciences.com

exhibition and conference 2012
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Hitachi Europe offers a range of
F135
security-related solutions including a
biometric system based on the award
winning Finger Vein Authentication system. Hitachi’s
technology provides a key element of the Identity
Assurance process by delivering a fast, accurate and
commercially usable, biometric test of identity.

•
•
•
•
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Dorian Keddous, International Business Developer
Tel: +33 4 76 75 75 85
Email: dorian.keddous@id3.eu
Web: www.id3.eu
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IEEE Certified Biometrics
Professional (CBP) Program

Stand
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Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Angela Trilli, Director of Marketing
Tel: +1 732 562 3983
Email: info@IEEEBiometricsCertification.org
Web: www.ieeebiometricscertification.org

IntegenX

Stand
IntegenX is a leading developer of rapid
F250
human DNA identification technology,
Next-generation sequencing library
preparation, and DNA/RNA ambient temperature
stability and storage products. The company’s expertise
and extensive intellectual property includes its patented
MOVe™ valve technology, PrepX™ reagent kits for
next generation sequencing library preparation, and
a portfolio of patented reagents for DNA and RNA
preservation including GenTegra™ for stabilization and
storage of purified DNA and RNA, and GenPlate® for
storage of blood samples.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Keith Elliott, Technical Marketing Manager
Tel: +44 777 229 4448
Email: keithe@integenX.com
Web: http://integenx.com/

Iris ID Systems, Inc.

Stand
Since 1997, Iris ID has been the leader
F245
and key developer and driver of the
commercialization of iris recognition
technology. IrisAccess, now in a fourth generation, is
the world’s leading deployed iris recognition platform.
Whether you are looking for a single biometric
identification solution that leads the industry, or a multifactor verification solution that works with cards, card
readers or keypad solutions, the IrisAccess platform will
meet your needs.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Bryan Alexander
Tel: +1 609 819 4727
Email: balexander@irisid.com
Web: www.irisid.com

Stand
Key Forensic Services is the proud partner
F250
of IntegenX Inc. and is jointly showcasing
the RapidHIT™ DNA sample-to-profile
technology. This ground-breaking instrument generates
a DNA sample in under 90 minutes and with its integrated
software, can be operated by non-scientific staff, with
minimal training. The technology has an application
in custody suites, border control, Disaster Victim
Identification, and at the crime scene.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Paul Whitehouse, Group Marketing Manager
Tel: +44 2476 323393
Email: paul.whitehouse@keyforensic.co.uk
Web: www.keyforensic.co.uk

Lumidigm Inc.

Exhibitor Profiles

IEEE, a leading authority in the
advancement of emerging technologies,
offers online resources vital to researchers worldwide.
The IEEE Certified Biometrics Professional (CBP) is
a certification program designed to help meet the
training, hiring, and evaluation needs of professionals
and organizations throughout the biometrics industry.
The CBP exam focuses on the knowledge and skills
necessary to apply the biometrics professional body-ofknowledge to real-world problems and situations.

Key Forensic Services Limited

Stand
Lumidigm Inc., a global authentication
F200
solutions company, is dedicated to
enabling convenient, secure, and reliable
identification of people, products and credentials.
Lumidigm’s multispectral imaging technology and
innovative software work in real world applications for
those customers that need to know ‘who’ or ‘what’ to
a high degree of certainty. Call Lumidigm for biometric
fingerprint sensors and authentication solutions needed
for banking, healthcare, entertainment and theme parks,
government and civil ID, and transportation applications.

Contact Information
• Phil Scarfo, Senior Vice President
of Worldwide Sales and Marketing
• Tel: +1 505 272 7057
• Email: sales@lumidigm.com
• Web: www.lumidigm.com

Morpho

Stand
Safran is a leading international highW40
technology group with three core
businesses: Aerospace, Defense and
Security. Operating worldwide, it has close to 60,000
employees and generated sales of 11.7 billion euros in
2011. Morpho, Safran’s security business, is the only
company mastering every link of the security chain.
A leading supplier of identification, e-documents and
detection solutions, it has already deployed integrated
systems in over 100 countries and is Number one in
biometric ID solutions.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Premier

Exhibitor
Jean-Marc Bernadaux
Tel: +33 1 5811 6314
Email: jean-marc.bernadaux@morpho.com
Web: www.morpho.com
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Stand
NEC Corporation is a Global Fortune
F230
500 company with more than 120,000
employees worldwide. NEC has been one
of the world’s leading organisation in the delivery of
fully integrated, high-availability biometric identification
systems for more than 30 years. The unparalleled
identification accuracy of NEC’s system, coupled with
our enviable track record in providing the world’s largest
fingerprint identification systems, for both civil and law
enforcement, makes us uniquely qualified to serve as a
long-term identification partner.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

NEC Corporation
Tel: +81 3 3798 2893
Email: biometrics@security.jp.nec.com
Web: http://www.nec.com/security

Planet Biometrics
Planetbiometrics.com is a groundbreaking source of independent news
and educational information investigating
the fast-moving biometrics industry. The site
aims to provide first-class, well-researched
news and information designed to inform,
educate and entertain.

Stand
NetBio, Inc. is the leading provider of the
W60
full set of technologies and products for
the emerging field of Rapid DNA Analysis
(RDA). RDA enables the identification (by fragment sizing
or nucleic acid sequencing) of the most informative
subset of a given human or pathogen genome,
allowing end users to make decisions in real time.
Major applications include criminal forensics, military
human identification, biothreat detection, and clinical
diagnostics. NetBio believes that widespread use of
RDA, particularly in the field and at the point of care, will
improve both the safety, and health of society.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Melissa May, Senior Director for Strategic Planning
Tel: +1 781 916 8273
Email: melissa.may@netbio.com
Web: www.netbio.com

B522

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Mark Lockie, Managing Director
Tel: +44 (0) 1189 844932
Email: m.lockie@planetbiometrics.com
Web: www.planetbiometrics.com

Raptor Identification
Systems, Inc.
NetBio, Inc.

Stand

Stand

F120

Raptor ID has revolutionized biometric
screening and enrolment by combining
leading edge biometric technologies with
state-of-the-art handheld smartphones and tablets.
Introducing the RaptorOne™, multi-modal biometric
identification and screening capability in a high-end,
ruggedized Android-based smartphone, and the
RaptorPad™, Full Biometric Enrollment capability in a
robust, power-packed tablet form.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Charles Strasburger, Founder, Chairman and CEO
Tel: +1 410 745 8354
Email: Info@Raptor-ID.com
Web: www.Raptor-ID.com

Regula Baltija Ltd.
NexID Biometrics LLC
New Connection
NexID Biometrics provides a software-based,
liveness detection and spoof mitigation solution
for any fingerprint scanning device, (i.e., optical,
capacitive, pad, swipe). In addition to utilizing
our Liveness Detection SDK for incorporating
NexID technology into their scanning devices,
our customers also rely on NexID professional
services for analysis and testing of their scanners for
vulnerabilities against the latest spoofing techniques
and materials, and offering solutions for mitigating
identified vulnerabilities.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Mark Cornett
Tel: +00 1 315 212 6621
Email: mark.cornett@nexidbiometrics.com
Web: www.nexidbiometrics.com
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Stand
Regula is the world leader in supplying
B410
solutions for border and immigration
control, as well as secure document
examination, including: ePassport readers with
automatic authenticity verification software; specialized
hardware and software for detailed examination of
security features and processing of obtained images;
document reference systems with detailed description
of passports, ID cards, other documents. The strength
of Regula is its individual approach and customized
service for our clients.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Maris Kaminskis, Head of Marketing, Europe
Tel: +371 65431299
Email: regula@regula.lv
Web: www.regulaforensics.com

Exhibitor
Speaker Profiles
secunet Security Networks AG

SRI International Sarnoff

Stand
SRI offers field-proven biometric
F140
solutions that deliver exceptional security
without compromising throughput or ease
of use. From handheld systems to walk-through portals,
the Iris on the Move® (IOM) product suite provides
indoor/outdoor identity verification at unprecedented
speeds and distances. SRI’s industry-leading IOM
technology allows aviation authorities to accelerate
screening processes while increasing overall safety.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

SRI International Sarnoff
Tel: +1 609 734 2553
Email: info@sri.com
Web: www.sri.com

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Georg Hasse
Tel: +44 172 3652444
Email: georg.hasse@secunet.com
Web: www.secunet.com

Thales Communications
and Security

Smart Sensors Ltd
Stand
New product launches from Smart Sensors
Ltd: a truly mobile multi-modal biometric
B520
acquisition and recognition device on an
Android™ platform, and the Iris Entra™ iris recognition
hands-free Physical Access Control system. Smart Sensors
offers cameras, software, know-how and licensing so
integrators can deploy the precision of iris recognition
biometrics in cost-effective solutions that authenticate
each person’s unique ID. Our tools for iris feature
extraction, biometric key creation and fast-matching
operate on many product and processor platforms.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Speed Identity AB

Stand

Speed Identity is a leading global
F160
provider of solutions for biometric data
capture and enrolment. Our systems
capture and provide quality assurance for biometric
facial images, signatures and fingerprints for passports
and other identity documents, and meet the standards
set by ISO and ICAO – International Civil Aviation
Organization. To date, Speed Identity has delivered
secure, reliable and user-friendly systems in more than
100 countries worldwide, making Speed Identity the
partner of choice for both public and private sectors.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Claes Bohm, Sales & Marketing Director
Tel: +46 709 414572
Email: claes.bohm@speed-identity.com
Web: www.speed-identity.com

B500

Thales harnesses the latest advances in
smartcards, biometrics, cryptography and
information systems to meet customers’ growing
security requirements, while protecting the privacy
of new ID document holders. The Thales approach
to identity management is an end-to-end solution. It
encompasses everything from collection of biometric
data from individual citizens (enrolment), through to
the creation and management of secure ID systems,
databases, production and personalisation of secure
documents, and access control systems to authenticate
document users as part of border control solutions.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Louise Brett
Tel: +44 1225 388690
Email: lbrett@smartsensors.co.uk
Web: www.smartsensors.co.uk

Stand

Exhibitor Profiles

Stand
Since its founding in 1996, secunet has
been one of the leading German IT-Security
F145
providers. In close and trusted cooperation
with German Federal Authorities such as the
Federal Office for Information Security (BSI), secunet
has developed solutions in the fields of biometrics and
eIDs which are now acknowledged as international
standards. These include the GoldenReaderTool,
secunet biomiddle and the eID PKI Suite. Secunet
supports OEMs, system integrators and public
authorities worldwide in implementing flexible
enrolment-solutions, verification- scenarios and border
control applications. The holistic consulting expertise
and solutions that are consistently standard-compliant
result in highly innovative eID-scenarios which meet
current and future requirements. Customers such as the
Federal German Police and the Austrian Ministry of the
Interior trust in this quality “made by secunet”.

Pascal Zenoni
Tel: +33 1 73 32 00 00
Email: pascal.zenoni@thalesgroup.com
Web: www.thalesgroup.com

UnionCommunity Co., Ltd
New Connection
VIRDI is the award-winning brand of a range of
integrated biometric, RFID and Mifare terminals
designed and manufactured in Korea by
UNIONCOMMUNITY Co., Ltd. The VIRDI range
comprises of a variety of technology and solutions for
the following applications: Access / Time & Attendance
Terminals ; Access Control, Biometric Template and
Device Management Software; Time & Attendance
Software; Meal Management Software.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Henry Choi
Tel: +82 2 6488 3122
Email: henry@unioncomm.co.kr
Web: www.virditech.com
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Contact Information
•
•
•
•

Catarina Meleiro
Tel: +351 21 154 3900
Email: catarina.meleiro@vision-box.com
Web: www.vision-box.com

Biometric
Technology
Today

Wacom Europe GmbH

Stand
Wacom is a global company with its
F260
parent company based in Japan and is the
market leader for pen tablets and pen-input
solutions. Wacom tablets are utilised in a number of
application areas where achieving a digital workflow and
high levels of security are crucial.
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e-borders

Contents

Biometrics come under
scrutiny at the UK border

News

B

iometrics at the UK border have
come under heavy scrutiny with
the resignation of UK Border Agency
(UKBA) chief Brodie Clark after border
checks were relaxed, partly as a result
of the time taken at passport control
leading to long delays for passengers.
At the same time there have been reports that
iris scanning systems intended to speed transit
are being scaled back.
The row follows hot on the heels of increasingly positive reports of the performance of
biometrics speeding transit at the border.
UKBA has recently released figures showing
significant increases in the number of passengers opting to use facial recognition gates.
By the end of November MFlow Track ‘iris at
distance’ technology was in operation at all 19
lanes of Gatwick’s £45m 19-lane security area
in the South Terminal of London Gatwick
Airport. AOptix Technologies and Human
Recognition Systems are integrating the
AOptix InSight VM iris recognition system
into 34 automated gates.

trGicY
e
m
bioHNOLO

Iris at a distance in operation at Gatwick.

According to Gatwick’s technology leader
Perry Hailey the implementation has halved
the manpower required at traditional border
gates.
The Independent reports that new registrations for the iris recognition have been
closed at several airports. Neil Norman, CEO
of Human Recognition Systems, told The
Independent he believed the systems were not
being given the full backing of staff at airports
because they were worried they would lead to
more job losses.

WCC Smart Search & Match

Stand

WCC Smart Search and Match is a
B510
leading provider of meaningful search
and match software. Its flagship product,
ELISE provides fast and accurate identification,
authentication and de-duplication using any combination
of available biographic-, biometric-, and/or any other
identity related data. ELISE is the most customizable and
extensible platform of superior quality for delivering
meaningful and actionable results from high volume of
data and transactions.

Contact Information
•
•
•
•
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Biometrics come under scrutiny at the UK border

TOD
AY

• Tony McCool
• Tel: +44 7540 436865
• Email: tony.mccool@wacom.eu
• Web: signature.wacom.eu

TODAY

Contact Information

AY
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Stand
Vision-Box is the leading provider of
F130
automated border control systems and
electronic identity and passport-related
enrolment and verification kiosks, which use ICAOcompliant standards. The portfolio includes live
biometric enrolment stations, document verification
kiosks, digital document dispensers and personalization
systems, portable and hand-held biometric units and
smart biometric ABC-gates. VB-iShield® is a powerful ITplatform that enables centralized management. VisionBox operates in more than 30 international airports and
over 2000 systems around the world.
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GE Healthcare
Life Sciences

DNA RESULTS
IN 85 MINUTES

DNAScanTM Rapid DNA Analysis System.

Save time, reduce crime
DNAscan™ System:
Fast, reliable DNA results processed
in your booking station
With DNAscan Rapid DNA AnalysisTM System, go from DNA swab
of a suspect to database search in just 85 minutes.
Speed up the investigation process and help solve crimes faster
by obtaining DNA results before release. Easy to use,
ruggedized, and secure. Backed by GE Healthcare – a trusted
name in DNA forensics, and NetBio® Inc.

Learn more at www.gelifesciences.com/DNAscan

imagination at work
NetBio and Rapid DNA Analysis are trademarks of NeBio Inc.
DNAscan, GE, imagination at work and GE monogram are trademarks of General Electric Company.
© 2012 General Electric Company - All rights reserved.
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Demonstration Area

biometrics Live!
Programme

Tuesday 30 October 2012
Time: 10:00-13:00

Seminar Programme

Bordering on Excellence
Demonstration Area Live with Cross Match Technologies
and 3M Security Systems

The Biometrics Live! programme at
Biometrics 2012 aims to give all visitors
to the exhibition an opportunity to hear
about the use of biometrics in a range of
markets – via our free-to-access Seminar
Theatre.

Time: 13:45-16:50
Biometric Technology Transformation
Demonstration Area Live with DigitalPersona, id3
and Smart Sensors

Alongside the theatre, is a Biometric
Demonstration Area, where you can watch
some of the latest technologies in action – and try
them out for yourselves.

Wednesday 31 October 2012
Time: 10:00-13:00
Facilitating Retailing and Banking
Demonstration Area Live with Fujitsu
Technology Solutions, Lumidigm and
Union Community Co., Inc.

There is also Meet and Greet zone where exhibitors
and visitors can connect, hold meetings and exchange
ideas.

Seminar Programme

Biometric Technology Transformation

Each track below will hold a range of
speeches from expert speakers across
the globe. See our dedicated Seminar
Handout for more details on the
speakers and their topics.

Time: 15:15-16:50

Tuesday 30 October 2012

The concept of smaller, faster, cheaper is a global
technology phenomenon and the biometric industry is
experiencing this transformation first hand. The
advance of mobile biometric technology, for example,
has been dramatic, as has the advent of technology such
as Rapid DNA, and next generation iris recognition. This
series of seminars and demonstrations will discuss the
transformation of biometric technology.

Bordering on Excellence

Wednesday 31 October 2012

Time: 10:55-13:00

Facilitating Retailing and Banking

Border control posts are undergoing a revolutionary
change. Over the past decade they have increasingly
become alive with new technology. From specialist
document readers that can handle advanced chipbased ePassports to trusted traveller schemes that
have biometric technology at their core. Here about,
and discover hands on, some of the technologies that
are making a difference and understand how the final
story may unfold.

Time: 11:25-13:00

New Connections
Time: 13:25-15:00
The biometrics industry has come a long way in the
past 20 years and now sits at the top table of security
technology. However, the industry is young and,
as such, is still full of promise and technological
innovation. Our New Connections seminars introduce
you to some of the exciting technologies and
companies to watch out for in the future.
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Biometric technology has the power to revolutionise
financial transactions, as well as enhance an
organisation’s ability to improve customer and
staff tracking and interaction. This enables greater
accountability, ease of use, and, potentially, cost
savings. This is particularly the case in markets,
such as retailing and banking. A growing number of
success stories are emerging that highlight this power,
and this series of seminars and demonstrations will
show how biometrics could provide a welcome boost
in efficiency and customer service in the future.

New Connections
Time: 13:25-15:00
This is your second chance to visit our New
Connections Seminar and catch up with some of the
exciting technologies and companies to watch out for
in the future.
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QEII Centre
London, UK

Conference: 29-31 October 2012
Exhibition: 30-31 October 2012

Conference
Guide

v

Organised by:

In association with:

www.biometrics2012.com biometrics
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Monday 29 October 2012
08.00 Coffee & tea
09.20 Conference Opening: Mark Lockie, Biometrics 2012 Conference Chairman
09.30 Keynote: The authentication ecosystem of the UIDAI
B. B. Nanawati, Deputy Director General of the UIDAI, India

Conference Programme

10.00

Keynote: Biometrics and borders - An update from Australian immigration
David Chadwick, Director - Biometrics Projects, Identity Branch, Department of Immigration and Citizenship, Australia

10.30

Keynotes Q/A

10:40

Coffee & tea
Facing facts – Face recognition in focus

Making biometrics pay its way

11.05

Session Chairman’s Introduction
Matthew Finn, Managing Director, AUGMENTIQ, UK

Session Chairman’s Introduction
Carl Gohringer, Business Development Consultant Biometric Solutions, NEC, UK

11.10

Machines better than humans for general face
recognition?
Dr P. Jonathon Phillips, Electronic Engineer, NIST, USA

No more paper signatures? A reality in Spanish savings banks
Santiago Uriel Arias, Technical Secretary of the CECA
Board´s Cooperation Commission, Confederación
Española de Cajas de Ahorros, CECA - Spanish
Confederation of Savings Banks, Spain

11.35

Face in focus: Infrared face recognition
Dr Tom Heseltine, Biometric Consultant,
Aurora Computer Services, UK

Biometric solutions: It’s all about the use case
Nick Wise, Chief Technology Officer, VoiceVault, UK

12.00

Catching criminals with forensic images
DCI Mick Neville, Expert on CCTV, in charge of images
for Op Withern (August 2011 Disorder), Metropolitan
Police, UK

Changing the biometric market through the provision of
services
Thomas Chenevier, VP Products & Marketing, Morpho,
France

12.30

Lunch
Live implementations: History made, lessons learned

Enhancing biometric system/device security

13.15

Session Chairman’s Introduction
Tony Mercer, Senior Advisor, PA Consulting, UK

Session Chairman’s Introduction
Cathy Tilton, VP, Standards & Technology, Daon, USA

13.20

London 2012 : The first biometric Olympic Games
Tony Smith, Director General, UK Border Force, UK,
and Matthew Finn, Managing Director, AUGMENTIQ,
UK

Fingerprints are unique – And so are faked fingers
Dirk Morgeneier, Vice President Research and IP
Management, Cross Match Technologies, Germany

13.50

Biometrics in the EU-VIS - First year experiences and
state of play
Fares Rahmun, VIS Project Manager, Federal Office of
Administration (BVA), and Markus Nuppeney, Head of
Section “Inspection Infrastructures and Architectures”,
Federal Office for Information Security (BSI), Germany

In-house teaching of Biometric Vulnerability
Assessments – A case study in up empowering staff
Dr Ted Dunstone, Chair, Technical Committee,
Biometrics Institute, Australia

14.20

Large-scale biometric identity management programs –
How to make them work
Mark Crego, Global Lead, Border and Identity
Management, Accenture, UK

Using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to enhance
biometrics as a security mechanism
Raoul D’Costa, Security Consultant, PrimeKey Solutions,
Sweden

14:50

Afternoon tea

15.15

The rapid advance of DNA as a biometric
Session Chairman’s Introduction
James A. Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist, Director’ Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

15.20

FBI plan for integration of rapid DNA analysis into the police booking suite
Dr Thomas Callaghan, Molecular Biologist, Senior Biometrics Scientist, Federal Bureau of Investigation Laboratory, USA

15.45

Rapid DNA. What law enforcement wants
Martin O’Farrell, Senior Business Officer with Home Office Centre of Applied Science and Technology, UK

16.15

DNA analysis: A real-time biometric tool — Includes DNA demonstration
Stevan Jovanovich, President/CEO, IntegenX, USA

16.45

Fast DNA – Towards implementation and use in the field — Includes DNA prototype showcase
James Grivet, Business Development Project Manager, DNA Project, Morpho, France

17:15

Field-forward STR Profiling: Expanding the application of rapid DNA analysis — Includes DNA demonstration
Dr Richard F. Selden, CEO, NetBio, USA

17.45

End of Day One
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Conference Programme

Tuesday 30 October 2012
08.00 Coffee & tea
Biometrics take flight – Ideas, innovation
and practice in airports

Standards, standards, standards
09.00

View from the standards front
Cathy Tilton, VP, Standards & Technology, Daon, USA

09.10 The evolution of US-VISIT:
The road from biometrics to identity management
Robert A. Mocny, Director, US VISIT Program,
DHS, USA

09.15

The second generation of ISO/IEC Biometric Data
Interchange Formats
Christoph Busch, Convenor, ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 37 WG3 –
Biometric Data Interchange Formats, Germany

09.40 Innovative use of biometrics in airports
Carl Gohringer, Business Development
Consultant - Biometric Solutions, NEC, UK

09.35

Smartcard and IT security standards
Ludovic Merrien, Security Evaluation Expert, Morpho,
France and Raul Sanchez-Reillo, Associate Professor,
Electronics Technology Department in University Carlos
III of Madrid (UC3M) and Director of GUTI (University
Group for Identification Technology), Spain

Ticketless travel – For the future or for now?
09.55
Neil Norman, Founder & Head of Innovation, Human
Recognition Systems and Mike Fazackerley, former
Customer Services Director at Manchester Airport
10.20
and current Head of Special Projects CAA, UK

Clarifying Language and Concepts:
The new international standard for biometric vocabulary
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

10.10

10.40

Coffee & tea

11.15

The rise of soft biometrics and the social network
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Mark Lockie, Biometrics 2012 Conference Chairman

Panel Discussion - Present and future of biometric
standards

11.20

From authentication to identity recognition
Cyrille Bataller, Director, Accenture Technology Labs, France

11.50

Face processing in social networking services
Michael Thieme, Director of Special Projects, International Biometric Group, USA

12.20

Ethical framings and the future of biometric technologies
Paul McCarthy, Senior Analyst, GSI Ltd, Ireland

12.50

LUNCHTIME KEYNOTE: Before the onset of the ID revolution: The commoditization of identity
Dr Joseph J. Atick, Identity Counsel International, Director IBIA Cofounder & Director Emeritus, France

13.20

Extended lunch and exhibition viewing

14.30

14.35

The future for mobile biometric devices
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Cathy Tilton, VP, Standards & Technology,
Daon, USA

New biometric technologies put to the test
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Marek Rejman-Greene, Senior Biometrics Adviser (Deputy
Director) Home Office, and Capability Advisor, Identity
Assurance at CAST, Home Office Science, UK

What’s different about mobile biometrics?
David Benini, Senior Director of Marketing,
Aware, Inc., USA

Emerging biometrics: Future directions in identification
technology
James A. Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist,
Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

15.00 Achieving the benefits of biometric technology
for UK policing
Chief Inspector Cleaven Faulkner, Hampshire
Constabulary, UK

Continuous behavioural biometrics for DARPA’s Active
Authentication Initiative
Dr Neil Costigan, CTO, BehavioSec, Sweden

15:30 Mobile biometric personalization and
authentication – Guidance as a standard
Fred Preston, Director, FP Fidelity Ltd, UK

The future is now: Fundamental rights and ethical
implications of human odour-based biometrics for law
enforcement and security purposes
Matteo E. Bonfanti and Andrew P. Rebera, Research
Fellows, Centre for Science, Society and Citizenship, Italy

Conference Programme

09.05 Session Chairman’s Introduction
Mark Crego, Global Lead, Border and Identity
Management, Accenture, UK

16.00 Afternoon tea
16.30 Commercial mobile devices and biometric apps
Peter Waggett, IBM UK Ltd, and Ed Jellard, British
Standards Institute IST/44 Biometrics Committee, UK
17.00

Security and identity protection for new generation
mobile devices
Krzysztof Kryszczuk, Senior Scientist at Nokia
Research Center, Switzerland

Eye vein biometrics with off-the-shelf cell phones
Toby Rush, CEO & Founder, EyeVerify, USA
Where you look shows who you are: Using eye tracking
behaviour for human identification
Dr Pawel Kasprowski, Assistant Professor of Computer
Sciences, Silesian University of Technology, Poland

17:30-19:00 Evening Drinks Reception
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Wednesday 31 October 2012
08.00 Coffee & tea
Me too! Social inclusion programmes, democracy and biometrics
09.10 Session Chairman’s Introduction
Tony Mercer, Senior Advisor, PA Consulting, UK

Conference Programme

09.15 Biometrics for the social service sector. Argentine vision of biometric tools as a way to attain a better quality of life
for its citizens
Pedro Janices, National Office of Information Technologies, Chief of the Cabinet Office, National Director, Argentina
09.45 Achieving biometric success in government – The Nigerian National Identity Management System (NIMS)
Chris Onyemenam, Director General/CEO, National Identity Management Commission (NIMC), Nigeria
10.15

Beyond the voting booth – Leveraging biometric databases to create value for citizens
Richard Agostinelli, President and CEO, DigitalPersona, Inc., USA

10.45

Morning coffee and networking

11.10

Achieving biometric success and value for money in
government
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Marek Rejman-Greene, Senior Biometrics Adviser
(Deputy Director) Home Office, and Capability Advisor,
Identity Assurance at CAST, Home Office Science, UK

The appliance of science – Biometric applications in the
real world
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Dr Tom Heseltine, Biometric Consultant, Aurora Computer
Services, UK

11.15

Successful biometric delivery in an external
environment of uncertainty and change
David Oldroyd, Managing Director, Morpho UK
Limited, and Matthew Candy, Executive Partner, IBM
Global Business Services, UK

When identification is a matter of life or death: Contactless
biometrics in healthcare
Mizan Rahman, Founder and CEO, M2SYS Technology,
USA

11.45

Distributed technology in support of identification
applications while enabling cloud infrastructure
Ramsey Billups, Vice President Biometrics Solutions,
3M Cogent, USA

Biometric identification system for banks: A large scale
deployment
Fabrizio Vargas de Moraes, Consultant, Brazil

12.15

Biometric data: Transforming border and migration
management
Paul Ellis, Partner, and Tony Mercer, Senior Advisor,
PA Consulting, UK

Facial identification framework for enforcement agencies –
A case study on large-scale deployment
Kris Ranganath, Director, Technology and Solutions,
NEC Corporation of America, USA

12.45

Extended lunch and exhibition viewing
Brainstorming biometrics – New thinking and challenges for a new age...

14:10

Session Chairman’s Introduction
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

14.15

US Government biometrics: “The National Biometrics Challenge”
James A. Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist, Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

14:45

A user-centric approach to biometrics
Jean-Christophe Fondeur, Vice President, Research & Technology, Safran, Morpho, Technology and Strategy Direction, France

15:15

Avoiding double trouble: A person centric approach to reduce identity fraud and duplication in real world deployments
Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart Search & Match, The Netherlands

15.45

Closing remarks
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

16.00 Close of conference. Followed by afternoon refreshments
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Speaker Profiles
Conference Opening
Biography
Mark Lockie is the founder of Science Media Partners Ltd,
a company that offers editorial, market research, conference
organising and publishing expertise in high-tech identification markets.

Mark Lockie, Biometrics 2012
Conference Chairman, UK

He is the owner of www.planetbiometrics.com and
www.securitydocumentworld.com which both offer free news and
insight into the full range of biometrics and security documents, such
as ID cards, Visas and passports.
He established the Security Document World conference and exhibition,
which is now entering its sixth year, and is also the conference director
for this show - Biometrics 2012.
Mark has a Masters degree in chemical engineering and is a seasoned
journalist covering the biometric, smart card and other identification
industries. Frequently interviewed and quoted on many mainstream
media channels, including BBC News, New Scientist, Radio Five Live
and The Guardian newspaper, he is at the cutting edge of all
developments in the identification arena.

Opening Keynote Address

The authentication
ecosystem of the UIDAI
B.B. Nanawati, Deputy Director General
of the UIDAI, India

Speaker Profiles

Mountbatten Room
Date: Monday, 29 October 2012
Time: 09.20

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 • Time: 09.30

Biography
B. B. Nanawati was born in
India and studied for a Masters
in Science and Humanities.
He joined the Indian Civil
Service in 1983. He has worked
in the Taxation Department
of Government of India in
various positions and pioneered the
establishment of the Tax Information Network (TIN). He has
over 12-years experience in Programme Management and
implementation of large and complex e-Governance projects
in the Government domain.
He specialises in the design and implementation of large
e-governance projects in a public –private partnership
mode, managing large multiple teams, process capability in
outsourcing of non-core government functions and public
procurement in the information technology sector. He is
an expert in public procurement policies, financial rules
and processes, business rules, government tendering and
contract finalization. He was also Project-in-Charge for
implementation of one of the largest IT project in the field of
taxation, in the Ministry of Finance, Government of India.
Mr Nanawati is currently the Deputy Director General
(Technology) in the Unique Identification Authority of India
(UIDAI), where he is in charge of Programme Management
for Technology for allocating a Unique Identification Number
to all residents of India. This involves state-of-art biometric
detail capture in a large-scale identification program
involving more than 1.2 billion residents of India.
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Speaker Profiles
Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 • Time: 10.00

Opening Keynote Address

Speaker Profiles

Biometrics and Borders
- An update from
Australian immigration

Biography
David Chadwick is the Director
of Biometric Projects within the
Identity Branch in the Australian
Department of Immigration and
Citizenship (DIAC).

David Chadwick, Director Biometrics Projects, Identity Branch,
Department of Immigration
and Citizenship, Australia

Presentation Synopsis
In this presentation, David Chadwick, Director
of Biometric Projects for the Department of
Immigration and Citizenship, Australia, will
explore the wide-ranging biometric program
that is in place in Australian Immigration.
Topics that will be covered include the
collection of biometrics from a range of
clients, the background identity checks that are
undertaken and how the program is expanding
to include verification of the client’s identity at
a number of interactions along their journey –
from visa application, approvals and travel to
Australia.
Biometrics is a growing segment of the
identity management continuum in Australian
Immigration and offers the opportunity to
increase traveler facilitation, without sacrificing
border integrity.

David has leadership of new
biometric projects within DIAC and is
currently involved in the Five Country Conference biometric
data sharing program, as well as the introduction of
biometric verification in Australia and overseas. His Section
works closely with internal and external stakeholders to
promote the effective use of biometrics as the keystone of
identity integrity for DIAC’s clients.
From September 2007 to March 2012, David worked for
Unisys Australia and, most recently, was the Director and
Lead of the Law Enforcement Program in Asia Pacific, as part
of the Unisys security practice in the region.
Based in Canberra, David was responsible for developing the
Law Enforcement practice within the Asia Pacific region –
working with policing, licensing and border control clients to
develop solutions that reflect their particular requirements.
David also worked as a subject matter expert within Unisys
in respect to Identity and Credentialing, as well as Physical
Security. David was also a regular media spokesperson for
Unisys Australia and has conducted numerous interviews
for the print media and has spoken at many international
conferences.
Prior to joining Unisys in September 2007 David worked at
the Australian Department of Immigration and Citizenship
(DIAC) in a variety of roles including Director – IT Continuity
Management, During this time, he worked in the field of
biometrics and imaging standards and was actively involved
with the initial biometric capture trials in 2004-05. He also
developed Departmental facial imaging guidelines.
Mr Chadwick also has over 18 years of law enforcement
experience, having served with the South Australia Police
and the Australian Federal Police. He has extensive
experience in all aspects of technical imaging, with 9 years
experience in forensic and surveillance imaging. David
has also performed consultancy work with a number of
Government agencies in the field of digital imaging and
image enhancement since 1997.
He is the co-author of the “Australasian Guidelines for Digital
Imaging Processes” for the Senior Managers Australian and
New Zealand Forensic Laboratories, and the co-inventor of
the world’s first computer-based facial identification system
in 1988. He also is a member of the Biometrics Institute
Technical Committee.
David has an Advanced Certificate (Diploma level) of
Commercial Photography, and is a Certified Biometric
Security Professional and Biometric Security Engineer. He
also holds ITIL Foundation Level Certification. Since 2003 he
has taught Advanced Forensic Technical Photography at the
Canberra Institute of Technology.
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Does your video system tell you all this?
Face Recognition Technology
for real-time video screening,
people analytics and client relations
FaceVACS-VideoScan instantly detects,
tracks, recognizes and analyzes people in
video streams.

Is he a shoplifter?
How old is he?

Users can identify persons of interest
while receiving demographic and
behavioral data, making it the only
technology on the market that can
support security staff and operations
management simultaneously.

Is this valued shopper Lin Bey?
When were they last seen together?

When did she enter?

Was she here this month?

Learn more and see a demo at
booth F150!

How many people are here right now?

Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition technologies and applications
for industry customers and government agencies around the world.
In various independent evaluation tests, our FaceVACS® recognition software has
proven to be the premier technology available on the market.
www.cognitec.com

Join us on
Tuesday 30 October
for our Exhibition Reception
at Biometrics 2012
17:45-19:00 and enjoy
a glass of wine whilst
browsing the exhibition...
Sponsored by:
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Speaker Profiles
Session: Facing facts –
Face recognition in focus

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 11:05

Speaker Profiles

Session Chair: Matthew Finn
Managing Director, AUGMENTIQ, UK
Matthew Finn is the Managing Director of AUGMENTIQ — a specialist organisation providing analysis,
intelligence and strategic advice to organizations concerned with transportation security and border
control.
Previously, Matthew worked for SITA – the world’s leading provider of technology solutions to the air
transport industry – where he held the position of Director, Government & Security. He has been working
in IT and telecommunications for 20 years, having held a range of positions in international organisations,
agencies of the United Nations, and as a consultant to numerous national governments.
Matthew’s career began at the International Telecommunication Union – a specialised agency of the UN
(1991 to 1998), and was responsible for organising government and industry events all over the world. From
May 1998, Matthew worked as an advisor to several organisations before taking up a position with the Chief
Executive Board of the United Nations System in March 1999.
Joining SITA in May 2001, Matthew was responsible for leading discussions with senior government officials,
ministers, regulators and EU representatives; and advising on security and border control projects. From
2001 until 2008, Matthew served as a Board Member for the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Simplifying Passenger Travel initiative. Today, Matthew represents AUGMENTIQ in a broad range of
international forums and is the author of numerous papers dealing with transportation security, intelligencedriven border control, passenger screening, identity management and risk assessment.

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 11.10

Session: Facing facts –
Face recognition in focus

Machines better than humans for general face recognition?
Dr P. Jonathon Phillips, Electronic Engineer, NIST, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Jonathon Phillips is a leading technologist in the fields
of computer vision, biometrics, and face recognition.
He is at National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), where he runs challenge problems and evaluations
to advance biometric technology. His previous efforts
include the Iris Challenge Evaluations (ICE), the Face
Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) 2006 and the Face
Recognition Grand Challenge and FERET. From 2000-2004,
Dr Phillips was assigned to DARPA. For his work on the
FRVT 2002 he was awarded the Dept. of Commerce Gold
Medal. His work has been reported in the New York Times
and the Economist. He has appeared on NPR’s Science
Friday show. He is an IEEE and IAPR Fellow.

Overall, humans are the most accurate face recognition
systems. People can recognize faces outdoors, in poor
lighting, and from side poses. These conditions are
challenging for computers. This is in contrast to current
systems that can search millions of mug shots – a
constrained problem. In this talk I will make the case
that within five years it is possible for systems to perform
general-purpose face recognition better than an average
person. This accomplishment will mark a milestone in the
development of face recognition systems.
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Dr Tom Heseltine, Biometric Consultant, Aurora Computer Services, UK

Biography
Dr Tom Heseltine has worked in the field of biometric
face recognition for 11 years. His PhD from the University
of York specialised in face recognition, during which
he produced numerous publications and developed
algorithms for both 3D and 2D modalities.
He now heads Aurora’s Core Technology team,
responsible for the research and development of their
infrared face recognition technology, which has become
the UK’s most widely used face recognition system. He
also works as a biometric consultant in the construction,
government, air industry and education sectors. He
has successfully applied face recognition technologies
to solve a variety of challenging problems, from image
quality assessment and face detection systems, to time
and attendance, secure site access and, most recently,
passenger processing in Heathrow Airport.

Acceptance Rates are still higher, but given that these
errors are now so low, is this still the arena in which
systems should be competing? Consistent operational
performance is just as important, if not more so, than a
single average error rate, but this is not represented in
any brochure schematics. Public acceptance is another
major factor that can make or break a solution. As a
biometric consultant I am often asked “which is the best
biometric?” There is no simple answer, but any response
that isn’t another question is certainly wrong.

Recent advances in face recognition technology have
improved accuracy by an order of magnitude. So
where is face recognition now placed, in relation to the
other primary biometrics of fingerprint and iris? False

The development of infrared face recognition was a
direct response to inconsistent system performance,
created by the lighting problem. The leap in performance
delivered by infrared, along with high public acceptance,
human verification, ease of use and photographic
reference has meant that infrared face recognition is now
the UK’s most widely used face recognition system. In
light of the recent adoption for all domestic passengers
at the world’s busiest airport, we review the pros and
cons of infrared face recognition and how the list of
disadvantages is being eroded by a new technology that
enables infrared scans to be matched against standard
colour photographs.

Session: Facing facts –
Face recognition in focus

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 12.00

Presentation Synopsis

Speaker Profiles

Face in focus: Infrared face recognition

Catching criminals with forensic images
DCI Mick Neville, Expert on CCTV, in charge of images for Op Withern (August 2011 Disorder),
Metropolitan Police, UK

Biography
DCI Mick Neville has extensive investigative experience,
particularly relating to CCTV evidence. He served in the
Royal Military Police and joined the Metropolitan Police
in 1989. In 1999 the Commissioner commended him
for solving 132 ‘steaming’ robberies of banks, building
societies and Post Offices. These convictions were
obtained utilising CCTV images and informants –and were
the start of his CCTV journey. As a Dedicated Informant
Controller in south London, he introduced a successful
system of using sources to identify suspects in CCTV
images. He was the Senior Investigating Officer for the
fox hunting demonstration, which occurred in Parliament
Square. Much use was made of video and CCTV evidence,
and he introduced systems to use victims of offences
to view footage. His BSc (Hons) in Policing and Police
Studies included research into street crime. He set up the
VIIDO (dedicated police “Forensic Image” units) & Met
Circulation Unit systems, which continue to make massive
improvements in the detection of volume and violent crime

using CCTV and other forensic images (from mobile
phones, cameras etc). He has also worked with businesses
to improve their use of CCTV leads to conviction. He
is currently the Detective Chief Inspector in charge of
images on Operation Withern – the investigation into the
disorder and rioting across London in August. He famously
described the use of CCTV in UK as “an utter fiasco” but
has since been instrumental in turning the use of images,
including CCTV into the “Third Forensic Discipline”. His
messages include that courts, not CCTV Control Rooms,
are “end users” and that with forensic images people and
processes are more important than technology.

Presentation Synopsis
We are currently deploying this new database that will
revolutionise the police use of images – from CCTV to
mug shots, images from the internet and mobile phones.
The Met continues to lead the world in using images to
catch criminals. The riots have taught us further important
lessons.
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Speaker Profiles

Session Chair: Carl Gohringer
Business Development Consultant - Biometric Solutions, NEC, UK
With over 20 years’ experience working in the hi-technology and software industry on both sides of the
Atlantic, Carl has spent the past 10 years enabling the deployment of biometric technologies to national
infrastructure projects. Carl started working with biometrics whilst employed by NEC in the UK, and has
since supported multiple international bids for NEC’s global public safety business. Currently, Carl is
responsible for promoting NEC’s biometric technologies to identification projects in Europe for government,
transportation, border control and law enforcement.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 11.10

Session: Making
biometrics pay its way

No more paper signatures? A reality in Spanish savings banks
Santiago Uriel Arias, Technical Secretary of the CECA Board´s Cooperation Commission, Confederación
Española de Cajas de Ahorros, CECA - Spanish Confederation of Savings Banks, Spain

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Santiago Uriel Arias, Telecommunication Engineer, has been
working for more than 20 years in the financial sector. After
working for 11 years in management consulting companies,
where he led the main Core Systems transformation in
Spain, implementing the first Core Financial System in Open
Platforms, in 1995 he joined Chase Manhattan Bank in Spain
as CTO, where he led the Internet presence of the Bank
in its private and corporate activities. After the merger of
Chase Manhattan and JP Morgan he led the Core Systems
consolidation in the Centres of the new bank in New York,
London and Asia as CIO and COO. In 2004 he joined the
Spanish Confederation of Savings Banks, as CIO of the
Cooperation Area of the Confederation, where he has been
leading the innovation activities of the Banks from new SOA
architectures to the Digitalised Signature project. Since
2011 he has been responsible of all the areas of cooperation
(business, technology, efficiency, payments, regulation...)
and is Secretary of the Commission of the Board.

With two Awards in 2009 (ISSE-Teletrust, Banking
Technology Awards - Short-listed -) and three in 2010
(BTN-American Banker, FST Awards and Financial
Times-The Banker innovation awards) the Digitalized
Signatures project presented at Biometrics 2010 has been
consolidated in the Spanish market, reaching almost all
the financial institutions in the savings banks sector. Since
2010, the project has matured and now we can talk about
an experience with more than 250 million documents
signed and with some rich examples of claims from clients
that have needed to prove in a court the identity of the
signatory based on their biometrics. More than 25,000
devices in almost 50% of the Spanish financial sector
are witnesses to the confidence and trust of our clients,
employees and legal parties in our institutions, and the
use of biometrics in transactions, contracts and processes.
The latest achievement has been a process redesign and
improvement project that has provided extraordinary
results based on cost savings of more than Euro 50 million
per year in our sector. We have developed a detailed
business case model based both on paper savings and
savings in FTEs than can be used to understand the nature
of the potential savings in a financial Institution. This
presentation will provide the audience with an update on a
real, large-scale deployment and d how it can produce real
benefits from cost savings.
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Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 11.35

Nick Wise, Chief Technology Officer, VoiceVault, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Nick heads up VoiceVault’s engineering and operations
teams, providing leadership for the development and
support of VoiceVault’s core voice biometric technology
and cloud-based services and infrastructure. He has
specialized in Enterprise architecture, Internet and
endpoint security, identity and access management,
and software framework development best practices.
efficiency, payments, regulation...) and is Secretary of the
Commission of the Board.

It is still the case that business stakeholders need educating
to the fact that biometrics are based on statistical
processes and that biometric solutions cannot be deployed
in a ‘one size fits all’ way. The specific use case will drive
every aspect of system design, testing and optimization.
Time spent exploring and understanding the use case, and
how the biometric solution fits into business processes,
pays huge dividends in being able to ‘get it right first time’.
This presentation will show examples of seemingly similar
deployments with very different use cases.

Session: Making
biometrics pay its way

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 12.00

Changing the biometric market through the provision of services

Speaker Profiles

Biometric solutions: It’s all about the use case

Thomas Chenevier, VP Products & Marketing, Morpho, France

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

After two years in business with Arcelor and Suez, Thomas
coordinated the French State’s support to the economic
development of northern France. He then joined the
French Government Shareholding Agency (APE), within
which he managed the public stake in France Telecom.
In 2004 he was appointed economic and legal advisor
to Jacques Barrot, the Vice-President of the European
Commission, and in 2007 he became advisor (in charge
of Government Shareholding) to Christine Lagarde, the
French Minister for Economics and Finance. In 2008 he
joined the Industry Division of Siemens in Brussels. He has
been with Morpho in his current role since October 2010.
efficiency, payments, regulation...) and is Secretary of the
Commission of the Board.

The teeth of the economic situation facing much of
the world continue to bite harder and governments
are increasingly looking for more ingenious ways to
save money and reduce fraud, but can this be achieved
whilst maintaining acceptable service levels? Part of the
solution can come from the replacement of the traditional
approach of governments using public money to procure
large ICT systems to supply services by a service-centric
model where services may be purchased only as and when
they are required. This approach can potentially apply to
most or all kinds of biometric services. This presentation
reviews a number of these situations and sketches what
could be the shape of a service-centric biometric services
industry in the coming years.
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History made, lessons learned

Speaker Profiles

Session Chair: Tony Mercer
Senior Advisor, PA Consulting, UK
Tony Mercer is a former Senior Civil Servant specialising in border security, migration and identity
management. He has successfully directed two major transformation programmes involving the integration
of biometric technology: Biometric Visas and Identity Cards for Foreign Nationals. Tony has a background in
operational management and the strategic development of integrated and intelligence-led border, visa and
in-country border and immigration systems. He has worked across government in the UK and is experienced
in providing support and advice to ministers at a political level. Tony has represented UK government
interests in the border and wider migration sector in over 40 countries worldwide and has worked overseas
in the US, China, the Indian Sub-Continent, West Africa and the Maghreb. In December 2010 he was
awarded the US Homeland Security Secretary’s Medal for “Outstanding Public Service” in support of the
Department of Homeland Security.

Session: Live implementations:
History made, lessons learned

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 13.20

London 2012: The first biometric Olympic games
Tony Smith, Director General, UK Border Force, UK and Matthew Finn, Managing Director, AUGMENTIQ, UK

Biography
Tony Smith is a global border security expert, having
served as Head of Ports and Borders in Citizenship and
Immigration Canada between 2000 and 2003, and Head
of Border Control in the UK Immigration Service between
2005 and 2007. He was Senior Responsible Owner for the
UK Border Agency’s London 2012 Olympic Programme, and
acted as Gold Commander for UKBA and UK Border Force
during the Games. He established and led the Olympic
accreditation system, contributing to Olympic security by
overseeing background screening checks on over 500,000
applicants and biometric checks against over 20,000
International Games Family Members. He was promoted
to Director General and Head of the UK Border Force in
September 2012.
Matthew Finn is the Managing Director of AUGMENTIQ
— a specialist organisation providing analysis, intelligence
and strategic advice to organizations concerned with
transportation security and border control.
Previously, Matthew worked for SITA – the world’s leading
provider of technology solutions to the air transport
industry – where he held the position of Director,
Government & Security. He has been working in IT and
telecommunications for 20 years, having held a range of
positions in international organisations, agencies of the
United Nations, and as a consultant to numerous national
governments.
Matthew’s career began at the International
Telecommunication Union – a specialised agency of the
UN (1991 to 1998), and was responsible for organising
government and industry events all over the world. From
May 1998, Matthew worked as an advisor to several
organisations before taking up a position with the Chief
Executive Board of the United Nations System in March 1999.
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Joining SITA in May 2001, Matthew was responsible for
leading discussions with senior government officials,
ministers, regulators and EU representatives; and
advising on security and border control projects. From
2001 until 2008, Matthew served as a Board Member
for the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Simplifying Passenger Travel initiative. Today, Matthew
represents AUGMENTIQ in a broad range of international
forums and is the author of numerous papers dealing with
transportation security, intelligence-driven border control,
passenger screening, identity management and risk
assessment.

Presentation Synopsis
Tony Smith and Matthew Finn explore the application
of biometrics to border control and in particular to the
recent 2012 Olympic Games – the first in Olympic history
to capture biometrics from athletes. Tony will explain why
biometrics were introduced at the Olympics, and what
impact they had on facilitation and security at the UK
Border. How did they fit in with the broader accreditation
and venue access systems, and what more could be done
to support safe and secure events in the future? Matthew
will discuss broader applications where biometrics
form part of a broader suite of checks that might assist
passenger facilitation in the future, drawing in particular
on his experience with the IATA “Checkpoint of the
Future” Programme. How can biometrics support more
“Trusted Traveller” Programmes globally, thus enhancing
the international traveller experience whilst maintaining
the highest levels of security?

Speaker Profiles
Session: Live implementations:
History made, lessons learned

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 13.50

Markus Nuppeney, Head of Section “Inspection Infrastructures and Architectures”, Federal Office
for Information Security (BSI), Germany, and Fares Rahmun, VIS Project Manager, Federal Office of
Administration (BVA), France

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Markus Nuppeney has a degree in computer science
from Darmstadt University of Technology. He joined the
German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) in
2003 working in the field of biometrics and electronic
travel documents, particularly regarding the design and
implementation of the German ePassport and the German
national electronic ID card. Since 2011, Markus has been
the Head of Section “Inspection Infrastructures and
Architectures” at BSI. He is responsible for border control
systems based on biometrics and ePassports, and is in
charge of the German national Public Key Directory.

With its operational start on 11th October 2011, the
European Visa Information System (VIS) has introduced
fingerprint biometrics on a large scale to all Schengen
visa authorities. As a consequence each member state
was obliged to implement a solution for the enrolment
of fingerprints during the visa application process. Since
fingerprints provide the key search functionality in the
VIS, obtaining high biometric data quality during the
fingerprint enrolment process is crucial to achieve high
system reliability. Since the start of the VIS, the European
Commission has provided statistics regarding various
parameters and error rates (e.g. Failure to Enrol), amongst
others indicating on an abstract level the success of
the individual biometric solutions implemented by the
Schengen member states.

Fares Rahmun has a degree in computer science from the
University of Applied Science in Bonn-Rhein-Sieg. Since
2005 he has been working for the German Federal Office
of Administration (BVA) as IT Project Manger. Fares is in
charge of the technical integration of the European VisaInformation System (VIS) and was involved in different
national and European pilot projects regarding biometrics.
In the context of the VIS he is involved in the German
fingerprint enrolment solution for visa applications, as well
as in Best Practices Guidelines for biometric border checks
and contributes to the BSI Technical Guideline “Biometrics
for Public Sector Applications”.

The experiences from the first months of VIS operation will
be discussed in this presentation. The main characteristics
of enrolment solutions will be outlined and discussed in
relation to each other, particularly regarding quality issues
and operational monitoring aspects. Furthermore, recent
updates to the BSI Technical Guideline “Biometrics for
Public Sector Applications” (TR-03121) with respect to
fingerprint biometrics in the visa context will be presented.

Session: Live implementations:
History made, lessons learned

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 14.20
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Biometrics in the EU-VIS – First year experiences and state of play

Large-scale biometric identity management programs –
How to make them work
Mark Crego, Global Lead, Border and Identity Management, Accenture, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Mark Crego is the global lead for Border and Identity
Management in Accenture. He is an Accenture Certified
Master Technology Architect with specialized skills in
biometrics, identity management, eBusiness, database,
and legacy systems modernization. He has also most
recently served as lead architect for Accenture on the
India Unique ID Aadhaar program and chief architect of
US-VISIT/IDENT, the identity management system for
the US Department of Homeland Security. Mark was
responsible for the US-VISIT architecture that implemented
competitive fusion reducing overall vendor costs by 60%,
scaled US-VISIT from 7 million to over 120 million subjects,
and decreased error rates significantly. He has also led
Accenture’s Identity & Access Management service line
since 2001. Mark has over 30 years of systems engineering
and management experience, including twelve in identity
management and biometrics.

Globalization, combined with the proliferation of
information, has increased the need for accurate
identification of individuals and a more efficient, open
movement of travellers and goods. Governments are faced
with tough choices: how can they balance prevention
and protection with access and inclusion? How do
governments now move away from a very customised
approach to border management to a more standardised
approach to biometrics and identity management as a
service.
This presentation will draw on lessons learned from
hands-on experience in the largest biometric identity
management programs on a national scale, including
US-VISIT, UIDAI India and the European BMS, to
demonstrate how the correct choices of biometric
modalities, architectures, and information models impact
implementation, usability and scalability.
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Session: Enhancing biometric
system/device security

Speaker Profiles

Session Chair: Cathy Tilton
VP, Standards & Technology, Daon, UK
Mrs. Tilton is the VP for Standards & Emerging Technologies at Daon, a leading provider of identity
assurance software products focused on meeting the needs of governments and commercial organizations
worldwide.
Cathy has over 25 years of engineering and management experience, including over 16 years in the
biometrics industry. She has led or been involved in the design, development, and deployment of numerous
biometric systems in both the commercial and government domains. These include the US-VISIT program,
the Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC), and other US and international projects.
She is very active in the development of national and international biometric standards, currently serving as
the US head of delegation to ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 subcommittee on biometrics. She also chairs the BioAPI
Consortium, is the international representative for INCITS M1, and chairs the Biometric Identity Assurance
Services (BIAS) Integration technical committee at OASIS.
Prior to Daon, she held a similar position at SAFLINK. She was also a systems engineering department
manager at Unisys, where she was involved with large-scale electronic defense systems development, as
well as leading the systems engineering effort for the FBI Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)
program (Phase II prototype). As a captain with the US Army, she was involved with R&D and testing of new
communications-electronics equipment and systems.
Cathy has a BS in nuclear engineering from Mississippi State and an MS in systems engineering from
Virginia Tech.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 13.20

Session: Enhancing biometric
system/device security

Fingerprints are unique – And so are faked fingers
Dirk Morgeneier, Vice President Research and IP Management, Cross Match Technologies, Germany

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dirk Morgeneier is the Vice President Research and IP
Management at Cross Match Technologies. He joined
the company in 1997 and has held positions in Product
Development and Project Engineering. From 2006 to
2012 he successfully headed the Product Development
department at the EMEA/APAC Regional Office, the
German location of Cross Match Technologies.

Evaluating the performance of spoof detection often
assumes a perfect image quality independent from the
environmental conditions. This presentation provides
insights into how factors like temperature, ambient light,
dirt or scanner design impact the performance of spoof
detection. In addition, the influence of the variances in
presenting a fingerprint to a scanner will be discussed.
Those parameters require a very comprehensive approach
and statistics when developing a reliable spoof detection
system. The results and findings presented are based on
a study on fingerprint liveness detection that Cross Match
conducted in cooperation with the University of Cagliari,
Italy.

For several years Mr Morgeneier has been responsible
for the FBI certification and image quality requirements
of Cross Match devices. He has been coordinating the
company’s research activities around liveness detection
for a period of four years, conducting in-depth studies
with various partners. Mr Morgeneier also has extensive
knowledge in the areas of illumination, optics, sensor
systems, electronics and image processing.
He holds a Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering from
the University of Technology in Ilmenau, Germany.
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Dr Ted Dunstone, Chair, Technical Committee Biometrics Institute, Australia

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Ted Dunstone, the CEO and founder of Biometix, is also
the founder and chairman, Technical Committee of the
Biometrics Institute.

With an increased awareness of the importance of
vulnerability testing for ensuring secure biometric
systems there is a growing demand for knowledge about
vulnerability testing. Given the sensitivity of such testing it
is often desirable for this to be done in-house.

He has personally provided consultancy and biometric
evaluation services over the past fifteen years to a wide
range of government agencies and organisations. He is also
a frequent speaker on the application of biometrics and is
well known within the international biometrics community.
He is now the Chair of the Technical Committee of
the Biometrics Institute, as well as sitting on numerous
international biometric policy committees.

The Biometrics Institute has been running vulnerability
workshops for select government clients showing agencies
how they can conduct their own biometric vulnerability
assessments. This presentation will talk about some of the
important aspects of transferring the knowledge about
conducting vulnerability testing.

Dr Dunstone is the co-author of a textbook on biometric
data analysis, published by Springer. In 2005 he was
awarded the NSW State Pearcey Award for innovative and
pioneering achievement and contribution to research and
development within the IT&T industry.

Session: Enhancing biometric
system/device security
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In-house teaching of Biometric Vulnerability Assessments –
A case study in up empowering staff

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 14.20

Using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to enhance biometrics as a
security mechanism
Raoul D’Costa, Security Consultant, PrimeKey Solutions, Sweden

Biography
Raoul D’Costa is a Security Consultant at PrimeKey
Solutions AB, a world leader in open source security
product technologies and is primarily responsible for
the delivery of value security services to its government
customers.
Prior to working at PrimeKey, Raoul has had held security
related roles in a number of organisations including 3M
and RSA. His professional interests include PKI, usability
and security, RFID enabled ID cards and biometrics.

Presentation Synopsis
Biometric verification is becoming increasingly common
among various applications ranging from site access
control to borders. The use of biometrics requires the
use of a much larger infrastructure deployment amongst
which Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a core component.
The use of digital certificates in tandem with biometrics
provides powerful identification and authorisation

mechanisms, while at the same time ensuring privacy and
compliance with regulation.
The use of such biometrics requires a robust PKI
infrastructure that is cost effective, future proof, aligned
with best practices, secure and reliable. This presentation
highlights some of the requirements for such an
infrastructure, along with some practical considerations
encountered during implementation.
The presentation begins by introducing PKI and biometrics
and the applications in use today where they work in
tandem. The presentation further illustrates a number of
examples where effective PKI can be deployed to provide
assurance to the biometrics and enhance verification. We
demonstrate how PKI can be used to place ownership
of the biometric with the holder without compromising
the security mechanism. Several real life case studies
will be presented to highlight the use of PKI to enhance
biometrics as a security mechanism.
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Session Chair: James Loudermilk
Senior Level Technologist, Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA
James Loudermilk is the Department of Justice representative on the National Science and Technology
Council’s Subcommittee on Biometrics and Identity Management, which he co-chairs. He also represents
the FBI on the Identity Intelligence Board of Directors. He is a member of the FBI Biometric Steering
Committee. With Dr Lawrence Hornak, he co-chaired the update of “The National Biometrics Challenge.”
He entered on duty in July 1996 as the FBI’s first Senior Level employee, and was the executive responsible
for design, development, installation, and transition to operations of the Integrated Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (IAFIS), representing a $640 million investment to revitalize FBI identification
technology. Subsequently, he held a variety of executive positions in the Information Technology Branch,
including Chief Architect, Chief IT Strategist, Deputy Chief Technology Officer, and Assistant Director of
the IT Operations Division. He returned to the Science and Technology Branch in February 2009. Before
entering the civil service, he was in the private sector for over twenty years, holding various executive
positions, in system engineering, software development, program management, and logistics. He was also
a divisional CIO. Mr Loudermilk holds Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees in Mathematics and the Degree of
Applied Scientist, in Communications Engineering.

Session: The rapid advance
of DNA as a biometric

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 15.20

FBI Plan for Integration of Rapid DNA Analysis into the Police
Booking Suite
Dr Thomas Callaghan, Molecular Biologist, Senior Biometrics Scientist, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Laboratory, USA

Biography
Thomas F. Callaghan serves as the Senior Biometric
Scientist for the FBI Laboratory’s Biometric Analysis
Section. Dr Callaghan served as Chairman of the National
DNA Index System Procedures Board for over five years.
He has over 30 years of DNA analysis experience. Dr
Callaghan received his Doctorate in Molecular Biology
from Case Western Reserve University, where he worked
on the molecular biology of viruses and oncogenes. Prior
to joining the FBI in 1994, Dr Callaghan was a Forensic
Scientist with the Pennsylvania State Police DNA Unit,
where he was an Examiner involved in Serology/DNA
casework and establishing Pennsylvania’s CODIS Program.
As a member of the FBI DNA Analysis Unit, he was involved
in the analysis of hundreds of homicide and rape cases. In
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1999, Dr Callaghan initiated the FBI’s Federal Convicted
Offender DNA Database. In 2003, he became the first
CODIS Unit Chief and has been involved with the CODIS
Program for over 20 years. Dr Callaghan has served as
a member of Interpol’s DNA Monitoring Experts Group,
the G8 Law Enforcement DNA Technical Working Group
and he was co-chairman of the Scientific Working Group
Disaster Victim Identification (SWGDVI) DNA Committee.
Currently, Dr Callaghan is chairman of the CJIS Advisory
Policy Board’s Rapid DNA Task Force.

Presentation Synopsis
• Anticipated timeline for integration;
• Test and evaluation plan;
• Gaps and consideration for integration.

Speaker Profiles
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Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 15.45

Martin O’Farrell, Senior Business Officer with Home Office Centre of Applied Science and Technology, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Martin was a Police officer for 30 years, retiring as the
Head of Forensic Intelligence at West Yorkshire Police.
He currently works as the Senior Business Change Officer
within the Home Office Centre of Applied Science and
Technology, and previously worked at the National Policing
Improvement Agency as Senior Business Change officer
involved in the eforensics and rapid DNA projects.

There are many Law Enforcement Agencies and Police
Forces eager to utilise the new technology of Rapid
DNA and there are numerous suppliers working towards
a solution for these agencies. However, the needs or
wishes of the law-enforcement community with regard
to establishing the identity of suspects or victims has not
been researched with any vigour.

One of his current roles involve the coordination of the UK
Police Service interest in Rapid DNA, ensuring interested
suppliers are aware of the needs and expectations of Rapid
DNA technology. He also has had involvement in collating
and examining the business benefits of this technology for
all UK Law Enforcement.

Martin will explain the prime reasons why the Police
Service are excited at this technology and will spell out
the hugely diverse applications of it in crime detection
and various disciplines within law enforcement. He will
go on to explain why the UK Police, and indeed the rest
of the world are looking for different answers to different
problems with the emergence of this technology.

Session: The rapid advance
of DNA as a biometric

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 16.15

Speaker Profiles

Rapid DNA. What law enforcement wants

DNA analysis: A real-time biometric tool (includes DNA demonstration)
Stevan Jovanovich, President/CEO, IntegenX, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Stevan Jovanovich is President and CEO of IntegenX Inc,
a company he co-founded in 2003 to develop integrated
sample preparation systems and sample-to-answer systems
for the life sciences. At IntegenX he has raised over
$75M in equity funding and $30 M of grants and contracts
focused on advanced genomic systems for rapid human
identification, DNA sequencing, and biodefense. Before
co-founding IntegenX, Dr Jovanovich was Vice President
of Global Research at Amersham Biosciences where he
led a team of 120 scientists and engineers and drove
multiple business projects across seven international sites.
Prior positions include Science Director at Amersham
Biosciences Sunnyvale, Manager of Advanced Research at
Molecular Dynamics, Staff Scientist at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, Director of Microbiology at AbTox
Inc, founder of Molecular Solutions, and applications
programmer at the Institute for Defense Analyses.

Since its inception in the 1980s, advances in DNA profiling
have significantly reduced turnaround times, enabling
DNA to play an increasingly prominent role in modern
policing and civil relationship testing. However, until now,
the processing time and complexity of DNA testing has
limited its impact on other areas of human identification.
IntegenX has developed, trialled, and commercially
launched the world’s first fully integrated and automated
DNA analyzer, capable of producing database quality DNA
profiles in less than 90 minutes.

He is the author of over 20 papers and reviews, an inventor
on over 25 US patents, and has automated life science
workflows since 1987. He holds Bachelor of Science
degrees in Physics and Life Sciences from MIT, a PhD in
Microbiology from University of California at Davis with
a minor in Molecular Biology, and a Certificate in ObjectOriented Programming from the University of California
Santa Cruz Extension.

The RapidHIT 200 integrates and automates the entire
DNA analysis process, from sample introduction, through
to analysis of results and generation of DNA profiles.
The key features of the instrument will be described in
layman’s terms.
Here we present findings from early customer trials with
UK law enforcement agencies.
The relevance of these findings with respect to use of the
RapidHIT as a real-time biometric tool for applications such
as border control, immigration, and missing/misplaced
persons will be discussed, with particular emphasis on the
features of the RapidHIT that enable use in non-laboratory
environments and by non-scientific personnel.
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Fast DNA – Towards implementation and use in the field
(includes DNA prototype showcase)
James Grivet, Business Development Project Manager, DNA Project, MORPHO, France

Biography
James has an engineering and business background and
prior to joining the Safran Group in 2006 he worked for a
number of start-up companies as a Strategy Development
Consultant. In 2010 James started a new project in
Safran Morpho; the development of DNA biometrics for
use in the field. From his experience of two years close
collaboration with police forces around the world, he is
convinced that the time is right to bring DNA to field use
for law enforcement. The technology partnership between
Morpho and a company specializing in DNA extraction
enzymes and fast DNA microfluidic technology facilitates
this advance.
James is leading the drive to bring this technology into
field use, initially through pilot operations, and he is
driving the necessary validation and acceptance of
this technology in cooperation with leading national
laboratories.

Presentation Synopsis
DNA today is collected in custody but managed in a
separate process from other biometrics during the
enrolment process: a DNA profile is currently obtained
in a laboratory environment and the vision for fast DNA
is to synchronize DNA collection with all biometrics by
decreasing the time of DNA analysis to below the average
enrolment time. The advent of fast DNA will allow for
the acquisition of a suspect profile in custody through an
integrated DNA platform. To implement this new process
within the existing enrolment process, many issues must
be addressed:

• Should the analysis be launched during or post
enrolment?
• How to keep the link between the sample SWAB and a
suspect across the chain of events inside the custody
suite?
• Are sample loading and batching feasible in a custody
environment?
• How to combine DNA and fingerprints during the
enrolment process?
• Risks and storage issues for consumables required in
analysis also provide challenges for implementation.
Fast DNA technology will strongly impact both process
and personnel and discussing implementation issues
with police forces will help deliver an optimised DNA
platform.
Implementation of fast DNA technology will have to
respect the current quality and performance requirements
of classical DNA analysis in a laboratory environment
not only without disturbing enrolment process but
also to improve it. How to manage those in a custody
environment? Exchanges with police forces about
event management will form part of the discussion. The
challenge for successful implementation is to demonstrate
that performance, accuracy and contamination risks
can be managed by the fast DNA platform in a custody
environment.
In conclusion, a shared vision on successful
implementation factors and risks of fast DNA technology
will be presented.

Mountbatten Room:
Monday, 29 October 2012 Time: 17.15

Session: The rapid advance
of DNA as a biometric

Field-forward STR profiling: Expanding the application of rapid DNA
analysis (includes DNA demonstration)
Dr Richard F. Selden, CEO, NetBio, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Richard Selden is the Executive Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of NetBio. He joined the Company in
2004 with a vision to move DNA analysis from sophisticated
laboratories to the field, where it could have daily impact
on forensic identification and clinical diagnostics.

• Rapid DNA Analysis in the Custody Suite;

He received his BA degree from Harvard College, MA
and PhD degrees in Genetics from the Harvard Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, and MD from Harvard
Medical School. He trained as a pediatrician at the
Massachusetts General Hospital. Dr Selden is an inventor
on over 30 US patents.

• Expert System software to enable Rapid DNA Analysis in
the field.
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• Detecting ‘mobile serial offenders’: A 27-plex STR
assay to support systematic information sharing across
international jurisdictions;

Tuesday 30 October 2012
08.00 Coffee & tea
Biometrics take flight – Ideas, innovation
and practice in airports

Standards, standards, standards
View from the standards front
Cathy Tilton, VP, Standards & Technology, Daon, USA

09.10 The evolution of US-VISIT:
The road from biometrics to identity management
Robert A. Mocny, Director, US VISIT Program,
DHS, USA

09.15

The second generation of ISO/IEC Biometric Data
Interchange Formats
Christoph Busch, Convenor, ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 37 WG3 –
Biometric Data Interchange Formats, Germany

09.40 Innovative use of biometrics in airports
Carl Gohringer, Business Development
Consultant - Biometric Solutions, NEC, UK

09.35

Smartcard and IT security standards
Ludovic Merrien, Security Evaluation Expert, Morpho,
France and Raul Sanchez-Reillo, Associate Professor,
Electronics Technology Department in University Carlos
III of Madrid (UC3M) and Director of GUTI (University
Group for Identification Technology), Spain

Ticketless travel – For the future or for now?
09.55
Neil Norman, Founder & Head of Innovation, Human
Recognition Systems and Mike Fazackerley, former
Customer Services Director at Manchester Airport
10.20
and current Head of Special Projects CAA, UK

Clarifying Language and Concepts:
The new international standard for biometric vocabulary
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

10.10

10.40

Coffee & tea

11.15

The rise of soft biometrics and the social network
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Mark Lockie, Biometrics 2012 Conference Chairman

Panel Discussion - Present and future of biometric
standards

11.20

From authentication to identity recognition
Cyrille Bataller, Director, Accenture Technology Labs, France

11.50

Face processing in social networking services
Michael Thieme, Director of Special Projects, International Biometric Group, USA

12.20

Ethical framings and the future of biometric technologies
Paul McCarthy, Senior Analyst, GSI Ltd, Ireland

12.50

LUNCHTIME KEYNOTE: Before the onset of the ID revolution: The commoditization of identity
Dr Joseph J. Atick, Identity Counsel International, Director IBIA Cofounder & Director Emeritus, France

13.20

Extended lunch and exhibition viewing

14.30

14.35

The future for mobile biometric devices
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Cathy Tilton, VP, Standards & Technology,
Daon, USA

New biometric technologies put to the test
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Marek Rejman-Greene, Senior Biometrics Adviser (Deputy
Director) Home Office, and Capability Advisor, Identity
Assurance at CAST, Home Office Science, UK

What’s different about mobile biometrics?
David Benini, Senior Director of Marketing,
Aware, Inc., USA

Emerging biometrics: Future directions in identification
technology
James A. Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist,
Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

15.00 Achieving the benefits of biometric technology
for UK policing
Chief Inspector Cleaven Faulkner, Hampshire
Constabulary, UK

Continuous behavioural biometrics for DARPA’s Active
Authentication Initiative
Dr Neil Costigan, CTO, BehavioSec, Sweden

15:30 Mobile biometric personalization and
authentication – Guidance as a standard
Fred Preston, Director, FP Fidelity Ltd, UK

The future is now: Fundamental rights and ethical
implications of human odour-based biometrics for law
enforcement and security purposes
Matteo E. Bonfanti and Andrew P. Rebera, Research
Fellows, Centre for Science, Society and Citizenship, Italy

Programme Day 2

09.00

Programme Day 2

09.05 Session Chairman’s Introduction
Mark Crego, Global Lead, Border and Identity
Management, Accenture, UK

16.00 Afternoon tea
16.30 Commercial mobile devices and biometric apps
Peter Waggett, IBM UK Ltd, and Ed Jellard, British
Standards Institute IST/44 Biometrics Committee, UK
17.00

Security and identity protection for new generation
mobile devices
Krzysztof Kryszczuk, Senior Scientist at Nokia
Research Center, Switzerland

Eye vein biometrics with off-the-shelf cell phones
Toby Rush, CEO & Founder, EyeVerify, USA
Where you look shows who you are: Using eye tracking
behaviour for human identification
Dr Pawel Kasprowski, Assistant Professor of Computer
Sciences, Silesian University of Technology, Poland

17:30-19:00 Evening Drinks Reception
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Session Chair: Mark Crego
Global Lead, Border and Identity Management, Accenture, UK
Mark Crego is the global lead for Border and Identity Management in Accenture. He is an Accenture
Certified Master Technology Architect with specialized skills in biometrics, identity management, eBusiness,
database, and legacy systems modernization. He has also most recently served as lead architect for
Accenture on the India Unique ID Aadhaar program and chief architect of US-VISIT/IDENT, the identity
management system for the US Department of Homeland Security. Mark was responsible for the USVISIT architecture that implemented competitive fusion reducing overall vendor costs by 60%, scaled USVISIT from 7 million to over 120 million subjects, and decreased error rates significantly. He has also led
Accenture’s Identity & Access Management service line since 2001. Mark has over 30 years of systems
engineering and management experience, including twelve in identity management and biometrics.

Session: Biometrics take flight – Ideas,
innovation and practice in airports

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 09.10

The evolution of US-VISIT: The road from biometrics to identity
management
Robert A. Mocny, Director, US VISIT Program, DHS, USA

Biography
Robert A. Mocny is the Director of the United States Visitor
and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US-VISIT)
Program. US-VISIT is part of the National Protection and
Programs Directorate at the US Department of Homeland
Security.

US VISIT provides identity management services –
the collection, analysis, and storage of biometric and
associated biographic data – to decision makers in
Federal, State, and local law enforcement and intelligence
agencies.
Prior to his current responsibilities, Mr Mocny served
in senior positions at the former Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), including as Director of
the Entry/Exit Project, acting Assistant Commissioner
for Inspections, and Special Assistant to the Deputy
Commissioner.
While at INS, he led an interagency project team that
established the Secure Electronic Network for Traveler’s
Rapid Inspection (SENTRI) Program.
Mr Mocny holds a degree in Soviet studies from the
University of California, Santa Barbara. He has received
numerous awards throughout his career, including a team
Hammer Award from Vice President Gore for the SENTRI
program and the Smithsonian’s Computer World award for
the innovative use of information technology.

Presentation Synopsis
US-VISIT has evolved from an entry–exit program to
become a leader in biometrics and identity management.
Currently, US-VISIT staff is working with countries from
around the world to offer technical assistance as they
work to implement their own biometrics programs. USVISIT’s international engagement includes coordination
between countries in the Five Country Conference (FCC)
and the collaboration between nations on the Preventing
and Combatting Serious Crimes (PCSC) – both of these
initiatives have biometrics at the core. Director Mocny
will also highlight the need for standards, privacy, and an
international body devoted to biometrics.
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Session: Biometrics take flight – Ideas,
innovation and practice in airports

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 09.40

Carl Gohringer, Business Development Consultant - Biometric Solutions, NEC, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

With over 20 years’ experience working in the hitechnology and software industry on both sides of
the Atlantic, Carl has spent the past 10 years enabling
the deployment of biometric technologies to national
infrastructure projects. Carl started working with
biometrics whilst employed by NEC in the UK, and has
since supported multiple international bids for NEC’s global
public safety business. Currently, Carl is responsible for
promoting NEC’s biometric technologies to identification
projects in Europe for government, transportation, border
control and law enforcement.

Biometric technology is being deployed in airports
today to enable everything from automated immigration
processes, improved surveillance and security, seamless
passenger travel and secure area access, to the gathering
of valuable statistical information pertaining to passenger
movements. The reliability of the technology is able to
confidently support these processes. For example, the
accuracy of face recognition has increased dramatically,
as demonstrated by the US National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) testing. The business benefit is real
and quantifiable.

Session: Biometrics take flight – Ideas,
innovation and practice in airports

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 10.10

Speaker Profiles

Innovative use of biometrics in airports

Ticketless travel – For the future or for now?
Neil Norman, Founder & Head of Innovation, Human Recognition Systems, UK, and Mike Fazackerley,
Former Customer Services Director at Manchester Airport and Current Head of Special Projects, CAA, UK

Biography
Neil Norman: In 2001 Neil founded Human Recognition
Systems (HRS) with a clear vision to establish a company
that continually innovates, is a vibrant place to work and is
the clear market leader in the provision of enterprise-class
identity products. Today Human Recognition Systems is
the foremost independent biometric solutions provider
in the UK with 4 out of the 5 largest deployments being
underpinned by HRS technology.
Prior to establishing HRS Neil spent 7 years at global
management consultancy Accenture taking on senior
roles in a number of key sectors, with special focus on
technology strategy.
A mathematician at heart and well-respected thoughtleader in the advanced identification space, Neil is an
original Committee member of the Intellect Association
for Biometrics and a 2-time winner of the IOD Young NW
Director of the Year Award.
Mike Fazackerley: Mike spent his early years as a pilot
in the Royal Air Force before moving into civil aviation.
He has more than thirty years’ experience in airline and
airport operations and spent twenty-three of those years in
various roles with Manchester Airport.
His responsibilities have included security matters since
1993 and he has been closely involved in developing new
security and customer-service strategies to meet changing
threat and regulatory situations.

Since leaving Manchester Airport in 2011, Mike has
undertaken projects for a number of clients including
assisting the UK Civil Aviation Authority & Department
for Transport with the project to introduce formal security
management systems. Mike also acts as Aviation Security
Director for Rapiscan Systems Ltd.

Presentation Synopsis
The presentation will provoke thoughtful and lively
discussion on the potential application of an entirely
ticketless transport system. This will be with a particular
focus on the aviation industry with the assistance of
our guest speaker, Mike Fazackerley, Former Customer
Services Director at Manchester Airport and Current Head
of Special Projects, CAA.
The main content of the presentation will pose and
subsequently discuss the following:
• Intent – Why would people want ticketless travel?
• Capability – How would this be achieved technically end
to end?
• Barriers – What is stopping us from achieving this now?
Within the discussion of the above key points audience
interaction will be invited to provide further areas of
dialogue and a thorough investigation of ticketless travel
in practice.
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View from the standards front
Cathy Tilton, VP, Standards & Technology, Daon, UK

Biography
Cathy Tilton is the VP for Standards & Emerging
Technologies at Daon, a leading provider of identity
assurance software products focused on meeting the needs
of governments and commercial organizations worldwide.
Cathy has over 25 years of engineering and management
experience, including over 16 years in the biometrics
industry. She has led or been involved in the design,
development, and deployment of numerous biometric
systems in both the commercial and government domains.
These include the US-VISIT program, the Transportation
Worker Identification Credential (TWIC), and other US and
international projects.
She is very active in the development of national and
international biometric standards, currently serving as the
US head of delegation to ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 subcommittee
on biometrics. She also chairs the BioAPI Consortium, is
the international representative for INCITS M1, and chairs
the Biometric Identity Assurance Services (BIAS) Integration
technical committee at OASIS.

Session:
Standards, standards, standards

Prior to Daon, she held a similar position at SAFLINK. She
was also a systems engineering department manager at
Unisys, where she was involved with large-scale electronic
defense systems development, as well as leading the
systems engineering effort for the FBI Automated
Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) program (Phase
II prototype). As a captain with the US Army, she was
involved with R&D and testing of new communicationselectronics equipment and systems.
Cathy has a BS in nuclear engineering from Mississippi
State and an MS in systems engineering from Virginia
Tech.

Presentation Synopsis
Are you having trouble keeping up with who is doing what
to whom regarding biometric standards? You’re not alone.
The number of different standards, standards bodies, and
activities, not to mention the jargon, is enough to confuse
anyone. This presentation will provide an overview of the
standards scene and describe recent events and trends.

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 09.15

The second generation of ISO/IEC Biometric Data Interchange Formats
Christoph Busch, Convenor, ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 37 WG3, Biometric Data Interchange Formats, Germany

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Prof. Dr Christoph Busch is a professor with Gjøvik
University College, Norway and Hochschule Darmstadt,
Germany. He received a PhD in computer science in 1997.
He was project coordinator for the projects BioIS, BioFace,
BioFinger, BioKeyS and initiator of the Integrated Projects
3D-Face and FIDELITY. He was co-founder of the CASTForum that was established in 1999 and assembles more
than 250 institutional members. He is general chair of the
annual IEEE BIOSIG conference and board member of the
European Association for Biometric (EAB). In addition he
is an active member of ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 on behalf of
Fraunhofer IGD, and convener of WG3 on Biometrics data
interchange standards.

For more than 500 million citizens on this globe an ISO/
IEC JTC1 SC37 WG3 standard was used to encode their
biometric reference. The task of Working Group 3
(WG3) is the standardization of the content, meaning,
and representation of biometric data formats. Within
the development of these standards the WG ensures
a common look and feel for biometric data structures
and platform independence. Interchange standards are
developed for fingerprint (images, pattern, minutiae), face,
iris, signature/sign, vascular, hand-geometry, voice and
DNA data. In the early years of the WG3 work a significant
achievement was to deliver ISO/IEC 19794 Part 4 and 5 in
the shortest possible timeframe. The focus in recent years
has been to achieve good harmonization across the parts
in the recently completed revision process, which resulted
in the second generation (G2) of ISO/IEC 19794-x. This talk
will report on the second generation standards and also
about new topics such as XML encoding, sample quality
and Presentation Attack Detection that deals with spoof
detection.
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Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 09.35

Ludovic Merrien, Morpho, Safran Group, France, and, Raul Sanchez-Reillo, Universidad Carlos III de
Madrid, Spain

Biography
Ludovic Merrien graduated from the Ecole Polytechnique
de Nantes in 1999, Nantes, France. He has worked in
Morpho, Safran group, since 2004. He was involved in
the development of secure modules for crypto-hardware.
Since 2008 he has been the Security Evaluation Expert
concerning CC and FIPS evaluations in Smart-Cards.
The Common Criteria evaluation levels are EAL4+ and
EAL5+. He has worked in standardization groups since
2007: ISO/IEC SC27 (Information Technology and
Security Techniques) and ISO/IEC SC37 (Biometry). He
was coeditor of the 19792 standard about evaluation of
biometrics for ISO/IEC SC27 and he is the head of French
delegation in ISO/IEC SC37. He is also the liaison officer
between ISCI and SC27 and a member of the liaison group
between SC27 and SC37.
Dr Raul Sanchez-Reillo obtained his PhD in
Telecommunication Engineering at Polytechnic University
of Madrid (UPM) in 2000. He is currently Associate
Professor at the Electronics Technology Department in
University Carlos III of Madrid (UC3M).

Session:
Standards, standards, standards

Furthermore, Dr Sanchez-Reillo is the Director of GUTI
(University Group for Identification Technology). His work
in Smartcards, Information Security and Biometrics started
back in 1994. Over the past years he has taken part and
coordinated a large number of projects, both in Spain and
at an international level.
He is also founder of the IDTestingLab, which is a Testing
Laboratory for Identification Products and Systems.

Presentation Synopsis
Standards related to biometrics are not just developed
within biometric-specific groups. As biometrics are
frequently used with other related technologies (e.g.
security, PKI, smartcards) and specific domain verticals (e.g.
finance, healthcare, telecommunications), biometric-related
standards can also be found in standards groups focused
on these areas as well. This presentation will introduce
you to the work of SC17 (Cards & Personal Identification)
and SC27 (IT Security Techniques) related to biometrics.
These include work related to on-card comparisons and
template protection, for example. Cross-domain experts will
provide you with an overview of the many biometric related
standards and projects in these areas.

Speaker Profiles

Smartcard and IT security standards

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 09.55

Clarifying language and concepts:
The new international standard for biometric vocabulary
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr James Wayman is a research administrator in the
Office of Graduate Studies and Research at San José State
University in California and an Honorary Professor in the
School of Engineering and Digital Arts at the University
of Kent. He is the Principal UK Expert (PUKE) to the ISO/
IEC JTC1 SC37 Working Group on Biometric Vocabulary
Harmonization and serves as editor of both the ISO/IEC
19794-13 and ANSI/NIST Type-11 voice data formats. He
is a Fellow of the IET and a Distinguished Lecturer of the
IEEE.

Much of our current vocabulary in biometrics was solidified
during the 1960s and 1970s, when the industry was
dominated by localized access control applications. By the
mid-1990s, it was clear that our old vocabulary and dated
concepts needed to broaden to cope with the deployment
of large-scale systems for social services, border crossing
and amusement park access. In 2002, the international
standards body for biometrics, ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37, began
a 10-year process of updating our vocabulary and our
concepts using ISO standards. In this talk, we will describe
key aspects of the new vocabulary, discuss the ISO process
of vocabulary development based on “concept maps” and
introduce the forthcoming ISO/IEC JTC1 “Best Practices
Guide for Vocabulary”.
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Session Chair: Mark Lockie
Biometrics 2012 Conference Chairman
Mark Lockie is the founder of Science Media Partners Ltd, a company that offers editorial, market research,
conference organising and publishing expertise in high-tech identification markets. He is the owner of
www.planetbiometrics.com and www.securitydocumentworld.com which both offer free news and
insight into the full range of biometrics and security documents, such as ID cards, Visas and passports.
He established the Security Document World conference and exhibition, which is now entering its sixth
year, and is also the conference director for this show - Biometrics 2012.
Mark has a Masters degree in chemical engineering and is a seasoned journalist covering the biometric,
smart card and other identification industries. Frequently interviewed and quoted on many mainstream
media channels, including BBC News, New Scientist, Radio Five Live and The Guardian newspaper, he
is at the cutting edge of all developments in the identification arena.

Session: The rise of soft biometrics
and the social network

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 11.20

From authentication to identity recognition
Cyrille Bataller, Director, Accenture Technology Labs, France

Biography
Cyrille Bataller is the European Director of Accenture
Technology Labs, the dedicated technology Research &
Development organisation within Accenture, which has
been turning bold ideas into game-changing results for
over 20 years.

Based in Sophia Antipolis, France, Cyrille leads
Accenture’s Security R&D activities, which include identity
(and biometrics), cyber security, and video analytics,
notably supporting self-service passport control solutions
at London’s and Amsterdam’s airports, and large-scale
biometric identity management solutions such as US-VISIT,
the European Commission’s Biometric Matching System,
and the Unique ID programme in India.
Cyrille holds an Electrical Engineering degree from the
École Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications,
Paris, and joined Accenture in 1993.

Presentation Synopsis
Identity management is evolving from a series of discrete
authentication, username/password or challenge–
response schemes to a broader, holistic capability to
seamlessly recognize people, online and in person,
through many of their traits, to provide a differentiated
service and customer experience, while increasing
efficiency and security. This presentation will explore how
identity analytics can be used to form a single view of the
customer/citizen, and provide a foundation of trust for
better, more relevant services, while preserving privacy
and anonymity.
• Exploiting the power of biometrics and “soft biometrics”
such as gender and age;
• Leveraging contextual information such as location and
activity, history and preferences;
• Tapping into social media data and social identity
schemes.
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Michael Thieme, Director of Special Projects, International Biometric Group, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Michael Thieme, Director of Special Projects at
International Biometric Group, is an authority on biometric
testing and performance and multi-biometric systems. Mr
Thieme leads IBG teams delivering integrated biometric
systems and conducting biometric technology evaluations
for US Government and commercial customers. Mr
Thieme leads IBG’s online identity services practice,
leading advanced research and development in online and
virtual identity.

Social networking service (SNS) providers such as
Facebook and Google have integrated face processing
capabilities directly into their desktop and mobile
workflows. These services can detect and match faces with
surprisingly high degrees of reliability, even under off-angle
and low-quality capture conditions.

Mr Thieme is the primary author of IBG’s performance test
reports and Biometric Market and Industry Report series.
He is the Chair of INCITS M1.5 - Biometric Performance
Testing and Reporting and is the editor of ISO and ANSI
biometric performance testing standards.

Comparing online face processing performance with that of
leading face recognition technologies provides insights into
the fundamental differences between traditional and online
face processing. Whereas the former is typically utilized to
identify a small number of matches within a large database
of images, online face processing is typically used to group
a multiple faces within a given SNS account. This grouping
capability, along with user confirmation of detected faces,
provides a built-in training mechanism that may drive
improved performance.
Supporting USG customers, IBG has conducted extensive
evaluations of online face processing technologies,
analyzing hundreds of thousands of images collected from
a variety of online sources. IBG will present high-level
findings from these evaluations, discussing implications for
identity, privacy, and face recognition in general.

Session: The rise of soft biometrics
and the social network
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Face processing in social networking services

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 12.20

Ethical framings and the future of biometric technologies
Paul McCarthy, Senior Analyst, GSI Ltd, Ireland

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Paul’s research expertise encompasses the social, ethical
and legal impacts of new and emerging technologies
involving surveillance, ICTs, nanotechnology,
biotechnology and neuroscience. He also specialises
in designing and implementing empirical research
methodologies, which he taught for 10 years at the
undergraduate to doctoral level in Ireland, the UK, Russia
and China. Before joining GSI, he was co-Theme Leader at
the CESAGen (Centre for the Economic and Social Aspects
of Genomics), funded by the UK’s Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC) and based at Lancaster University,
which he joined after research employment in China and
Russia. Paul also co-led research at Cardiff University where
he was seconded as operations manager for CESAGen. He
has worked on ESRC and Wellcome Trust funded projects
and managed CESAGen’s portfolio of European projects
on biometrics, new developments in ICTs, biotechnology
and technology assessment. He taught ethics at Lancaster’s
medical school, supervised masters and doctoral students
and taught undergraduate courses related to his research
interests. He has published book chapters and articles
in peer-reviewed journals, and contributed to reports for
the European Commission and the European Network
Information Security Agency (ENISA). He has written
articles on privacy and biometrics for the second edition of
the Encyclopaedia of Applied Ethics.

Biometric technologies continue to develop, an observation
borne out by the dramatic expansion in the range of and
scope of new developments in the types and form of their
implementation. This raises the question as to whether
from an ethical standpoint new directions, new framings,
and resolutions of issues is required. Ethical debates are
often depicted in discussions on biometric technologies
as being linked to monolithic unchanging values. Often
ethical, sociological and technical discourse on biometrics
represents the major ethical issue of biometric technologies
as revolving around the trade-off(s) between security
and freedom. This arguably unfairly misrepresents both
the vitality of ethical discourse and limits fruitful ethical
engagement with new issues arising out of the changing
nature of biometric deployments ‘beyond the border’. This
presentation will illustrate how other ethical directions are
critical in dealing with problems and issues in one specific
development, soft-biometrics. It will explore how alternative
notions to liberty and security, such as community, can
illuminate the much wider impacts and potential issues that
these developments engender.
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Before the onset of
the ID revolution: The
commoditization of identity

Biography
Dr Joseph Atick is Chairman,
Identity Counsel International,
France. Prior to that he was
Executive Vice President and
Chief Strategic Officer of L-1
Identity Solutions, and set overall
strategic direction for product
development, technology investment and
support of merger and acquisition activities.

Dr Joseph J. Atick, Identity Counsel
International, Director IBIA
Cofounder & Director Emeritus,
France

Presentation Synopsis
The impact of Unitary Identity schemes and
Social Media on identity is becoming clear as
these developments become more pervasive
in society and we head towards an effective
commoditization of identity, where proof of
identity is readily available to all and for all
circumstances. This is the commoditization that
is supposed to precede the onset of the identity
revolution, with identity broadly harnessed
for social good. But in such a world, it is also
natural to expect that an increasing number of
actions, even disproportionate to any threat,
would require identification; and more and
more of these identifications would be cross
linked and their data by-products added to a
swelling number of databases in the guise of
audit trails.
Effectively when identity is commoditized it is
no longer limited to a set of unrelated singular
actions or isolated snapshots of human lives,
but in fact we see the emergence of “identity
orbits,” where all actions are continually
traceable, searchable and attributable to unique
identities. The implications of such identity
orbits are profound to current human values
and goes beyond the threat to our right to
privacy.
In this presentation we will examine
identity commoditization and elaborate on
its implications. We will seek instances in
history where society may have faced similar
challenges in its attempts to protect its values
in the face of technological advances. We
will then present these inspirations within
a proposed framework for the responsible
management of identity. We will argue, among
other things, that managing anonymity must
be part and parcel of any scheme of identity
management that will respect human rights
while delivering on the promises of the identity
revolution.
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He is one of the early pioneers of the biometrics industry,
involved in its early phases of development through the
validation and current commercialization growth phase.
Prior to joining L-1 Identity Solutions, Dr Atick served as
President and CEO of Identix. Prior to that, he co-founded
one of the original facial recognition companies, Visionics
Corporation.
Over the years, Dr Atick co-founded and managed
several companies focused on technology transfer and
development, and has served as a technical advisor to many
high-tech enterprises and organizations, including NATO.
He led the Computational Neuroscience Laboratory at
Rockefeller University and the Neural Cybernetics Group at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey.
Dr Atick is a highly sought after speaker at high level
industry conferences and a frequent commentator in the
media. He also testified several times before congressional
committees. Dr Atick holds a PhD in Mathematical Physics
from Stanford University.

Speaker Profiles
Session: The future for mobile
biometric devices

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 14:30

VP, Standards & Technology, Daon, UK
Cathy Tilton is the VP for Standards & Emerging Technologies at Daon, a leading provider of identity
assurance software products focused on meeting the needs of governments and commercial organizations
worldwide.
Cathy has over 25 years of engineering and management experience, including over 16 years in the
biometrics industry. She has led or been involved in the design, development, and deployment of numerous
biometric systems in both the commercial and government domains. These include the US-VISIT program,
the Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC), and other US and international projects.
She is very active in the development of national and international biometric standards, currently serving as
the US head of delegation to ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 subcommittee on biometrics. She also chairs the BioAPI
Consortium, is the international representative for INCITS M1, and chairs the Biometric Identity Assurance
Services (BIAS) Integration technical committee at OASIS.
Prior to Daon, she held a similar position at SAFLINK. She was also a systems engineering department
manager at Unisys, where she was involved with large-scale electronic defense systems development, as
well as leading the systems engineering effort for the FBI Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)
program (Phase II prototype). As a captain with the US Army, she was involved with R&D and testing of new
communications-electronics equipment and systems.

Speaker Profiles

Session Chair: Cathy Tilton

Cathy has a BS in nuclear engineering from Mississippi State and an MS in systems engineering from
Virginia Tech.

Session: The future for mobile
biometric devices

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 14.35

What’s different about mobile biometrics?
David Benini, Senior Director of Marketing, Aware, Inc., USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

David Benini is Senior Director of Marketing at Aware, Inc.,
where he has worked since 1999. He is engaged in a broad
variety of activities to grow Aware’s biometrics software
business, including standards development at INCITS M1
and ISO/IEC SC 37.

While use of mobile biometric solutions has evolved in
step with the larger biometrics market for some time,
the growing ubiquity of smart phones, and the rapid and
dramatic improvements in their features and performance,
are accelerating the trend. As a result, mobility is becoming
an increasingly important part of the biometrics landscape.
The time is right to take a closer look at mobile biometrics,
and to investigate in greater depth how they can be used to
their full potential.

David holds a BS Degree in electrical engineering from
Pennsylvania State University and an MBA Degree from
Cornell University. Aware provides a wide range of
client- and server-based software toolkits and applications
that fulfill a variety of critical biometric image and data
processing tasks.
Aware provided some of the earliest biometrics software
products for mobile applications, and continues to innovate
in this area, with products including URC Mobile and
BioSP.

This presentation will focus on mobile biometrics and
their special use cases. It will discuss a wide range of
devices from ruggedized military to iphones. It will include
demonstration of products and provide a look at what’s to
come in this important area of growth for the biometrics
industry.
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Achieving the benefits of biometric technology for UK Policing
Chief Inspector Cleaven Faulkner, Hampshire Constabulary, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Cleaven Faulkner currently leads for the force on all
matters relating to mobile technology, which includes
implementation of data terminals, Blackberry and
blue check devices. Aged 48, Cleaven served with the
Royal Navy for 12 years as an engineer and joined the
Constabulary in 1992. He has served in all areas of
policing and project management and holds national
accreditation as a firearms commander.

Chief Inspector Faulkner will describe the implementation
of mobile fingerprinting capability by Hampshire
Constabulary. He will stress the importance of introducing
the technology through correct resourcing and business
change principles so that roles are clearly defined,
challenges are confronted and dealt with, and lessons are
learnt as the implementation process proceeds. He also will
provide insight into the extensive benefits achieved, both
through operational and financial benefits analysis and the
anecdotal evidence from real life street encounters.

Married to his wife Jo they live at Lee on Solent with
five-year-old daughter, Tilly. Cleaven is driven by a desire
to provide the best and latest technology to frontline
officers who are, as a consequence, able to make more
informed decisions and provide an improved level of
service to the public.
Cleaven is a member of the NPIA MobileID Project Board
and chairs the National MobileID user group. He has
worked closely with both 3M Cogent and the NPIA to
assist in the operational delivery of the technology across
the country.

Session: The future for mobile
biometric devices

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 15.30

Mobile biometric personalization and authentication –
Guidance as a standard
Fred Preston, Director, FP Fidelity Ltd, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Fred Preston has recently left Morpho UK Ltd to set up
his own company to continue consultancy work in identity
assurance. Whilst with Morpho he was Senior Director
for Identity and Security Solutions, where he brought
strategic direction and vision across Morpho’s range of
identification, verification and detection capabilities. Prior
to joining Morpho he was UK Director for the Biometrics
Unit of Motorola and before that, worked for the UK Home
Office for over 30 years, most recently as the Director of
Identification for PITO. In that position he was responsible
for the direction, management and provision of automated
identification capabilities for law-enforcement stakeholders
in the UK. In the early 1990s Dr Preston worked with the
FBI for four years on the strategic design and development
of the US Federal fingerprint identification system, IAFIS.
His doctorate is in Physics, he is a Chartered Physicist, a
member of a number of standards groups, chair of the ISO
special group for Mobile Biometrics, and a member of the
management board for The Fingerprint Society.

The use of mobile computing and communication devices
is escalating. The expectation that we can carry out our
professional and personal lives whilst mobile is being taken
for granted, but who are we communicating with? The risks
of impersonation and fraud are all too obvious especially
in financial applications. Biometrics can provide strong
assurance that an individual is who they say they are but use
in connection with mobile devices from remote locations
poses difficulties. How can biometrics be used reliably
across a range of devices such as smartphones, tablets
and laptops in the context of different platforms and cloud
computing services?
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This presentation describes the work initiated by BSI to
develop an ISO guidance document for developing a
consistent and secure method of biometric authentication
in a mobile environment. The framework’s aim is to address
methods for remote and unsupervised enrolment together
with secure storage and transmission of biometric and
supporting biographic data. Guidance is to be provided
for the best use of multiple biometric and non-biometric
authentication methods recognising that the user could be
mobile and operating over a variety of platforms.

Speaker Profiles
Session: The future for mobile
biometric devices

Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 16.30

Peter Waggett, IBM UK Ltd, UK, Ed Jellard, and British Standards Institute IST/44 Biometrics Committee, UK

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Peter Waggett leads IBM’s Emerging Technology
Programme and also chairs the UK BSI Standards
Committee on Biometrics. He is a biometrics consultant
who has recently completed evaluating the biometric
performance of a major border control system.

Smartphones have become part of our daily lives, as have
strict corporate guidelines dictating complicated password
policies. Biometrics has been an emerging technology for
many years, and we believe that we are approaching the
point where the ever-increasing capabilities of smartphones
will allow us to use biometrics on our phones. IBM, as an
integrator, believes that a service-orientated architecture
(SOA) is the way forward, allowing multiple vendors to
provide the best algorithms to facilitate bringing biometrics
to smartphones. Ed Jellard will discuss some of the work
that he and IBM have done in this area, predominantly
using facial recognition, that validates the feasibility of this
concept and how it may become reality in the future.

Ed Jellard is an emerging technology specialist at the IBM
development labs near Winchester, where he works with
customers on exciting new projects with the aim of helping
them differentiate themselves from their markets by using
emerging technologies. He is also a member of the British
Standard Institute IST/44 biometrics committee. After a
recent IBM acquisition of some facial recognition software,
Ed created a test android application to investigate the
feasibility, constraints and limits of performing facial
recognition using a smartphone and a remote server and
he will discuss the results of this at the conference.

Session: The future for mobile
biometric devices
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Mountbatten Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 17.00

Security and identity protection for new generation mobile devices
Krzysztof Kryszczuk, Senior Scientist, Nokia Research Center, Switzerland

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Krzysztof Kryszczuk obtained his doctorate in pattern
recognition from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne (EPFL), Signal Processing Institute, in 2007.
He is a co-founder and managing partner of PatternLab,
a scientific consulting company based in Lausanne ,
Switzerland . Prior to joining EPFL, Krzysztof was a
research engineer at the National University of Singapore.
He obtained his MS degree in psychology from the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 2001, and an MS degree
in EE from the Lublin Institute of Technology in 1999. In
2007, Krzysztof received the European Biometrics Forum
Research Award for his work on quality and reliability in
biometrics. From 2008 Krzysztof was with the IBM Zurich
Research Laboratory, and currently he is a senior scientist
with the Nokia Research Center in Lausanne, Switzerland.

The world goes mobile, and mobile goes smart. The
number of smartphones in use all over the world is growing
at breakneck speed. New mobile devices punch more
computing power than average laptops only a few years
ago, and they connect the user with the world in ways
never thought of before. This is great news, but mobile
technology also poses new challenges of managing and
protecting identity and privacy of the user. In this talk, we
look at new developments in mobile privacy and security,
and attempt to draw an outline of what comes next.
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Session Chair: Marek Rejman-Greene
Senior Biometrics Adviser (Deputy Director) Home Office, and Capability Advisor, Identity
Assurance at CAST, Home Office Science, UK
Marek Rejman-Greene is the Senior Biometrics Adviser at the Home Office and the Capability Adviser
in Identity Assurance at the Centre for Applied Science and Technology at Home Office Science. He is
an active member of the international standards community, in particular the ISO/IEC SC37 biometrics
committee working group on biometric functional architecture and related profiles. Specific areas of interest
include the cost-effective systems engineering of identity systems and aspects of usability and privacy
management in government applications.

Session: New biometric
technologies put to the test

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 14.35

Emerging biometrics: Future directions in identification technology
James Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist, Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

Biography
James Loudermilk is the Department of Justice
representative on the National Science and Technology
Council’s Subcommittee on Biometrics and Identity
Management, which he co-chairs. He also represents the
FBI on the Identity Intelligence Board of Directors. He is
a member of the FBI Biometric Steering Committee. With
Dr Lawrence Hornak, he co-chaired the update of “The
National Biometrics Challenge.” He entered on duty in
July 1996 as the FBI’s first Senior Level employee, and
was the executive responsible for design, development,
installation, and transition to operations of the Integrated
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS),

representing a $640 million investment to revitalize FBI
identification technology. Subsequently, he held a variety
of executive positions in the Information Technology
Branch, including Chief Architect, Chief IT Strategist,
Deputy Chief Technology Officer, and Assistant Director
of the IT Operations Division. He returned to the Science
and Technology Branch in February 2009. Before entering
the civil service, he was in the private sector for over
twenty years, holding various executive positions, in
system engineering, software development, program
management, and logistics. He was also a divisional CIO.
Mr Loudermilk holds Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees
in Mathematics and the Degree of Applied Scientist, in
Communications Engineering.

Presentation Synopsis
Biometric sensors, and systems incorporating them, have
been in use for decades for identification, authentication,
and access control. Within the US criminal justice
community the mature modalities have long been friction
ridge for positive and forensic identification, and DNA for
forensic identification. More recently, face and voice have
been introduced for lead generation, and iris is gradually
becoming important for custodial transfer applications.
It has long been known that humans display a rich
further set of identifying signatures which have not been
significantly used. Evolving mission needs, coupled with
advancing technology, are causing additional biometric
modalities to emerge for research and assessment today
and perhaps employment in the future. Known subject DNA
analysis at the point of encounter has been under active
development for several years and may see employment
in a few years. Use of periocular features to enhance
face matching is of active interest. Use of tattoos for lead
generation appears to offer significant value. And longer
term, scent, electrocardiology at a distance, and even
electroencephalography may well find investigative niches.
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Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 15.00

Dr Neil Costigan, CTO, BehavioSec, Sweden

Biography
Dr Neil Costigan has a background in entrepreneurial
and technical leadership in seed-stage, venture-backed
startups, and global technology corporations. He has a
strong international background with over 10 years work
and education in Ireland, Sweden, France, and the US.
Previously, he was VP R&D at Smart Card manufacturer
Gemplus, in Aix-en-Provence, France, and Co-founder/
CTO at PKI specialists Celo Communications (Celo),
Mountain View, California & Stockholm, Sweden.
A software developer by trade, Neil has developed a
number of commercial security applications and spoken
extensively on cryptography & network security. He holds
a PhD (2009) for his thesis on Elliptic Curve Cryptography
on Modern Processor Architectures.

is inherently unnatural: create, remember, and manage
long, complex passwords. Moreover, as long as the session
remains active, typical systems incorporate no mechanisms
to verify that the user originally authenticated is the user
still in control of the keyboard.
DARPAs Active Authentication program seeks to address
this by developing ways of validating the identity of the
person that focus on the unique aspects of the individual
through the use of software-based biometrics. When you
interact with technology you do so in a pattern, leaving
behind a “cognitive fingerprint.”
DARPA is funding research via a four-year program into how
such Active Authentication systems will look like.

Presentation Synopsis

The talk will discuss the program, how research to date is
progressing, and present preliminary findings with respect
to large-scale tests.

The current standard method for validating a user’s identity
for authentication requires humans to do something that

http://www.darpa.mil/Our_Work/I2O/Programs/Active_
Authentication.aspx
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Continuous behavioural biometrics for DARPA’s active
authentication initiative

The future is now: Fundamental rights and ethical implications of human
odour-based biometrics for law enforcement and security purposes
Matteo E. Bonfanti and Andrew P. Rebera, Research Fellows, Center for Science Society and Citizenship, Italy

Biography
Dr Matteo E. Bonfanti is currently Research Fellow at the
Centre for Science, Society and Citizenship, where his
research focuses mainly on ethical and fundamental rights
issues in new and emerging technologies for security, the EU
internal security normative framework and strategies, and
other security-related issues (intelligence, intelligence-led
policing and information warfare). At present Matteo follows
two EC projects funded under FP7. SNIFFER concerns
border security application of artificial sniffing devices;
ETCETERA concerns the evaluation of critical and emerging
technologies for the elaboration of a security research
agenda in Europe. Before joining CSSC, Matteo was
Research Fellow for the European Privacy and Human Rights
(EPHR) Project at the Central European University Center
for Media and Communication Studies (CMCS) in Budapest.
In 2008 he served as research assistant at the office of the
European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) in Brussels.
Dr Andrew P. Rebera is currently a Research Fellow at
the Centre for Science, Society and Citizenship, based in
Rome. His research focuses on ethical and societal issues in
emerging technologies, including biometrics, identification
management systems, and surveillance technologies.
He has published in peer-reviewed journals, including a
recent paper in Review of Policy Research on mass-rollouts
of biometrics (co-authored with Emilio Mordini). Andrew

works on a variety of European Commission funded
projects, including Tabula Rasa, an investigation into antispoofing measures in biometrics.

Presentation Synopsis
Finger, vein, face, iris, retina, voice, gait, and several
other behaviours are successfully used in biometrics
to identify and recognise individuals. What about
personal scent? Studies have shown that every individual
has a characteristic odour (“bodily odour signature”,
“odourprint”), usually transmitted through bodily fluids
like sweat and urine, that provides information sufficient
for identification and recognition. Such potential has
been already exploited, by police and security services
– though the “technology” they employ has traditionally
been restricted to sniffer dogs: to our knowledge, no
biometric systems have yet been used. But this does not
mean it could not be done in the future. The deployment
of such technology would be likely to occur if it proves to
be reliable, secure and cost-effective. But furthermore,
the technology must be respectful to ethical principles and
individuals’ fundamental rights. This presentation will tackle
the latter issues. Starting from an overview of possible
police and security applications of odour-based biometrics,
it will discuss the policy and ethical implications implied by
odour-based biometrics.
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Eye vein biometrics with off-the-shelf cell phones
Toby Rush, CEO & Founder, EyeVerify, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Toby Rush is a 13-year mobile and wireless veteran.
As founder and CEO of two mobile ventures, his deep
expertise in imaging, sensors and mobility gives him
early insight into the trends and technologies impacting
consumers and the enterprise. Prior to his two startups,
EyeVerify and Rush Tracking Systems, Toby led the
product development & QA for SAT Corp, a venture
funded mobile software company. Toby also started and
led the MobilEdge practice group for BSI consulting. He
started his career with Accenture deploying SAP enterprise
systems.

Eye Vein Biometrics can use the common smart phone to
capture an image of the blood vessels in the whites of the
eye and then use pattern matching to achieve fingerprint
level accuracy. Since nearly all smart phones have a
camera suitable for this biometric, no extra hardware is
required.
Historically, the needs of security professionals have been
at odds with the usability that consumer’s demand. Eye
Vein Biometrics provides high levels of security while
making the user experience simple and convenient.
This presentation will explore the underpinning science
and results achieved to date. We will also discuss market
use cases and review results from early deployments.

Session: New biometric
technologies put to the test

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Tuesday, 30 October 2012 Time: 17.00

Where you look shows who you are: Using eye tracking behaviour for
human identification
Dr Pawel Kasprowski, Assistant Professor of Computer Sciences, Silesian University of Technology, Poland

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Dr Pawel Kasprowski specializes in databases and signal
processing. He has experience in data-mining systems
and classification algorithms. His publications (together
with Prof. Jozef Ober) about eye movement biometrics
were the first research in this field. In 1999 he founded
an IT company that deals with application developing
and software trainings. In 2008-2010 he was the Dean of
Computer Science Department at Silesian Higher School
of Computer Science. Since 2005 he has been Assistant
Professor at Institute of Informatics, Silesian University of
Technology.

Eyes are commonly used for identification. Methods like
iris or retina scanning are well established. However,
biometric identification based on eye movements has
been so far used only in a few scientific publications.
It was presented for the first time in 2003 during the
Biometrics conference in London (by the speaker himself).
The poster achieved Best Poster on Technological
Advancement Prize.
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Recently, eye movements’ biometrics gained popularity
with several new research centers (especially in USA,
Finland and Greece). However, the main obstacle for eye
movements’ biometrics usage is still the low popularity
of eye trackers – devices registering eye movements.
Moreover, existing eye trackers are relatively expensive.
Because of those facts, to push technology forward, we
decided to popularize eye movements’ biometrics by
publishing datasets of eye movements’ registrations and
organizing a competition that aims to find the correct
identity of people (EMVIC). The results of the competition
were very good with over 50 competitors and around 95%
accuracy of identification. It shows that eye movements’
biometrics may be considered as encouraging new
biometric technology.

Wednesday 31 October 2012
08.00 Coffee & tea
Me too! Social inclusion programmes, democracy and biometrics
09.10 Session Chairman’s Introduction
Tony Mercer, Senior Advisor, PA Consulting, UK

09.45 Achieving biometric success in government – The Nigerian National Identity Management System (NIMS)
Chris Onyemenam, Director General/CEO, National Identity Management Commission (NIMC), Nigeria
10.15

Beyond the voting booth – Leveraging biometric databases to create value for citizens
Richard Agostinelli, President and CEO, DigitalPersona, Inc., USA

10.45

Morning coffee and networking

11.10

Achieving biometric success and value for money in
government
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Marek Rejman-Greene, Senior Biometrics Adviser
(Deputy Director) Home Office, and Capability Advisor,
Identity Assurance at CAST, Home Office Science, UK

The appliance of science – Biometric applications in the
real world
Session Chairman’s Introduction
Dr Tom Heseltine, Biometric Consultant, Aurora Computer
Services, UK

11.15

Successful biometric delivery in an external
environment of uncertainty and change
David Oldroyd, Managing Director, Morpho UK
Limited, and Matthew Candy, Executive Partner, IBM
Global Business Services, UK

When identification is a matter of life or death: Contactless
biometrics in healthcare
Mizan Rahman, Founder and CEO, M2SYS Technology,
USA

11.45

Distributed technology in support of identification
applications while enabling cloud infrastructure
Ramsey Billups, Vice President Biometrics Solutions,
3M Cogent, USA

Biometric identification system for banks: A large scale
deployment
Fabrizio Vargas de Moraes, Consultant, Brazil

12.15

Biometric data: Transforming border and migration
management
Paul Ellis, Partner, and Tony Mercer, Senior Advisor,
PA Consulting, UK

Facial identification framework for enforcement agencies –
A case study on large-scale deployment
Kris Ranganath, Director, Technology and Solutions,
NEC Corporation of America, USA

12.45

Extended lunch and exhibition viewing

Programme Day 3

09.15 Biometrics for the social service sector. Argentine vision of biometric tools as a way to attain a better quality of life
for its citizens
Pedro Janices, National Office of Information Technologies, Chief of the Cabinet Office, National Director, Argentina

Brainstorming biometrics – New thinking and challenges for a new age...
14:10

Session Chairman’s Introduction
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

14.15

US Government biometrics: “The National Biometrics Challenge”
James A. Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist, Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

14:45

A user-centric approach to biometrics
Jean-Christophe Fondeur, Vice President, Research & Technology, Safran, Morpho, Technology and Strategy Direction, France

15:15

Avoiding double trouble: A person centric approach to reduce identity fraud and duplication in real world deployments
Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart Search & Match, The Netherlands

15.45

Closing remarks
Jim Wayman, San Jose State University, USA

16.00 Close of conference. Followed by afternoon refreshments
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Session Chair: Tony Mercer
Senior Advisor, PA Consulting, UK
Tony Mercer is a former Senior Civil Servant specialising in border security, migration and identity
management. He has successfully directed two major transformation programmes involving the integration
of biometric technology: Biometric Visas and Identity Cards for Foreign Nationals. Tony has a background in
operational management and the strategic development of integrated and intelligence-led border, visa and
in-country border and immigration systems. He has worked across government in the UK and is experienced
in providing support and advice to ministers at a political level. Tony has represented UK government
interests in the border and wider migration sector in over 40 countries worldwide and has worked overseas
in the US, China, the Indian Sub-Continent, West Africa and the Maghreb. In December 2010 he was
awarded the US Homeland Security Secretary’s Medal for “Outstanding Public Service” in support of the
Department of Homeland Security.

Session: Me too! Social inclusion
programmes, democracy & biometrics

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 31 October 2012 Time: 09.15

Biometrics for the social service sector. Argentine vision of biometric
tools as a way to attain a better quality of life for its citizens
Pedro Janices, National Office of Information Technologies, Chief of the Cabinet Office, National Director,
Argentina

Biography
Mr Janices was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In
1996 began his career in public administration as media
department computing coordinator of the Argentinean
Presidency. In 2005 he was Technology and Security
Director of Ministry of Interior. He then served as
Technology and Security Director of Ministry of Justice,
Security and Human Rights. Currently, he serves as National
Director of the National Office of Information Technologies
and Federal Government CIO.
Mr Janices was co-founder and organizer of the Free
Software in the State Organization and the annual Biometrics
International Conference of the Argentine Republic.
Over the years Mr Janices has developed and coordinated
projects such as the Individual Full Identification Database
with biometric systems implementation, the technological
implementation of the e-Passport and the e-CI (electronic id)
and optimization, upgrade and widening of the AFIS system
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of the Federal Police, as well as the optimization of the
biometric duties with the Recidivism National Registry and
the biometric access control system facial of the Federal
Penitentiary Service.

Presentation Synopsis
In Argentine History, the subject of social inclusion is
a constant aim. New technologies represent a new risk
factor, which is digital exclusion. For this reason, a series
of Programs and Projects that help attain those aims have
been implemented. The new DNI (National Document
of Identity), the Electronic Passport, the Federal System
of Biometric Identification and other projects, allow
government to go a step further in granting an only and
unrepeatable identification to each citizen, and in the
services that the government offers to each of them. Latin
America as a whole, needs to focus on social inclusion and
on services that help to achieve a more flexible and efficient
government when incorporating biometric tools.
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Chris E. Onyemenam, Director General/CEO, National Identity Management Commission (NIMC), Nigeria

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Chris E. Onyemenam holds a BSc (First Class Honours)
degree and a MSc degree in Sociology, as well as an LLB
degree, all from the University of Lagos. He is a seasoned
administrator and professional manager with over 28
years post qualification experience spanning various
sectors, including academia, manufacturing, banking and
financial services, non-governmental and consulting. Until
his calling to public service, he was the Chief Economic
Strategist and Head of Research, Economic Intelligence
and Franchise Enhancement Group at Zenith Bank Plc.
He was also the pioneer Executive Secretary and, later,
Director Operations and Administration at the Nigerian
Economic Summit Group (NESG), where he participated
actively in the development of major national policy
initiatives under the annual Nigerian Economic Summit.
Prior to this, Chris was the pioneer Executive Secretary
of the Money Market Association of Nigeria. He was
also at one time the Permanent Secretary of the South
African based African Business Roundtable (ABR). In
2006 he worked as the Secretary/Director General of the
Secretariat of the Presidential Implementation Committee
on the Implementation of Government decision on the
Consumer Credit System Outsourcing Initiative and the
Harmonisation of Identification Schemes in Nigeria. The
visionary, excellent and thorough work of the Committee
gave birth to the National Identity Management
Commission (NIMC), Nigeria. Recently, the Coalitions for
Change (C4C), a DFID Initiative acknowledged him as a
Champion of Change in Government.

The National Identity Management Commission (NIMC)
was created to build and operate a National Identity
Database for Nigerians and legal residents, and to
efficiently link disparate public- and private-sector identity
schemes. One of the largest biometric enrolment exercises
in the world is being undertaken. Countrywide standards
and regulations have been set and harmonization of all
preceding databases is being carried out.
Numerous challenges have been experienced in
implementing the NIMS. The NIMS is based on a Public–
Private Partnership model with intent to expose a large
number of the population to the database and sustain
regular data updating. A key to success is the finance
structure being implemented; where various stakeholder
institutions and organizations would financially benefit from
utilizing the NIMS.

Speaker Profiles

Achieving biometric success in government –
The Nigerian National Identity Management System (NIMS)

Aside from being the regulator of the emerging ID sector
in Nigeria, NIMC is championing the development of
technologies and standards requisite for the seamless
implementation of the NIMS. Hence, research and
development into unique demographic compositions with
indigenous capacity is being accorded top priority.
International standards are currently being adapted whilst
taking cognizance of local peculiarities. This approach
would ensure the NIMS solution is all-inclusive to serve as
springboard towards the attainment of socio-political and
economic development.

Chris Onyemenam is currently the Director General/CEO
of the National Identity Management Commission (NIMC)
Nigeria.
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Beyond the voting booth –
Leveraging biometric databases to create value for citizens
Richard Agostinelli, President and CEO, DigitalPersona Inc., USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Richard Agostinelli is responsible for developing
DigitalPersona’s strategic business relationships and
setting the overall direction for the company. He brings to
DigitalPersona over 25 years of experience in successfully
setting strategic direction, driving growth and profitability
and building infrastructure for multi-location global
businesses, both public and private. Prior to joining
DigitalPersona, he spent ten years in the ID Management
industry, most recently as President of the Biometrics
Division of L-1 Identity Solutions. This Division designed
and deployed hardware and software solutions to capture,
manage and move biometric data (iris, face and fingerprint)
for the rapid and positive identification and tracking of
persons of interest and comprised six businesses acquired
by L-1: Identix, SecuriMetrics, ComnetiX, Retica, BioScrypt
and Iridian Technologies. Prior to becoming President of
L-1’s Biometrics Division, Agostinelli was Chief Financial and
Operating Officer of SecuriMetrics. Agostinelli received a
Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting from Loyola University
of Chicago, Summa Cum Laude, and a Master’s Degree in
Management from Northwestern University’s J.L. Kellogg
School of Management.

In nations such as Nigeria and Brazil the democratic
voting process is coming on leaps and bounds, allowing
them to step out of the ‘third-world’ shadow, which
brings with it issues such as election fraud. Helping to
reduce the potential to affect election results is fingerprint
biometrics, creating a new world of voter ID.Fingerprint
biometrics have been introduced to the voting process in
countries such as Brazil to create assurances within the
voting process. The technology has led to a reduction in
political turmoil and is an essential part in allowing for a
democratically elected government.
Richard will focus on highlights of the 2012 elections
in Brazil that demonstrate the benefits of fingerprint
biometrics use, since which the use of the technology
has spread to elections in over 20 other nations. Brazil’s
Tribunal Superior Electoral (TSE) has given advice on the
implementation of the technology to a number of nations
on how this technology can help to prevent electoral fraud.
In this talk, Richard will discuss why biometrics is becoming
the new voter ID, and how the technology is evolving the
way countries identify their citizens.
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Senior Biometrics Adviser (Deputy Director) Home Office, and Capability Advisor, Identity
Assurance at CAST, Home Office Science, UK
Marek Rejman-Greene is the Senior Biometrics Adviser at the Home Office and the Capability Adviser
in Identity Assurance at the Centre for Applied Science and Technology at Home Office Science. He is
an active member of the international standards community, in particular the ISO/IEC SC37 biometrics
committee working group on biometric functional architecture and related profiles. Specific areas of interest
include the cost-effective systems engineering of identity systems and aspects of usability and privacy
management in government applications.
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Successful biometric delivery in an external environment of
uncertainty and change
David Oldroyd, Managing Director, Morpho UK Limited, UK, and Matthew Candy, Executive Partner,
IBM Global Business Services, UK

Biography
David Oldroyd is the Managing Director of Morpho UK
and as the Safran Country Delegate directly represents all
Safran entities in the UK.
In the UK, Safran comprises a range of companies serving
the aerospace and security markets.
David has a background in programme and consultancy
work and has spent a considerable time living and
working abroad in Asia and in France. Through his work
for Morpho, David has led the successful development
and implementation of a number of high profile, national
government identity management systems for countries
throughout the world and has experience of working on
such projects in Europe, the United States, Latin America
and the Middle East.
David holds BA (Hons), MBA and MSc degrees.
Matthew Candy is an Executive Partner in Global Business
Services (GBS) in IBM and is responsible for leading our
Smarter Commerce practice within UK & Ireland.
In his current role, which he took on in May 2012, Matthew
is responsible for leading IBM’s consulting business in
Smarter Commerce within the UK & Ireland, including
developing our business strategy, market-facing industry
propositions, and continuing to develop our capability
and leadership in an area where IBM is helping clients
deal with dramatic changes in the commerce landscape
brought on by customers empowered through digital,
mobile and social. This portfolio covers all core services
(strategy, process, transformation, systems integration
and application management services) across the
following areas: Marketing, Sales & Service Performance
& Optimisation; Value Chain Visibility; Customer Driven
Strategy; Customer Engagement & Performance;
Customer Insight & Intelligence.
Over the course of his career with IBM, Matthew has
focused on large, complex, CRM/Customer business
transformation engagements for clients within the
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Telecommunications, Media & Entertainment, and Energy
& Utilities industries and has experience in multiple areas
of CRM/Customer strategy, process and technology (e.g.
service, sales, order management, billing, marketing, BSS/
OSS) as well as extensive experience of utilising IBM’s
global delivery capabilities.
Most recently, and within the past 4 years, Matthew
has led the delivery of 2 major client engagements. A
customer care, call centre and billing transformation for a
major utilities operator in the UK – this project was a key
strategic enabler for the client’s rollout of smart metering
and to enable them to improve their customer loyalty
and satisfaction. He also successfully led through to golive a major programme for a UK government agency to
provide a highly complex 24*7 mission critical transaction
processing solution spanning process change, new
applications and mobile devices and secure data centre
and infrastructure capabilities.

Presentation Synopsis
IBM and Morpho will jointly present to outline their
views and experiences from the recent successful
implementation of the Immigration and Asylum Biometric
System ( IABS) project for UK Border Agency.
IABS is the most important biometric technology
application to be delivered to the UK Government this year.
The project, successfully delivered by IBM and Morpho,
was designed and delivered against the backdrop of
substantial political and economic changes from the period
2010 and these influences had to be dealt with by the
supply side.
Stepping through the overview of the project scope, the
roles of IBM and Morpho and setting the project within
the context of external changing circumstances, the
presentation looks to the ways in which IBM and Morpho
jointly achieved success and outlines some of the lessons
learned as a result of their experiences.
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Distributed technology in support of identification applications while
enabling cloud infrastructure
Ramsey Billups, Vice President Biometrics Solutions, 3M Cogent, USA

Biography
Ramsey Billups is Vice President of Biometrics Solutions
for 3M Cogent and serves as Program Manager for 3M
Cogent’s role as the Automated Fingerprint Identification
System (AFIS) provider for the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) US-VISIT fingerprint matching system. Prior
to joining Cogent in 2003, he worked for the Department
of Defense (DoD) Armament Research & Development
Center in Dover, NJ (USA) as an Ada embedded systems
Computer Scientist and IBM Federal Systems in Rockville,
MD as an Ada Computer Programmer in support of
the FAA modernization of the nation’s air traffic control
system. Ramsey also worked for Raytheon Corporation as
a program manager for NASA Earth Observation System
and the Immigration Naturalization Services, now DHS,
IDENT Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)
program.

Session: Achieving biometric success
and value for money in government

Ramsey is the son of Harrison & Mable Billups and a native
of Buffalo, New York. He now resides in Northern Virginia
(USA) with his wife of over 21 years Cassandra Yvette and
their teenage daughter and son. He earned a Bachelor of
Science degree from the University of Dayton, Ohio in Data
Processing from the Computer Science Department and a
minor in Criminal Justice.

Presentation Synopsis
The distributed technology in support of identification
applications enabling cloud infrastructure presentation
will focus on the ability to provide continuity of operations
via redundant AFIS applications and other high availability
technologies to assist AFIS owners and implementers
in achieving and maintaining agreed upon service level
agreements (SLAs). With this approach, AFIS owners will be
able to maximize system efficiency while minimizing lifecycle costs.

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 31 October 2012 Time: 12.15

Biometric Data: Transforming border and migration management
Paul Ellis, Partner, PA Consulting, UK, and Tony Mercer, Senior Advisor, PA Consulting, UK

Biography
Paul Ellis is an experienced programme manager with
over 20 year’s international consulting experience. He
has a track record of delivering large-scale, innovative
programmes with complex technical and commercial
integration challenges. Paul has advised numerous
governments on the operational implementation of
biometric identity checks, and the integration of these
checks into established business process to improve
integrity and operational efficiency. Programmes
managed by Paul have won major UK government awards.
Paul is a trusted board level advisor to international
biometrics projects and has sat on the programme board
of some of the largest UK civil government programmes.
Paul is a regular speaker at UK and International
biometrics events.
Tony Mercer is a former Senior Civil Servant specialising
in border security, migration and identity management.
He has successfully directed two major transformation
programmes involving the integration of biometric
technology: Biometric Visas and Identity Cards for
Foreign Nationals. Tony has a background in operational
management and the strategic development of integrated
and intelligence-led border, visa and in-country border
and immigration systems. He has worked across
government in the UK and is experienced in providing
support and advice to ministers at a political level. Tony
has represented UK government interests in the border
and wider migration sector in over 40 countries worldwide
and has worked overseas in the US, China, the Indian SubContinent, West Africa and the Maghreb. In December
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2010 he was awarded the US Homeland Security
Secretary’s Medal for “Outstanding Public Service” in
support of the Department of Homeland Security.

Presentation Synopsis
Pressures around border security and migration
management are real and changing, and likely to intensify.
Now, more than ever, governments need assurance that
their systems provide security and public protection.
But they must also facilitate and expedite legitimate
travel to ensure the country remains open for business
and competitive. Achieving this balance and delivering
value for money in a tightening financial climate is a real
challenge for governments worldwide.
In meeting this challenge, over 60 countries worldwide
are now using biometric technology and the data it helps
collect to transform their border and migration systems
and clear more people, more securely and more quickly.
They see biometric data as a corporate asset which they
can use to improve performance and protection and
automate processes securely in the interests of greater
efficiency. The best systems are now delivered through
integrated technology, linking a person’s biometrics
with their bio-data, enabling more effective data sharing,
better decision-making and assurance around identity
management, strengthened inter-agency co-operation
and integrity in their business process. The key to all this
is the data and the way governments are now integrating
and utilising it to strengthen their border and migration
processes, including sharing data with their international
partners.
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Biometric Consultant, Aurora Computer Services, UK
Dr Tom Heseltine has worked in the field of biometric face recognition for 11 years. His PhD from the
University of York specialised in face recognition, during which he produced numerous publications and
developed algorithms for both 3D and 2D modalities.
He now heads Aurora’s Core Technology team, responsible for the research and development of their
infrared face recognition technology, which has become the UK’s most widely used face recognition
system. He also works as a biometric consultant in the construction, government, air industry and education
sectors. He has successfully applied face recognition technologies to solve a variety of challenging
problems, from image quality assessment and face detection systems, to time and attendance, secure site
access and, most recently, passenger processing in Heathrow Airport.

Session: The appliance of science –
Biometric applications in the real world

Elizabeth Windsor Room:
Wednesday, 31 October 2012 Time: 11.15

When identification is a matter of life or death:
Contactless biometrics in healthcare

Speaker Profiles

Session Chair: Dr Tom Heseltine

Mizan Rahman, Founder & CEO, M2SYS Technology, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Mizan Rahman founded M2SYS in 1998. As a visionary,
expert software engineer and seasoned entrepreneur, he
combines his impressive background solving customers’
problems and building companies with a natural intensity
and commitment to excellence.

Biometrics has traditionally been a technology used
as a tool for law enforcement to differentiate good or
bad individuals and identifying those they are trying to
apprehend. Subsequently, as the technology has evolved
and spread to commercial applications, the fundamental
research and development ideology of biometrics has
evolved parallel to market demand to deliver solutions for
unique issues and problems that traditional methods of
identification could not solve.

Mr Rahman’s instinctive ability to transform a creative idea
into an invaluable, profitable business software solution
has prompted much acclaim from leading sector analysts
and executives worldwide and is the foundation for
M2SYS’ dedication to achieving excellence for its clients.
Mr Rahman is also heavily involved in the speaker circuit
where he can be found sharing his domain expertise and
success methodologies at conferences and universities
around the world.
Mr Rahman received a BS in Computer Science (cum
laude) from Florida Atlantic University. He is a member of
the prestigious honor society Phi Kappa Phi, the Computer
Science Honor Society Epsilon Phi Upsilon, the Golden
Key Honor Society and the Phi Theta Kappa Honor
Society.

Healthcare has struggled with pinpointing a technology
that will solve the problem of patient misidentification
and the impact it has on the quality of care, patient
safety, and the financial health of the industry. Using
biometrics for patient identification has not only addressed
these problems, but it has also drastically altered the
functionality of biometric technology from a resource to
weed out miscreants to a life or death identification tool.
Medical facilities that once struggled with problems of
medical identity theft, patient misidentification and the
proliferation of duplicate medical records can now use
biometric identification technology to accurately identify
patients to safeguard health and prevent unnecessary and
financially taxing medical treatment.
Effective biometric patient identification in healthcare can
achieve these goals only if it uses contactless modalities.
Contactless biometric recognition in one-to-many search
environments is the ideal solution for patient identification
because it is the only modality that can hygienically
and effectively eliminate duplicate medical records and
prevent medical identity theft.
In addition to discussing the advantages that contactless
biometric technology offers, we will present case studies
with examples of using both contact and contactless
biometric modalities for patient identification in
healthcare.
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Biometric identification sytems for banks: A large scale deployment
Fabrizio Vargas de Moraes, Consultant, Brazil

Biography
Fabrizio Vargas de Moraes is a Brazilian consultant who
started his career in the 1990´s, teaching basic computing
to beginners; at same time he received his Bachelor
degree in Computing Science at PUC-SP (Pontifícia
Universidade Católica de São Paulo).
In 1997 he joined an on-line store start-up, which became
a small CRM/ERP development company, and in 2000 he
joined Itautec part of the ITAUSA conglomerate.
At Itautec he joined the Special Projects Team of the newly
created Internet Division, which later became the New
Technologies/Innovation Division, assisting on projects
requiring the ability to deal rapidly with new requirements
and technologies outside of the usual scope of the
company.
From handheld computers (WinCE), passing by automated
business process modeling and monitoring, HPC and
Clustering technologies, mobile software and RFID,
Fabrizio finally started his work with Biometrics in 2005,
when Itautec won the bid to provide the Biometric
Enrollment solution for the Brazilian National Passport.

Session: Achieving biometric success
and value for money in government

Fabrizio has subsequently worked on several major
biometric projects in Brazil, such as the first enrollment
for the Brazilian voters for Superior Electoral Court, and
has assisted 5 of the 6 biggest Brazilian banks with their
biometrics projects.

Presentation Synopsis
Fraud against Brazilian banks reached UDS 1.1 billion last
year. Part of this amount has its roots in identity fraud.
In a worsening economic scenario, with more people
resorting to loans, a large number of criminals are using
fake identities to access goods they will not pay for. Since
2007, when a Brazilian bank first introduced biometrics to
its customers, the use of this technology is now reaching
maturity. Now, another Brazilian bank has taken a step
further, building what is supposed to be the biggest private
AFIS and biometric database in the world. In a successful
implementation, this bank has discovered a new way of
attaining higher levels of security, with a clean and reliable
consumer database and, at the same time, offering a very
convenient way of doing transactions without the need to
remember a PIN at the ATM or branch.

Mountbatten Room:
Wednesday, 31 October 2012 Time: 12.15

Facial identification framework for enforcement agencies – A case study
on large-scale deployment
Kris Ranganath, Director, Technology and Solutions, NEC Corporation of America, USA

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Kris Ranganath has over twenty-six years of experience
in software and solutions engineering with emphasis in
public safety and biometrics technologies. At present, he
is working at NEC Corporation of America as Director of
Technology and Solutions. Kris is in charge of new product
development, technologies, promotion, and solution
engineering.

In the past decade, facial identification accuracy has
improved by multiple orders of magnitude. The flexibility
of this technology in handling glossy, low-quality images
and yet still produce reliable accuracy is increasing
its adaption in enforcement agencies. Agencies can
exploit this technology for various identification needs
from multimodal identification, forensic searches, field
identification to city surveillance.

Prior to this, he was the CTO of NEC Government and
Public Global Solution Division (GPGSD). GPGSD provides
biometrics-enabled public safety solutions around the world
using multiple solution centers in different geographic
regions. Kris has also served as director of engineering
in NEC Corporation of America where he leads the
development of the NEC IntegraID AFIS product line and
he was one of the lead architects of NEC’s new multibiometrics software matching engine. Kris has participated
in several biometrics solution designs globally for law
enforcement and civil agencies. He actively participates
in standards specifications and has presented in GSA, IAI,
UK biometrics and other global biometrics conferences.
He strives at integrating latest innovative technologies to
address current and future public safety requirements.
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This presentation from NEC explains the new advances in
facial identification technology, and presents a case study
on current use within large agencies, and highlights the
future potential for agencies to incorporate this technology
in existing security platforms to enhance public safety and
national security.
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San Jose State University, USA
Dr James Wayman is a research administrator in the Office of Graduate Studies and Research at San
José State University in California and an Honorary Professor in the School of Engineering and Digital Arts
at the University of Kent. He is the Principal UK Expert (PUKE) to the ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 Working Group on
Biometric Vocabulary Harmonization and serves as editor of both the ISO/IEC 19794-13 and ANSI/NIST Type11 voice data formats. He is a Fellow of the IET and a Distinguished Lecturer of the IEEE.
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US Government biometrics: “The National Biometrics Challenge”
James Loudermilk, Senior Level Technologist, Director’s Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA

Biography
James Loudermilk is the Department of Justice
representative on the National Science and Technology
Council’s Subcommittee on Biometrics and Identity
Management, which he co-chairs. He also represents the
FBI on the Identity Intelligence Board of Directors. He is
a member of the FBI Biometric Steering Committee. With
Dr Lawrence Hornak, he co-chaired the update of “The
National Biometrics Challenge.” He entered on duty in
July 1996 as the FBI’s first Senior Level employee, and
was the executive responsible for design, development,
installation, and transition to operations of the Integrated
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS),
representing a $640 million investment to revitalize FBI
identification technology. Subsequently, he held a variety
of executive positions in the Information Technology
Branch, including Chief Architect, Chief IT Strategist,
Deputy Chief Technology Officer, and Assistant Director
of the IT Operations Division. He returned to the Science
and Technology Branch in February 2009. Before entering
the civil service, he was in the private sector for over
twenty years, holding various executive positions, in
system engineering, software development, program
management, and logistics. He was also a divisional CIO.

Mr Loudermilk holds Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees
in Mathematics and the Degree of Applied Scientist, in
Communications Engineering.
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Presentation Synopsis
The 2011 National Biometrics Challenge reflects the
objectives and priorities of the US federal government
departments, and their components, that operate the major
US national identification systems and direct the majority
of federal Research Development Test & Evaluation
(RDT&E) funding for Biometrics and Identity Management
systems. About 83% of US federal funding on biometrics
during the period 2006-2011 was spent on 2006 Challenge
priorities and we anticipate the majority of US federal
funding over the next five years will address the priorities
expressed in the 2011 Challenge. The “2011 update to
the Challenge” examines the many advances made as
government, academia and the private sector responded to
the “challenge” issued in 2006. It further delineates some
of the complex issues that, five years later, have yet to be
fully addressed. It acknowledges that the understanding
of requirements has increased with experience while the
advance of technology raises capabilities and expectations.
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A user-centric approach to biometrics
Jean-Christophe Fondeur, Vice President, Research & Technology, Safran, Morpho, Technology and
Stragety Direction, France

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Jean-Christophe is the VP, Research & Technology for the
Identification division of Morpho. He has been leading
Morpho’s Biometric research activity for more than 12
years and has been involved in all Morpho breakthroughs
in biometrics for the past 18 years. His achievements
include the development of innovative biometric
algorithms, and the design of scalable architecture for very
large biometric systems such as the FBI and UIDAI in India.
He holds more than 12 patents in the field of biometrics and
is a member of IEEE and of the International Association for
Identification.

In our 2012 world, IT innovations are not only driven by
technology capabilities, they are also largely (mostly?)
driven by user acceptance and user choices. The
presentation will analyze implications of this observation
to different aspects of biometrics (sensors, architecture,
security, privacy, etc.), as well as present state-of-the-art
technologies, products and innovations designed with this
user-centric approach.
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Avoiding double trouble: A person-centric approach to reduce identity
fraud and duplication in real world deployments
Peter Went, CEO, WCC Smart Search & Match, The Netherlands

Biography

Presentation Synopsis

Peter Went is the Chief Executive Officer of WCC, where
his role is to oversee the company’s operations in The
Netherlands and the United States.

One of the cornerstones of identification security is
ensuring that every identity in your database is unique.
Whether your application involves issuing passports,
granting visas, issuing drivers’ licenses, granting asylum
applications, or enrolling citizens for benefits or social
programs, preventing fraud means preventing duplicates
in your database.

Prior to WCC, Peter held a number of leadership positions
with different high technology companies. He served as
CTO of Quality System Development, which developed
and marketed an integrated banking system for European
banks. He also was Founder & CEO of UniSoft, where he
orchestrated the company’s expansion into Prague.
As an internationally recognized expert in Identity
Management systems, Mr Went has spoken on a number
of occasions, including ID world, RISE, BCC and Security
Symposium. Mr Went was recently awarded the ID People
Trailblazer Award, for his contribution to the integration of
biographic and biometric identification capabilities.

Unfortunately this is easier said than done. Bad actors
will try to game the system by fraudulently enrolling
under multiple aliases; biographic details, like surnames
or addresses, can change; nicknames or derivative
names are used either innocently or intentionally; and
typographical or spelling errors can creep into even the
most straightforward data. While many identity solutions
call for biometrics – both single and multimodal – to
provide greater security, real world situations often
confront security systems designers with the need to
consider legacy data as well as newer data that may
include biometrics
Adopting a Person-Centric approach to identification
can drastically reduce fraud and duplication in identity
databases across a range of identity applications.
Drawing on experience gained by WCC in a large Middle
East deployment, WCC’s CEO, Peter Went, will show how
the fusion of biometrics and biographic data, with special
attention to advanced name matching, can help achieve
project goals to avoid duplication or detect fraud.
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